What makes these ceilings right for this job
The way they do so much so efficiently

The new Ohio Medical Indemnity Building near Columbus, Ohio, a showcase for Armstrong ceilings. A variety are used, because each has a special job to do in the different areas of this functionally designed building.

Main work areas, for instance, use vaulted five-foot-square Luminaire modules, which provide excellent lighting quality. Dual-dual heating, ventilating, and air conditioning work through Luminaire hidden Supply-Air Linear Diffuser system. Demountable wall partitions also work perfectly with Luminaire.

Low light areas, such as the main lobby, have handsome Armstrong Sanserra Travertone™ ceilings. Textured tiles give excellent acoustics and match the beauty of the massive Ohio fieldhouse wall.

The kitchen and rest rooms use Luminaire modules with Armstrong Ceramaguard®. This durable ceramic ceiling is immune to steam grease, and frequent cleaning.

All ceilings are engineered for easy installation and give two-hour rated fire protection. For more information on how Armstrong can do the jobs for you, write Armstrong, 4206 Watson Street, Lancaster Pa. 17604.
Durcolam! New laminate for tough, attractive laboratory tabletops

Durcolam is a permanent, economical tabletop material, designed for easy handling and fabricating. A lightweight epoxy-based sheet, it can be mounted on almost any supporting material. Durcolam resists corrosion, heat and stains. It is ideal for new laboratories and for renewing corroded and stained tabletops. Send for more information today.

THE DURIRON COMPANY, INC., DAYTON, OHIO
"When you turn on 6000 faucets, you can't afford maintenance problems."

When you're one of the most luxurious living complexes in Miami Beach, everything's got to be just right. And that includes the faucet fixtures.

That's why Seacoast Towers installed Delta faucets—6000 of them. For one thing, Delta's sleek simplicity blended beautifully with the decorator touches that abound in Seacoast Towers.

More important, they found that Delta faucets are virtually maintenance-free. Thanks to a patented rotating valve that eliminates the washer. And the maintenance and replacement costs that go with washers.

As Mr. Muss put it: "We're very happy with our Delta faucets. We put them in the apartments, cabanas, maids' rooms and laundries. And they've been practically trouble-free for eight years."

What Delta faucets have done for Seacoast Towers, they can do for you. Write Delta Faucet Company, a Division of Masco Corporation, Greensburg, Indiana 47240.

President of Alexander Muss & Sons, Inc.
Builders of Seacoast Towers.

Delta Faucets. They're washerless.
June 1972
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Dover Delivers

Elevators for systems-built buildings

The buildings shown here indicate new construction technology and both are served by Dover elevators.

Luther Towers is the first commercial project using the Mah- lessurier System that offers significant savings in construction time and costs. A combination panel box system in concrete, it offers maximum use of structural efficiencies while retaining wide latitude in esthetic options.

The 29-story Dobie Residence Hall at the University of Texas, is the tallest building to date using a new system of prefabricated brick curtainwall panels. The tower has 72,700 square feet of masonry, single-brick width, without metal reinforcing or backup. Panels were prefabricated in sheltered workshops at the job site, using a new high-bond mortar, and hoisted into position. No scaffolding was required, there was no overhead bricklaying to interfere with work at lower levels, no cleanup of dropped mortar and no delay for adverse weather. Time and labor savings were also effected.

Much of the emphasis in these and other new building techniques is on telescoping construction time to achieve earlier occupancy. The elevator manufacturer must be able to meet these tighter construction schedules as well as offering the range of equipment appropriate to the building type.

Dover delivers both, with pre-engineered Oildratic® and traction elevators that feature accelerated production schedules and installation crews that understand the need to get the job done fast—and right—in today's building market. Let us work with you at the planning stage.

For literature, write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. B-3, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38102. In Canada, Dover/Turnbull, Toronto, Ont.

Dover
the elevator innovators

A floodlight for tough environments...

Hubbell's Series 3000 Corrosion Fighter

A rugged luminaire that actually defies corrosion, the Hubbell Series 3000 floodlight meets corrosion fighting standards. This includes U. L. Standards Bulletin No. 595 for outdoor marine floodlights, Coast Guard and Navy specifications, as well as NEMA requirements for heavy duty class floodlights.

Available only from Hubbell, the Series 3000 floodlight has been high pressure hose tested. The housing is die cast, copper-free (less than 0.2%) aluminum and all hardware is 300 Series stainless steel. Available in NEMA 2 to 7 beam spreads for use with HID light sources including metal halide, high pressure sodium and mercury vapor. It is vandal resistant and can be used on piers, marinas, shipboard, at airports and in car lots as well as in security, industrial, sports and building floodlighting.

For more information or a free lighting demonstration, contact us or your nearest authorized Hubbell Lighting Distributor. All you've got to lose is a lot of darkness.

HUBBELL . . . lighting innovations to believe in
Editors: User needs not withstanding, s perfectly delighted to find that the 1 of ideas has once again found its o the pages of a major architectural i al. I am, of course, referring to the 1 of Gandelosnas article on the work of 1, of the primary modern spatial types in Le Cor- busier’s Maison Domino and Maison Citro- han projects (plus the extension of the Cit- rohan idea laterally as in the Villa Sarabhai of 1955). This coupled with the particular way in which the “deep structure” is made to read on the “surface,” derivative of Terragni’s Casa del Fascio, give “House II” a compelling semantic dimension.

Stuart E. Cohen, AIA Evanston, Ill.

Dear Editor: One assumes the lesson to be drawn from pp. 68–87 March issue is: bad boy uptown architects ought not literally devour their copies of Volume 1, Complete Works of Le Corbusier, lest they suffer architectural indigestion and verbal diarrhea.

Eisenman/Graves are lucky though; they haven’t eaten so many books as the Venturis. Perhaps they’ll get well soon.


Dear Editor: It is with great pleasure that we have read Mario Gandelosnas’ article in the March issue. A serious semiological analysis of architecture of the kind that Mr. Gandelosnas offers has been long overdue in the architectural literature of the USA. In this respect, the pioneering role of P/A is again proved.

That a significant dimension in architecture exists, no one concerned with the essence of architecture would discuss. But that the level of meaning shows a systematic nature and that as such it can be analyzing, is something that not so many will be prompt to acknowledge. Mr. Gandelosnas shows clearly that semiotics of architecture offers probably the most important clue to an understanding of what is essentially architectonic. He offers the perspective of an area of study and research that is concerned with architecture as such, which does not resort to foreign techniques or “sciences” to account for architecture, which is what has characterized the “research” in architecture in the past decade.

We have been working in the same area for the past years at this university, and the first results of our endeavor are beginning to show a promising future. Students at Berkeley are becoming more and more interested in the dimension of meaning in architecture, somehow overshadowed in the past by the excitement of the “scientific” fades.

We praise Mr. Gandelosnas for his impeccable analysis and brilliant insights, not only at the level of the particular, and excellent examples shown in his article, but also and more importantly for the general perspective in the field of architectural theory that his article opens. We hope P/A will continue in the future with such an orientation, and give us more on the subject.

Rodolfo Machado, Associate Jorge Silvetti, Associate Department of Architecture University of California, Berkeley

Dear Editor: I have read with much interest the article “On Reading Architecture” and the editorial preceding it in the March 1972 issue of Progressive Architecture. The dichotomy between engineering and culture, described by P/A as opposing tendencies in the functional analysis of architecture, exists only in the perverted view of extremists. Systems analysis can offer a rational approach to the problem of psychological response to visual stimuli. There is a good consensus (i.e., small coefficients of variation) about the connotative meaning conveyed by the visual properties of architectural surfaces. We can consistently predict the aesthetic response to a brick wall with as great an accuracy as we can predict its compressive strength. Art and science are not enemies. Science can assist in establishing truth about beauty.

Clayford T. Grimm, PE Associate Director Center for Building Research The University of Texas at Austin

[Continued on page 10]
Architect uses sloping steel columns to give building rugged dramatic effect.
make the new headquarters and research building Burroughs Wellcome Co. seem like a natural extension of the ridge on which it is located. Architect Paul Rudolph used sloping steel columns in a geometric, modular design.

The structure, located in Research Triangle Park near Raleigh, North Carolina, combines the functions of corporate headquarters and research facilities.

The sloping steel columns, set at a 22.5-degree angle, help to make the building seem to be an upward extension of the ridge. The steel-framed irregular ends of the structure were designed to facilitate incremental expansion in all directions in future years.

Geometrical modular units are also a unique part of the design. The large skylights and inward-slanting windows made possible by this design allow light to penetrate deep into the interior.

The completed building will house about 450 employees, and will contain 300,000 sq ft of space. Besides research facilities and offices, there will be a cafeteria, auditorium, library, and a lobby three stories high.

Steel columns sloping 22.5 degrees are a major feature of the design. The columns rest on a system of footings and tie-beams in which the vertical load is transferred directly to the soil through the footing.

Views continued from page 7

another way of looking at architecture so that one might learn more about it. DM]

Seamless flooring specs
Dear Editor: Oscar L. Vaughan did not thoroughly research his article "Toward proper seamless flooring specs," (P/A, Mar. 1972, p. 94) to come up with the May 10, 1971 Federal specs to which he refers. He requests an industry-wide testing method be set up. There are hundreds. What he really wants is for everyone to manufacture the same product and be graded on its quality by some particular standard they all agree on. Under this system we would have a market of "one-ness" at different levels.

It is the responsibility of each manufacturer to produce the product for the market in which they wish to be represented. A spec writer then must decide what the market offers for his particular need.

Kenneth B. Vetterli
The Flecto Company, Inc.
Oakland, Calif.

[The following is Mr. Vaughan's reply to the above letter.]

1 In regard to the May 10, 1971 Federal Specification, this is an interim specification called "Coating System—Decorative and Protective, Seamless," No. TT-C-001685. It was published after my article was presented to Progressive Architecture. However, this would not essentially alter the article as written. Paragraph 1.2.1 states, "This specification covers one type of coating system." A footnote further explains in part, "Other systems are not covered by this specification at this time." The article suggests one federal specification for all seamless systems. The publication of Federal Specification TT-C-001685 is a welcome step in the right direction. Since it is an interim specification, hopefully it can be developed to include other major seamless systems, all in one package.

2 I have never advocated that everyone manufacture the same product. I do, however, recommend that everyone use the same test criteria. In his own product literature, Mr. Vetterli lists 14 tests under the heading of "Physical Properties." One example is Test No. 7, Tensile Strength, ASTM D-412. If every manufacturer would use ASTM D-412 for tensile strength, it would greatly facilitate comparing the relative tensile strength of one product against that of another product.

3 Mr. Vetterli claims that a standard method of testing would create a "one-ness" of materials. I say, not so! A standard testing method would allow for many materials at any number of levels.

4 Standard testing criteria is now an accepted practice and procedure in many facets of the building industry; the Steel Door Institute Standards and the Architectural Woodwork Institute Standards are good examples. The standard criteria adopted by the Acoustical and Industry Materials Association mentioned in the article deals with many different materials and installation systems. There is no "one-ness" of materials. If others do this, why can't the seamless coatings industry do likewise?

O.L. Vaughan

Erratum
In the article on “Blueprint storefront” (P/A, Apr. 1972, p. 92) credit for the design of the façade should have been given to Amado Ortiz, project architect in the firm of James R. Doman, Jr., AIA and Associates.

---

MICROZINC 70...

titanium alloy sheet metal that is pre-weathered.

Microzinc 70 gives the architect a new esthetic dimension for commercial and institutional roofing design. It's pre-weathered. The natural oxidation has been accelerated thereby achieving a maintenance free surface which is resistant to sea air and industrial atmospheres. This coating is not artificial and therefore will not peel, crack, blister or fade.

Less expensive than most long-life roofing metals. Microzinc 70 can be used in direct contact with concrete or mortar, is easily formed and soldered, and produces no run-off stain.

Write for the new Microzinc 70 booklet which includes comparative properties plus design details. We will also send you a sample of the pre-weathered metal so that you can examine the color and finish of Microzinc 70 for yourself.

BALL METAL & CHEMICAL
DIVISION OF BALL CORPORATION
GREENEVILLE, TENN. 37743

Greeneville Federal Savings & Loan
Greeneville, Tennessee
Architect: Boyd & Arthur
Roofing & Sheet Metal: Hicks Sheet Metal Co.
Nature's Gold. The natural gold of a lovely girl's hair. The gold of autumn leaves; of a ripe wheat field; of Kansas corn in September; of a lovers' moon.

It's a perfect color for the bath because it's warm and friendly; complements any color scheme.

But it's more than a color. It's a hard-working sales tool. You can promote it as a classic that will outlive the fads because it goes with just about everything.

Another way the best keeps getting better. American-Standard, P.O. Box 2003, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903.

The Gold look of Nature

*Trademark of American Standard Inc.
Now, Johnson puts computer-controlled automation within everyone's reach. With the JC/80* System ... the first general purpose communications loop with a mini-computer designed for building automation. Immediately expandable. Ideally suited for leased-line telemetry.

JC/80 advanced technology delivers all the advantages of computerization—continuous monitoring of all points, with performance matched to programmed ideals—for maximum savings on manpower, energy and overall costs. It employs easily understood English input/output and efficient Management by Exception principles.

The JC/80 breakthrough includes many important advances. Maximum system response time of just 4 seconds, regardless of the number of points. Reports and recalls alarms in chronological sequence. Fully compatible with existing digital systems. Operator functions programmable on-line. And modular hardware and software are available locally.

Most important, JC/80 automation is fully backed by the Johnson organization—leader in computerized building automation, with more than 75% of all such projects installed or under contract.

Whatever your building automation requirements, the computerized JC/80 System can meet them—better than anything. And it's ready right now. Starting at less than $10,000. Get complete information. Write today for your copy of Publication No. 2036.

*Reg. TM applied for.

The JC/80 breakthrough.

first building automation system with a mini-computer as standard equipment.
Yale products
security problem

And some you haven't thought of.
Starting with locks, there's virtually no end to the number and kinds we make. Thousands of locks for thousands of purposes. Residential locks. Commercial locks. Auxiliary locks. Cabinet locks. Padlocks. Combination locks. In addition to locks, we also make door controls, like door closers and panic exit devices, but that's only the start.

Electric locking systems: Centralized control of a building's security.
We make systems that control locks—thousands at once...or one at a time. Our Eaton Electric Locking System is a good example. It allows one person to control one lock or all locks in an office building, factory, school, hospital or what have you. All at the flick of a switch. Or automatically.

Locking systems that tell you who came in, and when. And through which doors.
It's our Identi-Logic® Access Control System...a locking system that remembers. Identi-Logic Systems keep complete records of all activities at each lock location—including time, date, location and number of keys used. If this sounds a bit James Bond-like to you, it is. Identi-Logic is the ideal locking system for highly sensitive areas in scientific research, governmental, military and computer installations.

Intrusion or fire detectors that use your 'phone
solve almost every you can name.

to call the police... or fire department.

But security at Eaton isn't just a case of locking things up.
The Yale® residential alarm system and infrared intrusion detector protects against burglaries and fires. Our automatic telephone dialer works in conjunction with a detection system to give your home, business, or industry a virtually foolproof, self-reporting security shield. Warns about critical systems failures, too... including heating or refrigeration breakdowns.

Vault doors, safes and safe deposit boxes.

And for other specialized applications, we make specialized security products and systems. Including our full line of vault doors, safe deposit boxes and night depositories for banks, brokerage houses and other institutions where valuables are handled or stored in volume.

Like we said, we make every type of security product you can name.

For more information about Yale security products—Yale Bank Service and our exclusive PDQ (Pretty Damn Quick) delivery service—contact your nearest Yale Security Representative. Or write: James M. Keane, Eaton Corporation, Yale Marketing Department, 401 Theodore Fremd Avenue, Rye, New York 10580.

Yale means security.
beautiful way to end the day

Here is the latest innovation from ITT Landmark. Ellipsoids, spheres, and cubes in high impact acrylic add to the pleasant atmosphere at the end of the day and continue the sunset mood into the night. With or without the decorative frou-frou these efficient outdoor luminaires are attractive additions to every environment.

You have a choice of wattages from 100 to 400. Light sources include metallic halide, mercury and incandescent. Sizes of these translucent units vary with illumination requirements. Easy pole-top set-screw mounting. For specifications and prices contact ITT Landmark Lighting, Southaven, Mississippi 38671.
Armstrong introduces something totally new underfoot.
This is Armstrong Quiet Zone Vinyl Corlon® flooring, the floor that's got it all. It combines quiet, comfort, durability, and easy maintenance all in one new vinyl floor for commercial or educational facility use. It's a perfect solution for your floor-specification problems. The fashionable look of Quiet Zone comes from this richly textured vinyl wear layer—a full 35 mils thick—specifically designed for commercial use. Its subdued pattern blends with every decor. It helps disguise seams, subfloor irregularities, dirt, and traffic marks. And because it's vinyl, it's virtually nonporous, giving stain resistance few other floors can match.

A tough interlayer of fiberglass-reinforced vinyl provides a firm bond between Quiet Zone's wear and cushion layers. This interlayer, with nearly 30 miles of strong fiberglass filaments in each square yard, adds to Quiet Zone's dimensional stability, its impact-damage resistance, and to the overall strength of the installed floor.
PPG Solarban®
Twindow®
Insulating Glass.
G Glass gives the Cross-Blue Shield a beautiful look, view, and a bonus.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield Building in Columbia, South Carolina, is a 10-story structure sheathed in PPG reflective glass. The building has been praised as a "tall and highly visible" landmark.

The Cross sees the new reflective-clad tower as a strong corporate symbol, and as 80,000 to 90,000 additional square feet of wide-open space for a view of the surrounding countryside.

Initially, the architect selected PPG's Solarban 575 Twindow Insulating Glass (bronze cover plates) because of its color, high reflectivity, and ability to reduce light intensities. But calculations on the mechanical system also showed that the higher cost of the Solarban units would be paid for just in the initial savings realized on heating and cooling equipment. The architect's studies indicated that the use of glass without the high solar-energy reflectance and insulating properties of the Solarban Twindow units would have required adding another floor to the building—just to house additional HVAC equipment! Blue Cross sees that as quite a bonus.

Why not see PPG about Glass Conditioning* for your next building. Early in the design stages. There's a PPG Environmental Glass that you can use as an active design medium to meet esthetic considerations, help solve environmental control problems, and contribute to a significant cost savings for your client.

Write PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

*Glass Conditioning is a service mark of PPG Industries, Inc.

PPG: a Concern for the Future
our cover story is even better this year.
Now you have a choice of standard Milcor access doors, roof hatches, skylights, and sidewalk doors—up to 10 feet wide and 20 feet long. No more mysterious about it! With Milcor, you have a proven system of durability and safety.

Machined precisely to standards of the fire and building codes, Milcor doors are a full 7'-6" x 4'-0" in size. Their solid steel construction is fire rated and automatically closes when things go wrong. Each unit comes packed with a complete set of hardware and instructions on how to install them.

And according to intelligence dispatches, other new developments are in the works. Milcor standard units come in such a wide range of sizes that they'll cover almost any rectangular opening you might have. Most are readily available from a stocking point near you. (On the off chance that none of the 222 meet your needs, our long experience in designing special units may accomplish your mission.)

For a dossier on Milcor access doors, see Sweet's 8.12/InL or write for Catalog 33-1. Milcor roof hatches and floor doors are in Sweet's 7.7/InL, or Catalog 34-1. Your contact is: Milcor Division, Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co., 4069 West Burnham St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.
Introducing a concealed hinge for average frequency doors! For the first time, with this concealed hinge — the one we call The Executive — you can design new beauty into even regular passageways.

Built to take it, this stainless steel channel construction virtually eliminates friction. Functions smoother, longer. Has more tensile strength — actually 80,000 lbs. per sq. in.

What's most important, of course, The Executive lets you create a whole new look for clean, pure lines through rows of V.I.P. offices or wardrobes. Ideal for security, too.

Learn more from Stanley Hardware, Division of The Stanley Works, New Britain, Connecticut 06050. In Canada: The Stanley Works of Canada, Ltd.

STANLEY 
helps you do things right
Atlantic City landmark on its way down

By the end of the year, or sooner, if the demolition work goes quickly, the Traymore Hotel, for years an Atlantic City, N.J. landmark, will be no more. The owner, the Loew’s Corp., started tearing down the hotel in January, despite an offer to buy the property and an attempt to halt demolition by legal action.

The would-be buyer, the AFL-CIO, offered $2 million for the hotel, which it planned to turn into a retirement home for its workers. Loew’s, however, held out for the $3 million price they had put on the property, which has been assessed at $2.3 million.

Legal action to block the demolition was filed by Attorney Morton Feldman, representing preservationists, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation fired off a telegram to the president of Loew’s, urging that he reconsider the decision to tear down the hotel. It was all to no avail, as Loew’s decided to go ahead with the demolition plans.

The destruction also poses an interesting problem for another local group. Ecological groups in Atlantic City are concerned about the effect on the city’s trash disposal problems. It seems that none of the rubble will be salvageable; it must all be carted off as trash. The problem, according to the preservationists, is that all that trash might be too much for present dumps, causing the trash people to start new dumps, maybe in the ecologically delicate local marshlands.

New solution for an urban greenhouse

People have been avoiding building greenhouses in Boston for quite some time, for some very good reasons—vandalism, soot and rising real estate prices that make such a low-yield operation unattractive. But the Gardner Museum wanted to move its greenhouses, which furnish fresh flowers and plants twice a week, from nearby Brookline to the museum site in Boston.

Glass was out of the question, according to architect James Lawrence, Jr., but clear plastic glazing seemed to offer the needed durability. The plastic, however, called for a greater slope to drain condensation on the inside, rain and snow on the outside. To solve that problem, Lawrence designed a steeply arched greenhouse, using laminated wood arches instead of the standard metal framing.
[continued on page 32]
1 Blue and bronze glass will sheathe the $19.5 million Pacific Design Center designed by Gruen Associates; the blue glass will be opaque, and the bronze, which encloses the 70-ft-wide escalator space in a half cylinder on the front of the building, will be solar glass. A 55-ft-high vaulted skylight will run the length of the building's top level. Offices, meeting rooms, a restaurant and a garden will be provided, along with showrooms and exhibit space for the wholesale interior design trade. The building, 510-ft long, 200-ft wide and 115-ft high, will offer about 442,000 sq ft of rentable space.

2 Second building in San Francisco's Embarcadero Center will be a 35-story office tower to serve as home office of Levi Strauss & Co. Including besides the major tenants, 165,000 sq ft, there will be a total of 650,000 sq ft of rentable office space, plus 75,000 sq ft of retail space. Tower will rise above pair of one-story concrete and glass pavilions and podium that provides circulation above street level. High rise part of building takes up only one-third of ground space. Structure is high strength steel with light gray sandblasted concrete exterior. Architects for the project are John Portman and Associates.

3 Three sites, three buildings make one project for Benjamin Thompson & Associates, architects for 694 units of housing for the elderly in Cambridge, Mass. MIT is financing the three-site project, which is the largest HUD turnkey project ever approved. Once completed, the three apartment complexes will be sold to the Cambridge Housing Authority for $17,082,000. Buildings vary on each site: one is a 19-story high rise, using a renovated garage as social center and shopping area; another is 5-stories, with a 12-story wing; third (shown) is 6-stories high, in deference to local preferences. Needs of neighborhoods and prospective tenants were studied through questionnaires, committee meetings and cooperation between architect and developer and nearby homeowners.

4 Town center will give new town of Park Forest South a 3-mile-long spine for municipal, commercial, educational and recreational activities. First phase of town center will include a supermarket and drug store, department store and other shops in about 143,000 sq ft, along with the developer's information center; phase two will provide space for offices and municipal services. Harry Weese & Associates and Barton-Archman Associates, Inc. are planners for the project.

5 Self-contained living-learning centers will make up the Xerox Center for International Training and Management near Leesburg, Va. The $55 million school will, in its initial phase, have accommodations for 1000 students in five centers; it will have a staff of 500. Each center will consist of 34 suites housing 200 students. Classrooms and laboratories will be located in adjoining wings. Basic structure of the housing buildings will be reinforced concrete; educational units will be steel with ribbed-faced concrete block. Roof's will be natural clay tile. Only 40 acres of the 2265-acre
site will be for the two groups of buildings (three living-learning centers will be in one complex, two in another). Design, planning, engineering and interior design is being done by the Kling Partnership.

6 High-rise high school was solution picked by Edward J. Tedesco Associates, Inc. to challenges of a tight urban site and an existing school that couldn't be disturbed. Main elements are the academic tower and a low-rise wing housing auditorium and physical education facilities linked by a unit that houses locker and shower rooms. The 10-story tower will be divided into two houses separated by a media center on the sixth floor. Each house will have its own laboratories and dining spaces. Escalators will be used to move the 2000 students from floor to floor; the house arrangement above and below the media center will help reduce the length of trips. Elevators and stairs will also be provided for emergencies and other special purposes. The steel frame structure will have a precast concrete exterior.

7 Communications center for Long Lines Department of AT&T in Worcester, Mass. will house more equipment than people, allowing an essentially windowless building. Designed by SMS Architects, the building will have a precast concrete and anodized aluminum (for mechanical areas) exterior; structural system is reinforced concrete. Initially to be five-stories high, the building will be designed for the addition of three more stories plus a possible eight-story addition.
To keep out soot and air pollution, each of the six greenhouses has its own steam fed heating and ventilating units; instead of the traditional system of ridges and side vents, the greenhouses are ventilated by power driven intake and exhaust fans. About 6000 sq ft are under glass (plastic).

NCHP: loss is gain

At the end of its first full year of operation, the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships noted in its recently released annual report, the Partnership had 14,500 units of assisted housing, representing 78 projects in 27 states, on its action list. That "may be the largest single performance for assisted housing production made during 1971 by an organization offering the range of development and financial services such as NCHP provides," according to the report.

What NCHP does is provide seed money and join in partnerships to get housing projects, particularly troublesome projects without the hope of government guarantees. In 1971, $1.2 million of seed money went into housing projects as loans during the early stages of development; once projects were declared feasible by federal or state agencies, joint venture or partnership agreements followed. The first project NCHP had a hand in was Rock Creek Terrace, on the outskirts of Washington, D.C. NCHP was a 50 percent partner, a cash outlay of nearly $400,000, from the start. The garden apartment portion is fully rented, as are the apartments in the tower, which is nearly finished.

In 1972, NCHP expects to have $24 million available for equity investment with local partners in low-income housing projects. The total number of projects is expected to be twice the 1971 figure.

For investors, NCHP presents a situation in which loss is gain. Return to investors is in the form of tax losses, a total of $2,632,000 giving each investor a loss equal to almost 25 percent of his invested cash. The losses are used by investors to offset taxable income from other sources.

Sculptor leads New York street procession

Pedestrians on New York City's Lexington Avenue were treated to what sculptor Suzanne Benton calls The Second Coming of the Great Goddess—a procession of metal mask and ritual sculpture done by Ms. Benton—on May 16. The procession will move from Bloomingdale's ("the housewives' mecca," according to the sculptor) to Caravan House Gallery. Many of the sculptures are masks and torsos, and were worn by those taking part in the procession; at the gallery, many of the masks and ritual objects may be handled.

AIA's third 25 year award goes to L.A. development

The Los Angeles residential development of Baldwin Hills Village, which was completed in 1942, received the third Twenty-five Year Award given by the AIA. The project was designed by Reginald D. Johnson/Wilson, Merrill & Alexander, with Clarence S. Stein as consulting architect.

The development was labeled "one of the handful of projects that stands out as a fundamental advance in both planning and architecture," by Lewis Mumford. It preceded many of the design and planning notions claimed for today's environmentally conscious projects: almost a fourth of the 64-acre site is devoted to open space; a landscaped "village green" is at the center and the buildings are surrounded by [continued on page 34]
Hidden Hardware...Hidden Strength

BOBRICK LAMINATED PLASTIC TOILET COMPARTMENTS

All the stainless steel hardware is concealed inside the compartment. This...together with uniform 1" thick pilasters, wall posts, panels and doors...creates that attractive flush front appearance.

Bobrick pilasters have another hidden feature. An 11 gauge steel reinforcing core is factory welded to a 3/8" thick steel leveling device, forming a single structural unit. Three ply sandwich construction of doors and panels impregnated with resin, provides extra strength and dimensional stability.

And still another hidden feature...all holes for hardware are factory drilled and furnished with threaded steel inserts, to assure maximum holding power and precise alignment.

Get the "inside story". Send for our new Toilet Compartment and Vanity Center Catalog: Bobrick Architectural Service Dept., 101 Park Ave., New York.

NEW YORK • LOS ANGELES • TORONTO
Since 1906 Designers and Manufacturers of Washroom Equipment
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garden courts. Automobiles, important in Southern California are taken into account but do not dominate the plan; there is plenty of convenient parking but no through streets.

The jury citation noted that the buildings are “straightforward, unpretentious, serviceable.” The buildings, plus the plan, give the project “A clarity, a serenity, a harmonious unity rarely found in 20th Century urban developments.”

AIA and union set up Louis Sullivan Award

The ideals and accomplishments of Louis H. Sullivan are the guiding lights behind a new award program recently announced by the AIA and the Bricklayers, Masons and Plasters' International Union. To be given once every two years, the award will carry a $5000 prize and a plaque; U.S. and Canadian architects are eligible.

As expected, use of masonry is a key part of the program, as is the architect's ability "to contribute through his buildings to the improvement of our man-made environment," to quote from the announcement brochure. The winning architect will receive his award at the BM&PU convention; he will also address the convention, and the union will publish his address and distribute it to architects here and in Canada.

There is a historical footnote to the announcement: in 1974 the union set up the Thomas Jefferson Award for Architecture which went to Ulrich Franzen. The University of Virginia, however, has been giving a Thomas Jefferson Medal for some time, and the union felt that its award might be confused with the university's. Hence, the name change which makes Franzen the first and only winner of the union's Thomas Jefferson Award for Architecture.

AIA pushes for community development fund

One of the major recommendations in the first report of the AIA's Task Force on National Policy was the use of Highway Trust Fund dollars for other, community-oriented, purposes. Now AIA has carried the recommendation one step further, with Task Force chairman Archibald Rogers telling a Congressional Subcommittee that a community development fund, replacing the Highway Trust Fund, would be "a funding source at the federal level that would not only be multimodal in the transportation sense, but would be available to provide the public infrastructure of all kinds necessary to sustain a high quality of urban and rural life."

The fund, as Rogers outlined it to the House Public Works subcommittee on roads, would have four key characteristics. It would create and repair the public infrastructure—roads, sewers, water mains, power and utility lines—that guides development; it would provide money for planning and construction to state and metropolitan governments; it would be flexible, letting local governments set their own priorities; and it would strongly support local planning and development agencies. The money would come, Rogers said, from "quasi-user sources, such as the gasoline taxes" and a whole new "array of revenue sources one might collectively call 'development fees.'"

BRAB Committee studies Breakthrough criteria

Some time this fall, a special study committee set up by the Building Research Advisory Board will report to HUD on its
A study of HUD's guide criteria for Operation Breakthrough. The criteria were set up to guide the development and evaluation of housing systems produced under the program; they included quality control provisions and left open the possibility of some sort of HUD certification. The BRAB committee looking into the impact that the criteria might have on the building industry if they find use beyond Operation Breakthrough.

Behind the study is some real concern that the criteria could have an adverse impact on the building industry if they are picked up by local code groups and made into law, which is reportedly happened in one or two cases. One problem pointed out by building associations is that the criteria tend to raise the quality and therefore the cost of housing, putting the builder in a less competitive position. Another area of concern has been the basic nature of the guide criteria: performance specifications can be loosely interpreted in some cases, causing a problem for the building codes people.

BRAB's committee will try to pin down these and other areas of concern and conflict by meeting with industry groups that have complained to HUD. Costs, complication of regulatory procedures and the possible need for quality control evaluation and certification programs if the criteria find use will be looked at closely.

goings in New York City

East side, west side, midtown and down, construction plans for New York City have taken a turn for the larger in recent months. To start with there is the New York City Convention-Exhibition Center, planned for the Hudson River shore between 44 and 47 Sts. It will be the country's largest convention center, according to the developers, providing over 0,000 sq ft of exhibit space and costing an estimated $160 million. Architects for the project are Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, with Gordon Bunshaft and J. Walter Severinghous in charge of the job.

But far bigger than that is the mammoth undertaking announced for lower Manhattan by the city's Office of Lower Manhattan Development, one of the horizontal agencies that Mayor Lindsay introduced to the city government. Reported to be the largest single redevelopment project in the U.S. funded by private money, the project will cover 110 acres along the East River from the Manhattan Bridge to the Staten Island Ferry Terminal. Total cost is put at about $1.2 billion.

Announced in mid-March, the proposal that went to the city planning commission in May included 15 separate items to be built on new land over the East River. Starting at the northern end of the project area (near the Manhattan Bridge) the proposal includes an 8-acre public park, a 500-boat marina, a 10-room hotel, a sports complex, commercial retail space, an oceanarium, the South Street Seaport Museum (including renovation of a block of row houses known as Schermerhorn Row and the construction of new buildings), 2500 units of housing over a 1000-car city garage, the New York Stock Exchange (the exchange leased the site from the city two years ago and hopes to announce construction plans within the next five years), 3500 units of housing, and a feasibility study for a multiuse complex at the Staten Island Ferry Terminal.
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Holds the temperature steady.

RADA'S THERMOSTATIC HOT AND COLD WATER MIXERS.

Neither pressure drop nor temperature rise can upset the steadiness of Rada control. That's the kind of double-pronged safety you can count on with our thermostatic mixing valves.

Rada has a bimetallic brain which automatically adjusts for both temperature and pressure fluctuations in the hot and cold water lines. Scalding or freezing bursts are things of the past and Rada-safety becomes a built-in fact.

Specify Rada for your next job. It's the doubly safe mixing valve for showers in schools, hospitals, nursing homes, hotels and recreational shower rooms as well as industrial plants.

Richard Fife Inc.

1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001 Phone: (212) 683-0745

You'll find Rada valves are available in a variety of sizes, and flow rates. With connections sized from 1/2" to 2", they are designed to meet all specific requirements for shower, tub/shower, or gang-shower installations.

The Rada Thermostatic Hot and Cold Water Mixers. Ask for them and make safety part of the specifications.
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ASG glass for America's foremost architects

For decades, architects have known ASG as the "Creative in Glass" Company—the company with extra to offer. That it comes from our unique mix of creative and imaginative products, yes. Products now include the new Reflectovue® family of reflective glasses. We back Reflectovue and all our products with the most sophisticated glass technology. We back them with impressive production capacity, among the most modern in the industry. And we back them with people who go out of their way to give you the best service possible.

That's ASG today. The glass company with the right mix of capacity, technology, service, and creative flair. Large enough to handle your biggest contract, yet not so large that we overlook the details. Inside you'll see evidence of a few ways architects are putting our abilities to work. We'd like to do the same for you.

ASG—the major glass company with the right mix for today's architectural problems.
The area is ideal for redevelopment, says Richard Weinstein, director of the Office of Lower Manhattan Development. "It has a work force, no slums and good subways, and it gives us an opportunity to house 100,000 people in spectacular planned communities." The key to doing that, of course, is in the proposed housing and commercial facilities. The two go hand-in-hand: store owners and restauranteurs don't want to locate where there are no residents, and residential developers don't want to move into areas where there are no services for their tenants.

The housing is aimed at middle-income tenants, says Weinstein; the developers are shooting for $115–$120 per room, which he says is possible with the lower interest rates and other financial strategies being explored. The almost 10,000 units of housing would be the city's largest privately financed new housing. Low-cost, low-income housing was ruled out by the high cost of building in the river: $40 per sq ft.

The big question is obvious: will it really happen? The baldly honest answer is that it is still a plan right now, but Weinstein feels it is quite likely to get built. The signs, he says, are good. Developers who tend to hold back on announcements until everything is set have made their announcements; David Rockefeller, a quite circumspect person, joined Mayor Lindsay in announcing the project and the initial response from the financial community has been encouraging. If everything goes well, pile driving rigs could show up in the East River in 12 to 18 months (piles were chosen over landfill because piles can be depreciated while landfill can't).

Exhibit firm builds structures for Transpo '72

A set of modular structures is being built by a Philadelphia designer and producer of exhibits for Transpo '72, the international transportation exposition planned for Dulles Airport. General Exhibits, Inc. is doing the building, under a $384,000 contract, and will lease the structures to the exposition.

Three different sizes of modules will be produced; joined together, they will form four long rambling buildings. The buildings will all be 42 ft wide, but lengths will vary from 337 ft to 759 ft. The Transpo '72 headquarters structure, Volpe Center, will be a three-story version.

The modules are based on rhombic shaped panels that are linked together to form a variety of modules. They are factory fabricated sandwiches of fiberglass and urethane foam insulation. When Transpo is over, the structures will be dismantled and available for other uses.

Mobile homes more mobile when high winds blow

In a strong wind, the mobile home becomes more mobile than anyone might want, suggests a report by the American Insurance Association. High velocity winds can tip or even blow about unanchored mobile homes, resulting in property damage, injuries and deaths, the Association warns.

The Association, which has developed recommendations or tie-down or anchored systems, was alerted to the problem by Hurricane Celia in 1970. Association engineer Garry Watson, testifying to the New York Joint Legislative Committee on Housing and Urban Development, which is studying a building code for mobile homes, noted that Celia damaged 85 per...
Katzenbach and Warren wall coverings include everything from roller-printed wallpaper to exquisite woven textures from the Orient. It is the only authorized maker of Williamsburg® Wallpaper Reproductions—each representing in color and design a faithful reproduction of original antique documents in the Williamsburg Collection. Contact Bernard Salembier, New York (212) 759-5410

Raymor/Richards, Morgenthau brings together for your collection the largest collection of decorative accessories, lamps, wall decoration, sculpture, clocks, art; and craft-related products of wood, metal, ceramics, and crystal. Contact Everett Winters, Ridgefield, N. J. (201) 941-0220

Moreddi offers imported and domestic avant-garde furniture. Particularly noteworthy is the exciting Artemide collection of Italian fiberglass chairs, tables and lamps—a line that can add distinctive contemporary elegance wherever it's used. Contact Ed Frank, Ridgefield, N. J. (201) 941-0220

Bloomcraft markets an extensive line of beautifully styled fabrics, bedspreads, decorative pillows, draperies, case-ments and imported sheers of fine quality at surprisingly modest prices. An excellent source for those special touches that can set your overall scheme apart. Contact Lewis Bloom, New York (212) 683-8900

Selig is a major manufacturer of classic contemporary upholstered furniture and a leading importer of contemporary metal and glass furniture. Newly added are important lines of chrome and glass Italian imports, including chairs, tables, étagères and SleepAway convertible sofas. Contact Bob Wexler, Leominster, Mass. (617) 537-9111

Here’s one source for everything you need to furnish with extraordinary flair and authority. An enormous range of products and stylings. All within easy reach. Financing may be arranged through American Acceptance Corporation, a Simmons partner company. Our International Division can help coordinate selection and delivery for installation anywhere. Go Simmons all the way.
Simmons Contract is a world leader in furnishings for the health care, innkeeping and educational fields. In addition to its own lines of institutional furnishings—beds, bedding, chairs, Hide-A-Bed sofas, office furniture, case goods and carpeting—Simmons Contract offers the products of all other Simmons partner companies for a fully coordinated design and furnishings capability. Contact Bob Costello, Chicago (312) 644-4060

Hausted offers the health care field a full line of specialized patient handling and transporting equipment, including the Tractionaid unit and Inval-Aid chair, and continues to lead the world in the development of coronary and intensive care units. Contact Art Murphey, Medina, Ohio (216) 722-1515

Thonet occupies a unique position in wood and metal furniture for public use. Its chairs, tables and sofas are featured in schools, colleges, health care institutions, offices and restaurants. From its traditional bentwood to classic and contemporary metal, wood and upholstered seating, to case goods, to the custom designing of built-ins, Thonet offers a superb balance of beautiful styling and durable design. Contact Joe Quarles, New York (212) 725-1100

Greeff offers prestige lines with fashion authority. A leading supplier of imported and domestic fabrics—in both traditional and contemporary designs—for draperies and upholstery. Other important lines include coordinated wall coverings, carpeting, area rugs and exclusive Beautyrest Masterpiece bedding. The E.C. Carter Division distributes an exquisite collection of curtains, sheers and casements. Contact Ted Greeff, Port Chester, N.Y. (914) 939-6200.
Contoured brick panels hung on Philadelphia building

Redevelopment projects along Philadelphia's Independence Mall are closely watched to see that the historic character of the neighborhood is not spoiled by new construction. Brick is a favored material, and on an 11-story building for the Philadelphia National Bank, architects Ewing Cole Erdman & Eubank use brick panels as if they were precast concrete.

The panels, 9 ft long and 5 ft high, are contoured to wrap part way around horizontal steel spandrels. Only 4 in. thick, the panels require no concrete block back-up; the reduced weight accounts for some $100,000 in structural steel savings. Further savings, to the tune of $60,000, come from the fire resistance of the panels, which does away with the need for additional fireproofing.

The panel sections are hoisted by crane and hung from the angled top of the spandrel beam by seven oversize bricks. Once in place, they are bolted to the base of the beam. Bricks are bonded with an epoxy base mortar.

New York's first school/apartment project completed

Last September, PS 126 in the Bronx opened its doors to students; this spring tenants began moving into Highbridge House, a 400-unit apartment tower on the same site, marking the completion of the first combined school and housing project of the New York City Educational Construction Fund. The Fund has 23 similar projects under way.

The $10 million tower and the $4 million school were designed by Brown Guenther Battaglia so that each structure has separate entrances on different levels. Original plans called for the tower to rise directly over the school, but the architects discovered that while that would have taken up less of the sloping 4-acre site, it would have been more expensive. Heavier columns and girders would have been needed, along with more mechanical services and a less efficient use of school space.

The final solution put the buildings side by side, giving a more efficient double-loaded corridor arrangement, along with some open plan classrooms, a cafeteria, a gymnasium/auditorium and outdoor play space—the garage roof is a playground. Revenue from the lease of air rights to the apartment building meets debt service on the school.

Courses for architecture students crossing department lines

Interdepartmental and interdisciplinary courses are no longer really novel ideas in the academic world, but new ones that come along are still interesting. In architectural schools they indicate that some students, at least, are being prepared for the changes that are going to reshape the profession.

[continued on page 48]
BRINGING NEW IDEAS TO LIGHT

Dreamy ideas to blend form and function...into economical lighting systems.

Style, grace, color and distinction—all in one efficient package. They’re here. This is attractive low or high-wattage HID lighting to design with...rather than around.

For aesthetics, shielding and experienced lighting control, ask your General Electric representative about the new Decafloods®, Decaglows®, Spaceglows® or Powerglows®. Or write GE Lighting Systems, Hendersonville, N. C. 28739.

* Trademark of General Electric Company

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Everybody knows you can't stop the attack. For wherever you find two adjoining structural planes, you'll also find movement. Movement in different directions, at different rates, that makes nails pop, nail holes enlarge, joints open, etc. Any of which can cause leakage.

For other systems are static and have very little give. But the components in Tremline are free to move independently, without exerting strain on each other. So Tremline can absorb movement between the roof and wall. And keep absorbing it for years and years. There are no exposed fasteners so these potential leak spots are eliminated.

A complete modular system. Tremline is also versatile and adaptable. With its modular design, it can easily be installed on concrete, lightweight concrete and steel decks.

And there's also a

A free-floating system.
But now there's a beautiful defense against movement: Tremline, a unique free-floating fascia system that takes movement in stride like no other roof edging system can.

Built-in venting, too.
Tremline also allows perimeter venting of the roof insulation. Other edgings provide only partial venting, if any. And with the neoprene membrane in position, you have an unbroken weatherproof seal around the entire building edge. The membrane also acts as an expansion joint which absorbs roof movement.

Tremline flashing system for parapet walls. Same leakproof security, same easy installation.
And with Tremline, you get the complete system, from one responsive supplier. All necessary components are preassembled to meet conditions at corners, ends and transition points. So there's little to be asked on drawings or fabricated the job. Fascia is packaged in 15' lengths, 6" or 8" facings.

Architecturally beautiful. Tremline is uniquely beautiful, too. Gives a clean-line appearance to the roof edge. The extruded aluminum fascia comes in mill, anodized or custom-painted finishes, with slip joints every 15 feet. No ugly exposed fasteners. No oil canning.

Your contractor will appreciate another beautiful feature: its easy installation. It snaps together and self-locks, adjusts up or down in 1/16" increments. Which also makes for easy alignment and compensates for most roof irregularities.

The Tremline/Alwitra Edging System is a patented product that has been proven in performance for more than seven years. It meets insurance wind requirements and is approved by Factory Mutual System. For more details, see your Tremco man.

And if you have any caulking, glazing or waterproofing problems, he can help too. For over 40 years, our business has been solving these problems and providing top-quality leak proof systems and products, such as our job-proven sealants MONO, DYmeric and Lasto-Meric, and liquid polymer Tremproof waterproofing. The Tremco Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, O. 44104, Toronto 17, Ont.

TREMLINE/ALWITRA EDGING SYSTEMS FROM:

TREMCO
The water stoppers
News report continued from page 44

Take the course recently introduced at Pratt Institute’s architecture school. The teachers are a site engineer, an architect and planner, a landscape architect and an ecologist, and the title is “Ecology and Land Development.” For the first-year students, developmental planning, environmental protection, landscape architecture and site engineering are handled separately; later in the course the way they come together in an integrated system, coordinating an area’s physical development with its ecological requirements, is covered. Jerzy Glowczewski, who is teaching physical planning, developed the course.

Meanwhile, over at the City College of New York, the school of architecture and environmental studies has added a complete program in urban landscape architecture, under the direction of M. Paul Friedberg. It focuses primarily on the solution of urban open space problems; the urban resources of New York City will be used to the fullest extent, according to Friedberg.

Upstate at Syracuse University, students in the school of architecture are taking a course with students in the school of education. The course, directed by Robert Bogdan of the ed school’s special education and rehabilitation division will have as its main goal the design of a home for 20 mentally retarded adults. The students in special education will act as the clients, the architecture students as architects; two actual sites were chosen for the building to keep designs realistic and in accord with local zoning and building codes.

A little more help for rural housing

Ten rural low-income housing development organizations got some help with front end and development costs with the first batch of loans made by the Housing Assistance Council. Set up last year, and funded by the Office of Economic Opportunity, HAC started out with a $2 million revolving fund for loans.

The first loans add up to $647,476, which according to executive director Gordon Cavanaugh, “will enable local organizations to produce over a thousand dwellings for the rural poor under a variety of federal subsidy programs.” Loan recipients range from groups planning to build 150 units of farm labor housing to a program to use youth corps labor to put up sectional houses.

Awards

Three architectural firms received awards in the 1972 Bartlett Awards program recognizing accessibility to the physically handicapped: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Weyerhaeuser Headquarters, Tacoma, Wash.); C.F. Murphy Associates (McCormick Place-on-the-Lake, Chicago) and Ulrich Franzen & Associates with Mackie & Kamrath as associate architects (Alley Theater, Houston).


Honor and merit awards were given to designers of Southern Baptist buildings at the Ninth Triennial Architects Workshop of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board. Honor awards went to Grigg, Brown & Williams Architects (Heritage Baptist Church, Annapolis, Md.); Stiles & Jarrard Architects (Student Center, Arkansas Tech.) and Ellis, Ingram & Parris (Azalea City Baptist Church, Valdosta, Ga.). Merit awards were given to J.E. Serrine Co. (First Baptist Church, Greenville, S.C.); McGehee, Nicholson Associates (Glen Park Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.); Gilleland-Wallace & Associates (Vestavia Hills Baptist Church, Birmingham, Ala.); Edward Reames & Associates (Christian Life Center, Dauphin Way Baptist Church, Mobile, Ala.); Betz, Carey & Wright (Bellevue First Baptist Church, Bellevue, Ky.); L. Frank Caldwell (Mt. Olive Lutheran Church, Newton, N.C.) and Albert O. Ordway (parish church for Church of the Holy Spirit, Atlanta, Ga.).

Personalities

Peter S. Hofp has been named chairman of the office practice committee of the New York State Association of Architects. Francis D. Lethbridge, FAIA, of Keyes, Lethbridge & Condon, Washington, D.C., has been named chairman of the AIA Foundation. David N. Yerkes, FAIA, of David N. Yerkes and Associates, Washington, D.C., has been named chairman of the AIA Octagon House Committee.

Ilmar Reinvald has been named head of the School of Architecture at Montana State University, Bozeman.

Ambrose M. Richardson has been named chairman of the Department of Architecture at the University of Notre Dame, South Bend, Ind.

David A. Crane will become dean and Alan Y. Taniguchi, director, of Rice University’s School of Architecture for the next academic year.

Ada Louise Huxtable, New York Times architecture critic, was presented an award by the Greater New York Chapter of the National Women’s Division of Albert Einstein College of Medicine for her role in making us aware of our architectural heritage.

Morgan Stedman, Palo Alto, Calif. architect, has been given an award certificate by the Santa Clara Valley Chapter of the AIA.

Steele Barnett, of the Boise Cascade Corporation, Boise, Id., has been elected president of the American Institute of Timber Construction.

Frank L. Whitney, president of Walter Kidde Constructors, Inc., New York City, has been elected to the board of directors of the Building Research Institute.

Edward Cohen has been elected president, and Chester P. Siess, vice president of the American Concrete Institute, Detroit, Mich. Arthur R. Anderson and Fritz Leonhardt have been made honorary members in the Institute.

Five alumni have received the Distinguished Engineering Alumnus Award of the University of Colorado College of Engineering: Edwin R. Whitehead, Robert D. Isaak, Charles A. Blessing, Arthur S. Horner and the late E. Vernon Konkel.

Clarence Rosa, FAIA, has been awarded the 1972 Michigan Society of Architects Gold Medal.

The following have been elected officers of the National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers: W. Ray Crabb, president; W. Benton Lewis, first vice president; and Myrel F. Wallace, Jr., secretary-treasurer.

Nicholas H. Holmes, Jr. and Arthur G. Tafel, Jr. have been appointed to the General Services Administration Region 4 Public Advisory Panel on Architecture. John M. Walton, AIA, has been [continued on page 55]
Virtually indestructible, flame-retardant furniture . . . a hot new idea from Thonet. Lounge chair, settee, sofa and tables as durable as they are handsome. Resist scratches and stains from most common solvents. Made of super-strong "Kydene," an acrylic-PVC alloy from Rohm and Haas. Thermo Orange. Red Hot. White Heat. Torch Black.

Get 'em while they're hot. Thonet Center of Design.
The Corbin Unit Lockset. An original. A solid 5 pounds of protection and sculptured art. A study in original Corbin metallurgy. Strong, clean lines. Rich brushed metal. And a touch that's straight reassurance: the Corbin name branded deep into every Unit we produce. Get them from The Masters. Talk to the nearest Corbin distributor.
Glass or gold panels? It’s tenants’ choice with Andersen Perma-Shield® Casements.

The ease with which the sash of Andersen Perma-Shield® casements can be removed and replaced from inside inspired an interesting architectural feature in this professional office building in Louisville, Kentucky.

One third of the openings are glazed with 1-inch Mirawall insulated panels in a yellow gold color. The other two thirds have Andersen’s standard welded insulating glass. So each tenant can arrange the glass/panel combination to fit his needs for privacy, aesthetics, and so on.

The arrangement is easily changed to new tenant’s needs. It is therefore a random but could be ordered if desired.

Important to the architect was the fact the installed price of the Andersen casement about equal to that of aluminum alternatives lacked many features offered by Perma-Shield.

And, as always, the minimum mainte required by Perma-Shield was a leading fac their selection.

Andersen features, plus an architect’s

reliability

Depend on DAP '1231'® Flexiglaze® to withstand weather, temperature and vibration extremes when used for channel glazing and setting glass and curtain wall panels. This mastic compound is formulated with 100% pigment, natural and synthetic elastomer solids, assuring the adhesion, cohesion and flexibility called for by the demanding requirements of contemporary glazing practice. DAP '1231' adheres to wood, metal, stone, glass, porcelain.

For interior and exterior face glazing with metal sash, specify DAP '1012'® Glazing Compound. Its handling and knitting characteristics are excellent for aluminum, steel, stainless steel, bronze and bonderized galvanized steel sashes. Standard aluminum gray color blends well with aluminum sash without painting. Also available in natural and other colors. For catalog on full line of DAP Architectural Sealants, write DAP Inc., General Offices: Dayton, Ohio 45401. Subsidiary of Murgis, Inc.
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DESIGN CONCEPT. Dramatic two and one-half story, clear glass diamonds form high fashion display windows in this shopping center plan. Dark grey interior glass scheme provides backdrop for merchandise displays, yet admits light to second floor.

Also available in Canada
Environ for sleep. Standard single beds can be upholstered in fabric or leather, are complete with covered mattress and pillow. The double bed design has separate head and footboards strong enough to sit on. Made of cut foam of varying densities for both strength and comfort. Stendig Inc.  
Circle 101 on reader service card

Custom doors. Carved by western and Spanish-American craftsmen, these doors are available in any size or wood desired, with carved designs in any period or style. Group of authentic Spanish designs comes in samonilla wood with a dark walnut finish. Architectural Specialties, Inc.  
Circle 102 on reader service card

Air conditioners for mobile homes. Two air conditioning units have been designed for mobile homes; single unit offering a self-contained cooling coil, condenser and compressor which mounts under the floor and connects to existing ductwork of the heating system is available in 30,000 Btu and 36,000 Btu. The remote system has cooling coil and blower in one package for mounting under the floor; a condensing unit is outside, adjacent to the home. Friedrich Refrigerators.  
Circle 103 on reader service card

Shag carpet. Suitable for residential use and such light commercial installations as executive offices, meeting rooms, apartments and hotel/motel guest rooms, this shag carpet includes tri-level dyes and pebble point textures. Tufted with heat-set nylon, carpets are FHA certified and meet federal flammability standards. Burke Carpet Mills.  
Circle 104 on reader service card

Sculpturfoam. For preliminary mass studies, this foam is described as strong yet lightweight, easily cut, shaped and carved to provide various masses. Particularly useful during initial development stage for site planning, foam will not crumble or break apart, is nontoxic and self-extinguishing (a noncombustible foam is also available). It accepts metallized coatings, paints and stains; glues and epoxies provide firm adhesion to all surfaces. Ray Draper Associates.  
Circle 105 on reader service card

Rugs from Turkey. This collection of flat woven rugs called "Kilim" comes from local Turkish bazaars and villages. Hand-woven of natural dyed wool, most pieces date back to the early part of this century and represent the diversified heritage of the native weavers in design, color and craftsmanship. Arts of Turkey.  
Circle 106 on reader service card

Expandables. Modular workstations with sectional steel desks and files are designed for more effective use of space. The lateral file sections permit reference from both sides; workstations are described as self-contained with everything needed arranged within arm's reach—writing surface, machine space, organizers, storage and communications facilities. Workstations can be used alone, aligned in grid patterns, staggered or clustered, offering any degree of privacy or openness. Available in 18 colors with plastic laminate tops. Shaw-Walker.  
Circle 107 on reader service card
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ination, have once again resulted in a handsome, distinctive building with high tenant appeal.

Further information on all Andersen Windows, and the design opportunities they offer, is available from your Andersen dealer or distributor, in your Sweet's File (Sections 8.16/An. and 8.6/An.) or by writing us direct.

Building: Newburg North Professional Park, Louisville, Kentucky.
Architect: Robert F. Crump, Louisville, Kentucky.
Another vintage year

PRICE PFISTER Manufacturers of Plumbing Brass • Pacoima, Calif. 91331 • Subsidiary of Norris Industries
News report continued from page 48

appointed a member of the Panel for Region 3.

George W. DeFranceaux has been elected chairman of the board of directors and chief executive officer of the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships. George M. Brady, Jr. was elected president and chief operating officer of the Washington, D.C. based operation.

Calendar


June 10–14. Fourteenth congress of the Panamerican Federation of Architects Association, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Meeting will reconvene in Asuncion, Paraguay, June 14–18.


June 19–21. Sixteenth annual convention and exhibit of the Construction Specifications Institute, Minneapolis.


June 30. Deadline for letters of intent to enter Energy Conservation Award Program sponsored by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio.


Aug. 6–9. Seventh annual conference of the Society for College and University Planning, Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.

Aug. 9–10. Outdoor lighting conference for landscape planners sponsored by General Electric Lighting Institute, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Aug. 10–11. Architectonics ’72 Exposition, Oakland Auditorium, Oakland, Calif., preview for building design and construction team professionals and officials. (Aug. 12 the exposition is open to general public.)


Aug. 31. Deadline for all entries to Energy Conservation Award Program sponsored by Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio.


Washington report

Summer topic: construction costs

Evidence of revived interest in building technology as a means of holding down costs is worth noting, as Washington enters an important summer season. That interest—which has declined notably since the boost it was given by HUD’s “Operation Breakthrough” more than a year ago—can be picked up from a number of developments.

For architects and structural engineers, perhaps, the most important development is a study now being conducted by the General Accounting Office (at Congressional behest) of costs of building health facilities. West Virginia’s Senator Jennings Randolph, head of the Senate Public Works Committee, reminded Congressmen that spending on such facilities now exceeds $3 billion a year, will go up to $5 billion a year by 1980. “But Health-Education-Welfare department studies show that the average cost per bed in constructing a hospital has increased from about $25,000 in 1963 to about $48,000 in 1971. “In the same period,” said Randolph, “the average cost per square foot has doubled—from about $25 to about $50 today.”

Randolph commented that he thought “significant savings” could be effected through “the use of innovative methods, design improvements and less restrictive standards.” He also pointed to lengthy delays in obtaining approval of plans (in order to obtain federal money under the Hill-Burton Act and other federal legislation), as well as costs of providing other hospital services and facilities.

In the same week, GAO reported that time required for planning a highway ranged from 2.5 to 14 years—an average of 8.7 years. “This was attributed,” said a GAO statement, “to federal requirements, and approval of state actions at each stage of the planning process.”

But there were other facets of the renewed attack on costs, and methods of gaining acceptance of new techniques. The Senate housing subcommittee, for example, began hearings in mid-May on separate legislation (S. 3373) which would make it illegal (obviously for unions) to block the use of new building technology and prefabricated products through restrictive work practices. The bill, authored by Tennessee’s Senator Bill Brock, originally offered on the floor as an amendment to the Senate’s major housing legislation (S. 3248), was offered separately by agreement with Senate leadership, which wanted to get the major bill passed (it had not yet been considered by the House). The aim, among other things, is at court actions such as the “Philadelphia door” case a couple of years ago.

The President, following the dictates of legislation passed more than a year ago, proclaimed the establishment of a “National Center for Housing Management,” intended to be a nongovernmental institution (appointed by the HUD Secretary and the President) to “provide objective and independent leadership... in helping meet the nation’s needs for housing management and training.” Specifically, the new “center” [continued on page 59]
Recommend the Carrier 16JB
gas absorption machine. Your clients will thank you for years.

The Carrier 16JB is so trouble-free that your clients can put it in and just about forget it. This unique chiller automatically adjusts to fluctuating steam pressure and varying condensing water temperatures. It needs only a bare minimum of maintenance. Your clients can even get a planned maintenance contract from the factory.

You can put the machine just about anywhere. There's no vibration and very, very little noise.

The building's first costs can be kept down because the 16JB doesn't need the heavy electrical services that mechanical equipment needs. Operating costs are lower than ever, too. The 16JB efficiency actually saves gas. Recommending the Carrier 16JB gas absorption chiller makes for a satisfied client. And that's good business.

For the details, contact Carrier Conditioning Company, Carrier Park, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201. AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

Conserve natural gas.
It's pure energy.

Carrier
will develop training and educational programs for housing management and personnel; cooperate with national and local-level training and educational institutions; aid in recruiting and placement activities; develop "improved" management practices; stimulate creation of new management entities.

The center is a sort of a quarter-step toward the proposed "National Institute of Building Sciences" (S. 1589), which has rested in committee pigeon-holes for almost a year now. As proposed in that legislation, the "Institute" would also be authorized to carry on training programs for management personnel, and would add the duty of "encouraging changes" in local laws that may impede use of newer construction techniques and encouraging advances in building science.

Other related developments in the Capital include the serious drive by contractors, spearheaded by new Associated General Contractors' president James McClary, to "regain control" of the construction site—which McClary contends has been lost by a combination of contractor spinelessness and government and court actions. Another was the announcement of a new employer group, the Council of Construction Employers, to represent management in solving national problems; it "will speak with one voice in dealing with labor and government." The eight original members (others are expected to join as soon as their boards can take action) include AGC, National Electrical Contractors Association, sheet metal and air conditioning groups, roofing contractors and others. Head of the group is Harry Taylor, recently head of the Philadelphia Builders chapter of AGC and an alternate member of CISC. Closely allied to these objectives was a three-day Washington meeting of construction employers, in which members of some 15 major contractor groups got together, devoting most of their time to discussing how they could regain control of the construction site.

On the periphery were other actions that will have an effect both on costs and on the location of work. One of these was Senate passage of the "Rural Development Act" (S. 3462) which would set up about $500 million for use in planning and construction of rural public works, in the hope that by making rural life more attractive—and attracting more industry to rural areas—some solution could be developed for the continuing heavy migration to urban centers.

There were other sidelights. A House-Senate conference had reached an impasse, as April ended, over plans for the costly ($45 million) proposed extension of the Capitol's West Front. The House wanted to go ahead with the plan, the Senate balked. Contractors protested loudly over Price Commission rulings that, in effect, mean they must "eat" any wage-fringe raises exceeding 5.5 percent granted to workmen; they can't pass along any more than that in the form of higher prices to customers. The builders argued that on one hand they are forced to pay wage raises averaging 6.7 percent by decisions of the Construction Industry Stabilization Committee, but on the other hand are restricted by the Price Commission in passing along the cost. They weren't getting too far with the argument, as summer started. [E.E. Halmos]
Wallace, McHarg, Roberts and Todd’s $1.3 billion new plan for downtown Los Angeles carries forward much of the earlier thinking of the City Planning Department. But “Central City Los Angeles: 1972/1990” offers a brilliant solution for binding together the new financial district to the west and the Convention Center and proposed trade center on the southwest edge.

The cement is a 50-acre urban park with a lake, surrounded by one-block-deep terrace housing, commercial space and restaurants. The site of South Park, as it is called, is now mainly filled with parking lots and low structures, with only three tall buildings—old and undistinguished. Thirty additional acres originally included in South Park were detached because the greater number of tall buildings might delay acquisition. One of several first priorities of the plan, the park should qualify under Title VII for New-Town-in-Town frontend costs.

The plan comes out of a decision by a group of downtown interests to participate in the planning of an area in which its stakes were high. The 26-member Committee for Central City Planning, Inc., raised $250,000 for studies and plans; the city matched that figure.

The open space of South Park is not clear gain. As in Ruben Louvet’s 1969 staff working paper for the City Planning Department (P/A, Mar. 1970, p. 35) the Central Library and park are usurped by office towers, and Pershing Square is a three-decker sandwich of parking, concrete plaza and pedestrian walkway. WMRT outdoes the previous plan, which called for an initial four miles of elevated malls, by spreading a network of second level walkways throughout the city core; moreover, many connect to elevated moving sidewalks.

The moving sidewalk has had a fascination for previous Los Angeles planners. Mel Scott, in his 1942 “Cities are for People,” foresaw for 1960 expressways to the airport with traffic moving at 60 mph and moving sidewalks from parking to leviathans crossing the continent nonstop in eight hours. Carl B. Troedsson’s 1957 “The City, the Automobile and Man” proposed bridges over streets, enabling shoppers to go from one superblock (eight square blocks) to the next on slow-moving sidewalks or electric cars.

How to keep the sidewalks from being rolled up at night (static or dynamic) remains a priority because there’s gold under them—in utilities—and the tax burden is borne by too few. How to bring back a middle class to share the burden was the starting point a generation ago for the Bunker Hill walk-to-work high-rental residential towers, with other housing extending to Sunset Blvd. on the north and the Central Library on the south. After the Victorian mansions were cleared off the eminence—the one topographical amenity in downtown L.A.—a new plan called for truncating it. The few towers built did not achieve the desired ends.

The only housing specified in the first priority action areas of the WMRT plan is the small amount around the lake. Phase One looks to drop-ins rather than sleep-ins to spread the tax burden.

But today the suburban dweller whose mortgage is amortized, whose property taxes have skyrocketed and whose family has dwindled could be won back to a renewed central city—if there were a rapid transit system. WMRT’s flying carpet into 1990 sees it in full operation; as it is the key to the success of any plan we hope the forecast is as conservative as the dream of 60 mph freeways by 1960. [Esther McCoy]
Our Townsend Paneling sets the mood at San Francisco's Fisherman's Wharf

Two walls of famous Castagnola's restaurant are glass, overlooking the colorful fishing fleet of San Francisco. The other two walls are our Townsend solid walnut paneling. The richness and depth of the prefinished planks, and the craftsmanship inherent in random-width, end-matched solid walnut, maintain the marine atmosphere and complement the superlative seafood.

Townsend Paneling offers a choice of woods, textures and finishes to meet almost any commercial, residential or institutional requirement. So now there's no need to be at sea over wall surfaces. Write today for full information on our solid wood panelings.

Potlatch

Potlatch, the forests where innovations grow... in wood products and building materials, in paperboard and packaging, in business and printing papers.
Bally belongs.

In mass feeding for active kids
and on-the-go parents
Bally Prefabs set the standard
for Walk-In Refrigeration

Bally Walk-In Coolers and Freezers belong everywhere mass feeding takes place. They can be assembled in any size for indoor or outdoor use from standard panels insulated with four inches of foamed-in-place urethane, UL 25 low flame spread rated. Choice of stainless steel, aluminum or galvanized. Easy to enlarge...easy to relocate. Refrigeration systems from 35°F. cooling to minus 40°F. freezing. Subject to fast depreciation and investment tax credit. (Ask your accountant.) Write for 28-page book and urethane sample. Bally Case and Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pennsylvania 19503.
Library furniture. Designed to complement the design of contemporary libraries and to take hard wear, this furniture is made of all-hardwood solids and veneers—northern hardrock maple, black walnut and northern oak. Leg attachment uses concealed bars bolted together to provide a metal-to-metal attachment said to be uniquely strong and stable. Hand rubber finishes. Myrtle Desk Co.  
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Domes and arches of Plexiglas. Pointing up Plexiglas’ ability to bring natural light indoors, this booklet features its use in domes and arches in such applications as a botanical garden’s “Climatron,” an aquarium’s amphitheater and a rooftop year-round pool. Also available is “Plexiglas in Architecture,” brochure giving design principles, properties and characteristics as well as glazing specifications and installation procedures. Rohm and Haas Co.  
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Laminated copper building panels. Twenty-page booklet describes a system of laminated panel construction using high quality rolled copper which requires neither special equipment nor framing for installation. The lightweight components are said to handle easily and can be installed with ordinary hand tools. Veneer panels are available with ¼-in. and ⅝-in. substrates, which weigh respectively about 1½ lbs and 3 lbs per sq ft. Panels offer a visually flat surface; the easily applied roll formed seams provide straight true lines at panel joints. Costs are said to be less than conventional sheet metal construction. Booklet describes components giving detail drawings of structural and veneer panels, transverse seams, mansard, fascia, soffit and other roof details. Guide specifications also given. Revere Copper and Brass Inc.  
Circle 110 on reader service card

Woods for multifamily construction. Six projects depicted in 35 color photographs are built of western woods and include in-town high density rentals, luxury townhouses, adult and prestige condominiums. Some, using modular units, were sided with western lumber. Western Wood Products.  
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Indoor/outdoor. “A Child’s World of Adventure,” the title of this brochure, describes this company’s line of play equipment including their educator-approved playforms geared to preschool and kindergarten programs. Special features, dimensions and costs of each playform are discussed. Playground Corporation of America.  
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Like Spanish tile. Installation information and specification data on aluminum tile that looks like Spanish tile is given in this brochure. Tile is reportedly applicable to any structure without reinforcement and at lower cost than clay tile. Roofing Systems, Inc.  
Circle 113 on reader service card

Roof waterproofing. Recently released technical data points up the advantages of Nervastra 600, an elastic roof flashing made of polyvinyl chloride resin alloyed with other elastomeric substances. It can be stretched and shaped, flexes freely at 20 F, resists alkali and acid, mildew, fungi and bacteria. Paper gives specifics on roof expansion joints and other basic roofing requirements. Bulletin 139 G. Rubber & Plastics Compound Co. Inc.  
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Hardwood flooring. A variety of floors are shown in this brochure—oak plank floors with beveled edges and walnut pegs glued over countersunk screws; strip floors, including prefinished flooring for remodeling; block floors, both solid hardwood strips and laminated blocks; Monticello flooring with mitered pickets around wood blocks. Finishes range from light to medium to extra dark, some antique finishes too. E.L. Bruce Co.  
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Residential carrier-fittings. Designed for single or multistory residential construction, for wood stud or slab construction and for use with hub and spigot or no-hub cast iron, plastic or copper piping, these carrier fittings are illustrated and described in a 10-page catalog. Tyler Pipe Co.  
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Created to exemplify the use of natural wood in contemporary architecture; Portland, Oregon's new Western Forestry Center. Here, designers and builders come for new knowledge and inspiration. Enter this woodland shrine through massive doors controlled by unseen floor closers ... Rixson No. 27 Series closers, for years of unsurpassed service and economy.

RIXSON CLOSERS
A Division of Rixson Inc.
9100 W. Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Ill. 60131
In Canada: Rixson of Canada, Ltd. On Reader Service Card, circle no. 395
The basis of beauty, design and function is interpretation. Gregson Chairs. A good place to be all day.
You can have paneling samples on your desk within 48 hours!

Just wire this address collect.

Georgia-Pacific
Instant Sample MA
Portland, Oregon

Now, instead of showing your clients pictures or renderings, you can show them actual 12" x 6" paneling samples. Just send a collect night letter to the above address. And we'll get you the individual paneling samples*

*(Quantities limited—one sample per species and color)

Georgia-Pacific
Portland, Oregon 97204

Please see Reader Service Card, circle no. 349.
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The style
The range

Door closers.
Look at them as we do.
From the inside,
where strength and power
combine to easily close
the heaviest doors.

Now look at their eye appeal.
Clean, smooth lines.
Handsome finishes.
Style.

Take a look, too, at the choice:
The powerglide®,
the 1200 Series.
A door closer for every door,
in every value range,
with every feature.

Sargent door closers . . .
well worth another look.

A complete line of advanced architectural hardware, including the Sargent Maximum Security System
New Haven, Connecticut □ Ontario, Canada
Everything was simpler in the old days. At least it always seems so. The "old days" for me are the years around 1960, when I first joined P/A as an assistant editor. Looking back, it seems as if the architectural journals had a relatively simple task in those days: just to parade the latest triumphs of Modern Architecture before an eager audience. Professional life was not yet cluttered with questions of conservation, community participation, computer printouts, or construction management. Somehow, whether fondly or bitterly, we tend to recall the early 1960s this way.

When we refer to actual documents of the period, it turns out that the situation was not so simple. P/A for February 1960, the month I arrived here, had a major story on I.M. Pei's design for Place Ville Marie, Montreal, by feature editor (later to be editor) Jan C. Rowan, in which he talked not just about building forms, but rather about the interaction of entrepreneurs, architects, city agencies, land owners, and tenants-to-be to produce a commendable scheme. He did, in fact, question the impact of such a development on the city and warned that public investment will be essential to prevent paralyzing congestion. In short, he treated both the process and the social ramifications. So much for those recollections of 1960 as the year of form making for form's sake.

To find architecture as a really untrammeled art, we have to look much further into the past. If we go back an arbitrary 50 years, to Pencil Points (as P/A was then known) for June 1922, we can find what appears to be the real detachment. This was before the Great Depression and before the Bauhaus at Dessau; architecture—at least in the pages of Pencil Points—was blissfully free of socio-economic complications. What they built may not have been relevant to real needs—and subsequent history suggests that it wasn't—but architects of the time apparently enjoyed their designing.

Plate XXIV from the June 1922 issue (reproduced here) captures the spirit of the time. This pencil sketch by Troy Kinney was one study for a set of murals on the dance. Since this figure was to appear in the "Classic" dance panel, the young lady must be playing a pipe, not taking a drag on her cigarette. Her purpose in the magazine, ostensibly, was to keep readers informed on the state of mural art. The panels were to be painted, the caption explained, "in light, soft tones like those in old tapestries."

In a more practical vein, the issue included one installment of a series entitled "A Vocabulary of Atelier French" by Raymond M. Hood (who was to become famous only later as a designer of such skyscrapers as the New York Daily News building and collaborating architect of Rockefeller Center). In introductory notes to the vocabulary, the editor observes: "It will be of special value to students in the ateliers in this country as well as to those who may later study at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris, for there has been, we believe, no vocabulary published giving the special meanings of these words as used in the architectural atelier."

Hood's vocabulary includes the strictly pragmatic (Echau-faudage: n.m. a scaffold), but gives special attention to the jargon of the Ecole. There is of course the Esquisse—esquisse (n.f.: a twelve-hour sketch) and less familiar terms such as Envoi, in the special sense of "a drawing made by a scholarship student to be sent to his masters." Other entries are more socially conscious: i.e. "Evêque: n.m. a bishop; slang of the Café des Deux Magots, a Manhattan cocktail."

Flipping back to the May issue, we find one of the few words that the Ecole contributed to current U.S. usage: "Charrette: n.f. a cart; en charrette (slang, arch.) the final drive to complete a project." Even in those days of soft-toned murals, the design conceived at the cafe table had to weather the harsh discipline of the charrette. Architects learned a simple dichotomy—personal invention vs. external constraints—which many were never able to reconcile. Perhaps in these days of admitted complexity, this conflict can be resolved.

John Morris O'Dowd
A summation of parts

Bringing together diverse capabilities, DMJM has shown the firm's commitment to an interdisciplinary practice. Assembly of a team, expert in many fields, was not accomplished in short order but has been, and will be, a continuing process which responds to changes and opportunities. It is the meaning of the word 'practice' that has changed at DMJM.

In the beginning, there were Daniel, Mann and Johnson. Then Mendenhall. Since then, there has emerged an architectural-engineering practice that has grown to include, and be included by, a whole host of disciplines. Within the architectural profession, DMJM's route may seem an inspiration to some and a threat to others. DMJM, however, has turned the all-too-common pitfalls of practice management into not-so-common successes. Because of its interdisciplinary nature—22 separate professional specialties—DMJM no longer can be described in the terms adequate for its A/E firm beginnings, yet those basic skills around which the firm has grown have not diminished, but show signs of being stronger than ever. Much of the graphic material and philosophy on the following pages illustrates those signs from an architectural viewpoint. Since each discipline forms a part of the team, and design is one of those parts, it will serve as a yardstick. Other capabilities are described, though in less detail, implying combinations through which the team functions.

At first
Both Phillip Daniel and S. Kenneth Johnson were depression era graduates of the University of Southern California, and Arthur Mann received his training at The Beaux Arts Institute of Design and The Chouinard Art School. Irvan Mendenhall was a civil engineering graduate of the University of California at Berkeley. World War II put an end to civilian business, and Daniel closed the small office in rural Santa Maria, Calif. that he had operated since its owner's sudden death. Daniel met Mann while both worked on a rushed steel mill project and they made tentative plans to form a practice after the war.
Returning from the service, Daniel and Mann were joined by Johnson, and reopened a practice in Santa Maria. Mendenhall also returned to Santa Maria to open a small practice, handling engineering for Daniel, Mann & Johnson as a con-
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consultant. Realizing the far greater growth potential in Southern California, all four moved to Los Angeles in 1947, although Mendenhall maintained his separate but related practice until 1949. The four-man partnership formed in that year had an initial heavy commitment to school work, but also expanded into other types of work, and growth followed fast. Their first major organizational crisis came in the early 50’s when they realized the need for a comprehensive cost control and business development program—still a major factor today—as well as a method to survive the downturn in activity caused by the Korean War. They accomplished the latter by enlisting for overseas duty as architects and engineers in military and AID assisted programs. Daniel led their interests internationally, militarily and in the space program, interests still evident in DMJM work.

During the late 50’s and early 60’s, two architects, Stanley Moe (now retired) and T.K. Kutay, joined the firm as principals. The partnership became a corporation in February of 1960, which carried the firm into its 25th year and transition again. Their most recent structural reorganization followed a management study in 1969, initiated to shape it for second generation management and ownership and to provide structure for the multidiscipline and multi-company organization it now is. David Miller, Sven Svendsen, Albert Dorman, and Stanley Smith have become major owners and members of the board of directors, representing the first true second generation managers to move into major roles.

Prior to this latest reorganization, production and programs (sales) were two distinct divisions with something of a gap between. Getting the two together, according to Albert Dorman, vice president and manager of corporate development, has eliminated that disparity, while decentralizing sales. To keep client confidence and continuity at a high level, there has been an increased emphasis on communications. DMJM now is based on three operating profit centers. These are: 1) the regional group, under which the offices in San Francisco, Portland, Hawaii, Washington, D.C., Las Vegas and the overseas offices are operated; 2) the A/E group, (sometimes overlapping the regional group), which controls architectural design, production, educational facilities, etc.; and 3) the envirosystems group, controlling engineering, transportation, planning, environmental studies, systems and economics.

As the workload demands, branches are established and growth continues. In both the Portland and Las Vegas offices, DMJM acquired practices already in existence, and most regional offices have shown a tendency to effect branch office spinoffs of their own. These can take various forms and can be either temporary or not, depending on the potential for future work. “All branches have the advantage of DMJM’s total capability range, but if that is not required, they often handle jobs themselves,” says Sven Svendsen, vice president and manager of the regional group.

DMJM has already been recognized for its financial control; Arthur Young & Company, one of the big eight accounting firms, has credited it with a better management structure than many large industrial organizations. Charles Carlson, DMJM vice president and secretary-treasurer, gives much credit to Mendenhall, as president, for planning the firm’s growth well and to the system devised for close control of contracts.

“First,” Carlson says, “the project manager has to follow the contract, and then there has to be a good system of reporting to various levels of management—no easy task. For example, it took about 15 meetings for the principals just to establish a computer code for use in budgeting and reporting professional time.” That accomplished, computer printouts of complete job status are distributed regularly to all involved.

Taking off the blinders.

For all the praise due the management process of DMJM itself, the whole picture includes much more than a successful A/E firm. The aim stated by board chairman, Ken Johnson, seems to paraphrase that picture well. “We are trying to be alert to opportunities presenting themselves to the profession,” says Johnson. The firm has, through this alertness, been led to innovation both within and outside the standard parameters of practice. Such innovation (and expansion) has become the nucleus of DMJM’s overall philosophy, not only to serve the obvious growth potential, but also to fill an extant responsibility void that president Irv Mendenhall sees in the profession. Given the sheer magnitude of the challenges facing those charged with planning the built environment, and assuming the capability, Mendenhall feels it would be tantamount to irresponsibility if firms such as DMJM did not accept the challenges.

Real Estate Technology, Inc.

In recent years, one of the most influential forces acting on large-scale projects has been the power of real estate/development organizations. “A logical extension of our involvement,” thought DMJM, as it happened into land ownership through a client’s payment default. Why not an affiliate company for real estate development? The question obviously requires an expansion of some traditional architectural practice ethics with the newer approach to responsibility through opportunity. And so was formed the partially owned DMJM subsidiary, Real Estate Technology, Inc., sometimes referred to as Realtech. DMJM’s ownership is through another subsidiary corporation, Real Estate Resources, partially owned by T.K. Kutay, who is president of RER and corporate vice president of DMJM. Realtech was originally a joint operation with David Wilstein, a client. A recent investment by Celanese Real Estate Investment Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Celanese Corporation, through the formation of a holding company called RTI Corporation, may hasten the possibility of public ownership for Realtech, a phase DMJM had tentatively planned. At this time, DMJM, through RER, has an effective 32 percent ownership of RTI which in turn owns Realtech, enabling DMJM to provide more comprehensive services for its clients.

Besides the fact that Realtech as an investment is a major profit center for DMJM, it is also one of its most dependable sources of work. With a present staff of 20 and growing, Realtech, although a higher risk business, clearly will contribute substantially to the parent firm in producing revenue, according to DMJM secretary-treasurer Carlson. The capability to generate and complete jobs should not be taken as a move to own each property. DMJM and Realtech do no intend that, but rather intend to take the necessary risks and turn over
heir equity, not hold it. With new contracts flowing in, Realtech seems well on its way. One of the best examples of the Realtech/DMJM teamwork is the new 22-story office building, of which approximately 100,000 sq ft is occupied by DMJM headquarters and affiliates.

logcomp

One floor above DMJM is another affiliated company, Logcomp, a subsidiary owned by majority stockholder Philip Daniel, the firm's original, and still biggest, computer booster. DMJM retains 10 percent interest, and shares are also held by some of its employees. Spinning off with DMJM's Univac 9300 computer, the company is engaged in computer services and is charged with, but not limited to, all DMJM computer operations. From its initial operations serving DMJM and one lawyer, the firm has grown to serve, among others, 17 architects and engineers outside of DMJM. As Phil Daniel puts it, "The computer is just a tool; there's no reason why it can't be used with some imagination." He sees in such DMJM commissions...
as the comprehensive statewide aviation plan for California, and others of complex scope, an upcoming demand that will exercise that imagination. A computer expansion of great magnitude is presently being considered.

Plus two

Two other offshoots, ADPA and Atadeco, add capabilities to the DMJM package. Atadeco has the most seniority. A long-established subsidiary, Atadeco originally was set up to manage overseas construction contracts. Now revived as a management company, its forte is seen to be in potential involvement in the "new" field of construction management in the U.S. and in building maintenance and management.

ADPA is an acronym for Advanced Design Planning Arts. It is a spinoff of DMJM's interior design division and will begin life with headquarters in Los Angeles and offices in Ohio and Singapore. The Ohio branch is an acquired firm, and Singapore will be a separate corporation within ADPA. Offering interior and space planning design services, ADPA will, for clients only, handle contract buying and selling of furnishing lines as well, eliminating the middleman step often encountered in interiors.

Encore?

Questions about what comes next at DMJM are inevitable, but almost answer themselves, given the versatility and light-footedness expressed in their growth pattern to date. "We've become students of what's happening in other firms," says

In the design department, no room for saints

Explicit in the workings of any team is the concept that its quality stems from all, not one, of its members. Design is, collectively, a member on the DMJM roster. But beyond that, it is a team also, not dependent on the "star" system. Still, it has had its spokesmen—those responsible for leadership and disciplinary interfacing, as well as design. Two such valuable contributors were added when Cesar Pelli and Anthony Lumsden left Eero Saarinen to join DMJM. Before moving on to another position, Pelli was director of design, the title Lumsden now holds. The ideas which help to shape DMJM design philosophy probably had their beginnings with both men. The position does not intrigue Lumsden. Yet in order to communicate design goals for the firm he has taken on the task, carefully avoiding what he calls "an attitude of withdrawal to supposed higher levels which remove architects from their craft." He adds, alluding to Camus' *The Plague*, "DMJM does not allow saints on the staff. Even if they are counting money instead of peas. Neither as an attitude for the profession nor in buildings as a product is withdrawal a possible position for a contributing design firm.

Withdrawal to something approaching sainthood has taken a number of forms in architecture, Lumsden feels. 'Mies' attitude 'God is in the details,' or 'I don't want to be interesting, I want to be good' is implicit in his admiration for Aquinas. Unfortunately, such secondhand Aquinas becomes more 'how many angels can you fit on a pin,' and less 'truth is the significance of fact.' Lumsden feels that this attitude tends to sacrifice the potential of the present to a suppositional, unknown future.

Lumsden quotes Proshansky, who said, in *Environmental Psychology*, "Normal consciousness, perception and thought can be maintained only in a constantly changing environment. When there is no change a state of sensory deprivation occurs. Experiment has shown that a homogeneous and unvarying environment produces boredom, restlessness, lack of concentration and reduction in intelligence."

"This is the psychological basis for deliberately creating varying conditions in buildings. Office blocks in which each floor has the same layout, color, materials and climate are just asking for trouble... The sort of variation that we often instinctively demand on aesthetic grounds has a sound physiological and psychological basis. A change in environment stimulates our built-in devices to perceive and respond rapidly to significant events. Our efficiency is thereby increased."

Another symptom indicating withdrawal to "refined" levels is noted by Lumsden. "A fantastic amount of information exists today which is relevant and essential to the solution of design problems. The reason architects cannot apply it is that our profession is so helplessly bound by its sacred paradigm—architecture is an art. Beyond this, there is no conceptual framework, no theory which can assimilate this information."

"The attitude that architecture is an art and superior to nature is clearly stated in the famous quote that architects love and believe, 'A camel is an animal designed by a committee.' This is communicative of the attitude of single conception, grand and instantaneous, of building form and originator. Implicit is the denial of process and the tools that support it. More important, it is the denial of nature and vitality, illustrating the withdrawal attitude. Lincoln Center is an animal designed by a committee. But nature cares little for art. It cares little even for human vision. Phenomena in nature, of which form is one aspect, care little for human apprehension. Beauty is not achieved solely by human comprehension of what is beautiful."

"Most of the animal species are equipped with similar internal organs. Architecturally speaking, performance data and specifications on such disparate animals as a giraffe, a man and an elephant are quite similar despite different visual appearances. It is evident that nature produces extraordinarily different visual options in light of the functional similarities. Functionalism as a program is symbolically poverty stricken. Genetic engineering in evolution has retained the same basic structure in a series of different functions: the bird's wing, the horse's leg and a man's arm, all very different visually.

"Form does not follow function. The architectural categorization of form as static and function as operational is one of the dualisms under which architecture is suffering. Form has impact on all the sensory equipment we have. To follow 'form follows function' is to inhibit the a
Lockheed Test Facility now under construction will be used for engine assembly and testing, as well as for pressure and gravity measurement.

Architectural design process and to derive society of environmental solutions which are oriented toward humans. Architecture is not aesthetics alone."

DMJM anticipates that, along with the rest of the profession, it will play an increasingly active role in helping to develop answers to future human needs. Increased concern for the specific has brought a move away from an absolute aesthetic. Modern thought, and particularly modern science, has challenged the very idea of absolutes. In design, this is evident in buildings designed to consider growth, change and conditions of human activities. Freedom from the earing wall and conventional structural methods, and freedom of the building on the ground has permitted the expansion of traditional ideas and theories. As Lumsden phrases it, "DMJM's multiplicity brings a comprehensive look at the disparate aspects of practical, aesthetic and psychic experience. This expansion of methodologies allows us to see relationships between factors that the profession previously ignored or handled as if they were unrelated to one another. We are able to operate with the technological, social, cultural and behavioral determinants of buildings and the environment. DMJM is attempting to develop buildings which do not follow the patterns of techno-economic motivation, standardized with its frustrating monotony. Buildings which relate to man's basic physiology and organic responses, which recognize man as a biological individual, are the goal of our multidisciplinary activities."

An updating of an existing store, The Jewelry Mart in Los Angeles captures a bazaar-like, open quality through the use of booths which are accessible from broad circulation areas.
Mendenhall. "There is a coalescing process going on in a number of the large firms." To keep abreast in terms of total responsibility, he feels that architects should move toward interdisciplinary groups. Total responsibility implies the acceptance of multiple challenges of broader job scope, construction management, building operation and maintenance, and actual project financing and development. Mendenhall sees DMJM becoming a U.S. practice that is broader based, still involving 20 or 25 disciplines. "Our own international practice is changing also," he says, "from U.S. military and AID to more private development."

Looking ahead, Albert Dorman says, "The emphasis in the future will be upon the total social and environmental context of the project. The individual building will be viewed from this perspective. Since social and environmental issues are very complex, it will take complex interdisciplinary teams to approach them. Therefore, the firms of the future will be very large (by today's standards) to include the variety of disciplines required; or alternatively, will be quite small functioning as essentially specialty firms. The mid-size firm will have difficulty in surviving. Or, to use a homely example, the VW and Cadillac will each command a strong market, but the DeSoto may not have a place."

In short, DMJM, as a purely professional services firm, will probably become national through its policy of evolving localized branch offices. Also it will probably be relatively small in dollar volume compared with the potential dollar volume generated by its various subsidiary operations. It will continue to be labor intensive, however, in possible contrast to subsidiaries such as Realtech. Realtech will be capital extensive and engage in both secondary and equity financing as well as development and short-term ownership of real estate.

The management of all the firms, major and minor, will continue to be in the hands of professionally trained managers.

For the near future, at least, most of them will retain some form of ownership in the venture in which they are most closely involved. Public ownership of any of the subsidiaries, or of DMJM itself, would change the picture, of course, although general public ownership of DMJM is not contemplated at this time. Nor is a merger or outright sale to any larger interest considered, though many such offers have been received. Continuing also will be the concept of four self-contained and self-generating groups for architecture, urban and regional sciences, civil engineering and transportation, and branch and regional offices, since that seems the best structure to serve clients' needs of the 70's.

Within DMJM there is clear evidence of the transition to second-generation management. Of the 11 current principals of the firm, 5 are architects and 6 are engineers. Enlarged capability has required distribution of the firm's responsibilities to more shoulders. But it's not really that the baton has passed entirely. Phil Daniel is, among other things, still taking 20-week computer courses. Ken Johnson is as busy as ever getting work and seeing it through. Art Mann and Irv Mendenhall are keeping the firm's collective eye on the professional and the future. They're still running, probably harder than ever, but with a good deal of support. After all, the firm has over 600 employees and an average annual billing of over $15 million with which to contend. [JM]
Developed for the Los Angeles Rapid Transit District, prototype station would have a metal skin.
Marina City takes its configuration from water views. Proposals from developers were solicited by the county, owner of the property, seeking the best scheme for the area. DMJM and a group of private investors did extensive studies and a proposal, winning the contract. The first phase includes 190 units in the twin towers, and 102 garden apartments in low-rise buildings along the water. Ultimate plans are for 570 high-rise units, a hotel, shops, and an office building.
Profile: DMJM

Project: Marina City, Marina Del Rey, Calif.
Architects and engineers: Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall.
Principals in charge: P.J. Daniel, S.B. Svendsen; Project Director, A.P. Martin; Director of Design, A.J. Lumsden; Project Designer, R.L. Tipping.
Program: first phase of an integrated land-use complex, comprised apartment towers, low-rise garden apartments, parking structures, a marina, two restaurants, an 800-room hotel, 20,000 sq ft of commercial shops and a 200,000 sq ft office building.
Site: small craft harbor, Marina Del Rey; 10.9 acres of water and 20.1 acres of land at the head of the main channel.
Structural system: type 1, flat slab on concrete columns, carried on piling-supported foundations, block bearing walls on low-rise units.
Mechanical system: electric heat and air conditioning (electro hydronic units).
Major materials: reinforced concrete frame and slabs, concrete block exterior walls, anodized aluminum window frames, metal stud and gypsum board interior walls.
Costs: (first stage) site work and utilities, $570,000; slip facilities, $550,000; parking facilities, $1,200,000; apartment facilities, $10,230,000; restaurants, $250,000.
Consultants: landscape architects, Armstrong & Sharfman.
Photography: Wayne Thom.
Profile: DMJM

One Park Plaza, on Wilshire Boulevard, the new headquarters of DMJM. Plan (above) of tower and low-rise portion of building. Developed by DMJM subsidiary, Real Estate Technology, Inc., the building expresses a system of enclosure that is related to the performance requirement of enclosure of other physical entities such as automobiles, the body or airplanes. With a skin membrane, the enclosure is not limited by the rigid discipline of structural expression.

Data

Project: One Park Plaza, Los Angeles, Calif.
Architects and engineers: Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall.
Project Director, A.P. Martin; Project Manager, T.Y. Saeda; Director of Design, A.J. Lumsden; Project Designer, D.E. Wilson.
Program: 22-story office tower and low-rise building with a total of 450,000 sq ft. The low-rise houses parking for 800 cars below and at grade level, and two tenant floors above, with a one-acre park and restaurant on the roof deck.
Site: urban, in mid-Wilshire district, Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.
Structural system: structural steel framing on tower, post-tensioned concrete beams and slabs on low-rise.
Mechanical system: gas fired hot water, heat and air conditioning supplied by electric unit heat pumps in the ceiling.
Major materials: exterior, bronze glass and anodized aluminum mullions, reversed to minimize disruption of skin; interior, dark terrazzo floor and wood walls in lobby, meta stud and gypsum board partitions, carpeted floors.
Costs: $11.6 million.
Consultants: landscape architects, Armstrong & Sharfman.
Photography: Wayne Thom.
In Mount Vernon College's new master plan, the old neo-Georgian quad will be linked to the new residential complex by the future academic mall.
Mount Vernon College is a small, two-year girls' school set in a densely wooded, 26-acre campus in northwest Washington, D.C. The campus is presently big enough for its 300 students, but because the college expects to double its enrollment within the next few years, extensive new building is planned. The buildings so far completed—the chapel, a gatehouse and the first phase of the new dormitories—have been carefully designed and sited to diminish their size. This conforms to the school's firm policy not to damage the character of the predominantly neo-Georgian campus as it now stands, nor to destroy any of the natural beauty of the site.

When the Washington firm of Hartman-Cox was asked to master-plan the campus and design all of its future buildings, one of the first suggestions was to move the main campus entrance, which was directing all traffic into the old residential quadrangle of 1940s neo-Georgian buildings. Closing the old quadrangle to vehicular traffic both preserved and reinforced its original character. Placing the entrance off a major avenue also provided easier access to the campus and removed traffic from nearby residential streets; in addition, the new location allowed for ample parking space away from the pedestrian-oriented residential areas.

Under the new master plan, the first building completed was the 300-seat chapel. Because the chapel was designed as a multiuse space for worship, music, drama and other activities which the public is invited to attend, it is sited near the
Growing gracefully

new entrance where it is easily accessible and where ample parking is available. Because zoning regulations prohibit buildings over three stories, the chapel was designed basically as a linear structure. Its siting, however, is unusual; the building spans a stream as it rises out of a deeply wooded 30-ft ravine. It can be entered at several levels, but the main entrance at the top is the most dramatic, opening onto a balcony that overlooks the spacious, light-filled main chapel area, and beyond into the ravine. Like all of the new buildings planned for the campus, exterior materials are red brick and natural slate, which are characteristic of the older buildings.

The next building to be finished was the gatehouse at the new campus entrance. In earlier times, Mount Vernon College was a closed campus and the gatehouse served mainly as a reception lounge. That policy has recently changed, but even with an open campus the students still use the building as a meeting place. The new gatehouse is clad in the characteristic materials, and has been bermed around the sides to purposely diminish its size.

The major portion of the planned new construction is not near the chapel and gatehouse, but across the playing field on the other side of the campus. This section will be developed as an almost continuous complex of buildings that will include an auditorium, administrative offices, lecture hall, art studios, faculty offices, classrooms and dormitories. The complex begins at the old neo-Georgian quadrangle, stretches across the playing field as a pedestrian street lined with the new facilities, and continues to the new residential quadrangle on the opposite hill. Because of the compact grouping and the controlled and limited circulation, relatively little of the natural beauty of the site will be disturbed and much open space will be retained for playing fields. At the same time, individual building elements have been broken down in size, and the spaces between them have been made deliberately small to reflect and reinforce the scale of the existing campus.

The first part of this complex to be completed is the new three-story, two-unit dormitory. Student rooms and private lounges are arranged along the outside of a bent corridor, oriented away from the campus, while the common rooms, seminar rooms and faculty apartments are on the inside looking toward the entrance quadrangle.

To reduce the scale and apparent height of the structure, the dormitory was designed to follow the natural contours of the site; the floors have been successively stepped back, and the roof has been brought to the base of the building as a continuous element, punctuated only by skylights and by cut-out terraces that open from the bedrooms and lounges. This roof design, the architects say, provides an important sense of privacy to each terrace, and it did not add to the cost.

Like the other new buildings, the structure is concrete block and concrete planks, clad with red brick and slate. On the interior the concrete block walls have been left exposed and painted white. Color has been added to the lounges by surfacing the floors with red vinyl tile, while the cushions of the white furniture are upholstered in a rich, primary blue. The students' bedrooms are carpeted in different colors and all of the furniture units, designed by the architects themselves, are painted white. [DM]

Data
Project: Mount Vernon College dormitory, Washington, D.C.
Program: In one structure, dormitory and related facilities for two groups of 48 students, including seminar rooms and two faculty apartments, related in scale and materials to existing neo-Georgian buildings.
Site: wooded knoll in undeveloped area of campus.
Structural system: concrete block bearing walls, precast concrete plank floors and ceilings.
Mechanical system: gas hot water heating and air conditioning with fan-coil units.
Major materials: concrete block exposed on interior, faced with brick on exterior. Concrete floors covered with resilient tile and carpet, exposed concrete ceiling painted, roofs covered with slate.
Costs: $687,500 not including fees, landscaping and furnishings.
Consultants: Lester A. Collins, landscape; Hartman-Cox, interiors; Smith & Lee-Thorp, mechanical; Alfred H. Kraas, structural; Dober Paddock and Upton, planning.
Client: Mount Vernon College.
In keeping with height restrictions in the desire not to overpower older campus buildings, the first phase unit of the new dormitory complex has been partially imbedded in the ground and stepped back on successive floors.
Materials and methods

Linear air diffusing systems

Max Corazza

In this discussion on the design and application of linear air diffusing ceiling systems, the author reviews primary functions, air patterns and basic required data.

Linear air diffusers in conjunction with suspended ceiling systems were developed to help meet the need for modular flexibility and better interior environmental control. They also came into existence as a result of a trend toward integrated ceilings.

The linear air diffuser is a structural air bar channel that not only provides air distribution but also serves other functions in a suspended ceiling system. The basic element of one typical linear air diffuser is a one-piece extruded aluminum alloy that can be cut to any modular length. The cross section view is funnel-shaped and approximately 4 in. wide.

Most linear air diffusers have the following major elements: duct—usually fiberglass insulated for thermal and acoustical control; throat in the duct specifically designed as a sound trap; air extractor blades; air pattern control bar; linear air bar that also serves as a structural support for the ceiling.

Although a linear air diffuser system includes structural support for a suspended ceiling system, its most important function is to provide air distribution. Effective linear air diffusers provide patterns of low-velocity, conditioned air for draft-free air and uniform temperatures within the occupied zones. It is desirable that they have uniform outlet velocities along the full length of the channels, free of turbulence and eddies and ease of air pattern control at any point to achieve comfortable air balance.

Some linear air diffuser systems assist other functions in integrated ceiling systems.

Lighting: They help solve illumination problems, especially in ceiling systems that have heat-exchange luminaires, and allow more freedom in lighting design as well as higher illumination levels.

Better acoustical control: Linear air diffusing channels support acoustical tile, have fiberglass insulated ducts that effectively dampen airborne sound and provide adequate volumes of conditioned air through the channel with minimum noise.

Flexibility in the organization of space: They have complete modular flexibility as all functions are complete in each module. This permits the architect to design any modular increment for the interior space, and building owners to change lease space sizes to suit tenant requirements without changing lighting fixtures and air distribution ducting.

Various integrated ceiling systems

There are several designs for totally integrated linear air dif-
Suspended modular ceiling installation combines wide-area luminaires with linear air diffusing bars. Air diffusers frame the lighting fixtures.

Typical installation of a 5-ft square bi-directional modular grid system with 18"x5'-0" combination heat exchange lighting fixtures. Widths of acoustical tiles and lighting fixtures are approximately equal. Air bars have special frames for modular accent.

Using ceiling systems available. Each is created to suit architectural and mechanical conditions as indicated:

1. A bi-directional, noncoffered design offers the architect one of the most flexible ceiling structures available, as its concept provides modularity and acoustical control for both present and future planning. Its suspended air distribution channels are its main structural components.

2. A one-directional system offers a balanced environment for modest budget buildings, as it is an effective solution to the problem of providing optimum balance of the interior environment. It is a coordinated lighting and linear air distribution system in alternating rows that allows modular flexibility and readily permits the relocation of movable partitions as floor plan requirements change.

3. Large area luminaires have wide application from the single office space to large areas such as lobbies, atria, banks and public buildings. Centered in each module is a square luminaire surrounded and supported by the linear air distribution channels.

4. A three-dimensional coffered ceiling system can combine
Linear air diffusing systems

Temperature-velocity gradient chart illustrates performance of a two-way horizontal throw linear air diffuser system in a normal cooling cycle. Air volume required is 35 cfm per linear ft of air bar. ΔT is 20°F.

the dramatic effect of a three-dimensional vaulted ceiling with the comforting benefits of three important environmental functions—illuminated that is free of direct glare, uniform linear air distribution and efficient sound absorption. The ceiling can be of any desired depth.

Wall-to-wall luminous ceilings, supported by linear diffusers, not only provide modular flexibility in both directions but also high quality, low brightness illumination.

Air patterns

Air distribution flexibility and variable control of air patterns are of primary importance in providing comfort in the occupied zone. The ability to vary throw and direction of discharged air cannot be done easily with conventional air diffusers. In linear systems this is accomplished by the adjustment of the deflector control bar at any point along the diffuser. One of the most effective linear air diffusing systems provides a remarkably uniform air discharge throughout the full length of the diffuser—within 5 percent. Such design helps assure that the ASHRAE comfort standards can be maintained.

There are usually two types of directional control bars in linear air diffusers—the one-way and the two-way. Typical one-way throw control bars direct air patterns to one side only. Direction of pattern may be varied from horizontal to vertical. One-way air-flow is useful to clear room construction, to prevent bounce-back of air from walls or as window-wash diffusers.

When the two-way throw control bar is adjusted at its highest position, it directs air in a vertical pattern, providing an efficient way of directing warm air into the occupied zone during winter months, especially in high ceiling areas. Or, conversely, in a cooling cycle, it can be used advantageously in rooms with relative high heat loads. It may also be set for 60 degree patterns to the ceiling.

When the two-way throw control bar is adjusted at its lowest position, it directs air into a horizontal pattern. In so doing, air flows parallel to the ceiling from each side of the linear outlet for comfortable low-velocity distribution of conditioned air. This pattern is usually used in low ceiling areas and where heat loads are nominal.

Basic data required

Each air distribution problem is different. The architect's design for a system and the selection of equipment must be based upon several inter-related factors that determine the performance requirements for each zone of a building. In totally coordinated systems, careful consideration must be given to the architectural, acoustical, mechanical and electrical requirements to achieve a balanced and comfortable interior environment. Installation and maintenance economics are also important considerations.

Generally, the basic information that the architect needs to design and lay out linear air distribution systems is: size and use of each area and ceiling heights; modular plan for each floor; allowable noise level; total air volume to be delivered to each area or volume per sq ft; cooling and heating requirements and maintained room temperature; illumination levels and type of lighting equipment.
Urban design

Rapid transit: the future has begun

Charles W. Lerch

Rapid transit systems that combine the best features of personal vehicles and pushbutton elevators are no longer just a promise; several are being built right now.

During the past decade, scientific research and technology have been applied to the problem of urban transportation and the solutions will not only modify our existing streets and buildings, but dictate new concepts for future plans. Shoppers will travel to and from stores in mini-buses or people capsules. Middle city and suburban residents will reach the inner city on computer-controlled highways where vehicles can move close together with safety at high speed. Office buildings, educational, government and professional facilities and major travel centers will be served by small people movers (3 to 6 passenger vehicles) that will take over much of the automobile traffic. Suburban commuters and shoppers will enter the city in high-speed mass transit vehicles running under the city streets or along elevated lines. Freight traffic will be moved below ground by day, or by the people mover vehicles by night, or both.

While much of this is in the future, the first urban automated personal rapid transit system is already under construction at West Virginia University in Morgantown. It is expected to be the forerunner of similar projects in small cities across the nation. Morgantown has a population of 29,000 and the university has 16,000 students and 6000 faculty members. Six stations and a two-track guideway 3.5 miles long will link the three university campuses and the city. The 100 vehicles will each seat eight and have standing room for another seven.

Downtown Denver would have PRT lines that discharge passengers inside buildings, according to a proposal submitted to DOT by Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill; Real Estate Research Corp. and Wilbur Smith & Associates. Minibuses are at street level; pedestrian crossings over streets link stations and buildings.
Four PRT systems were installed at TRANSPO 72, international exposition held last month at Dulles Airport. 1 Rohr-Monocab monorail with two 6-seat molded plastic cars; 2 Transportation Technology, Inc. air cushion cars propelled by linear induction motors; 3 Bendix-Dashaveyer aluminum-fiberglass vehicles with horizontal guidewheels; 4 Ford vehicle on aluminum guideway also with horizontal wheels.

Sketch of typical minibus shows interior arrangement.
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they will be rubber-tired with electric motor drive, run at 30 mph and handle 1100 passengers in 20 minutes. Computer controlled during rush hours, the vehicles will also be directed to stations by pushbuttons, just like elevators. The Boeing Company's Aerospace Group is designer and manager of the project, with Alden Self-Transit Systems Corp. as subcontractor for the vehicles. Cost of the project, funded by the Department of Transportation as a demonstration, has been $153,000 for the feasibility study, $1.3 million for research and engineering with total development costs projected at $24 to $30 million.

**Interim improvements**

Although Personal Rapid Transit systems such as the Morgantown one will inevitably bring a new dimension to our transit systems, most transit improvements in the near future will probably be done on a gradual basis. This will entail improving all existing facilities: more buses that are faster, more comfortable, cheaper to operate and maintain and less costly to the passenger. Feeder buses providing express service from suburbia to inner-city transfer points. Increased bus routes and schedules. Shuttle busing to peripheral parking. One-way street plans. Staggered working hours to relieve peak jams. Moving freight at night. Improved conventional transit such as that in New York, Chicago and San Francisco, improved vertical parking facilities. Separate bus lanes in the downtown area.

The nation's newest mass-transit rail system, San Francisco's Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) serves four major suburban areas with 75 miles of track and 38 stations. It provides express service in express zones, similar to elevators in high-rise buildings, with a capacity of 70 passengers in each car. Most of these passengers, however, must be picked up at the terminal by taxi, bus or street car to complete their trips. In addition to being time-consuming, inconvenient or costly, this hardly presents a palatable option to using the system instead of the automobile. It is estimated that when completed, BART will handle only 3 percent of the total passenger trips in the three counties. Thus it can have little effect upon bridge and freeway traffic, downtown parking, air and noise pollution.

Elsewhere, express bus service from outlying suburbs to inner-city terminals has produced some favorable results. Begun in 1969, the Shirley Highway express between Virginia and Washington, D.C. has increased from 1900 to 5900 riders per day while traffic entering the city has decreased by more than 30 percent—a significant statistic even though the reduction includes other factors. Some 290 buses are in use, and the trip time has been reduced 30 minutes. Similar service is planned for San Bernardino-Los Angeles (11 miles, 100 buses, 4000 passengers). Express busing, however, does not solve the terminal and dispersal problems, and merely transfers the parking problem to the suburban terminal. "Dial-a-Bus" services are being tried in several areas. Users request service by telephone and the buses are routed by computer from door to destination. These buses are small, carrying 10 to 16 persons, with plush bucket seats, carpeted floor, low and easy entrance, air conditioning and no crowding. Dial-a-bus will play an important part in developing true Personal Rapid Transit systems. With such feeder services,
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PRT lines may be placed up to three miles apart and still provide a total house-to-destination time equal to that of an automobile. As the PRT network develops, the need for dial-a-bus will be reduced to more local services.

The new technology
In 1967, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development engaged 24 contractors to help plan a research and development program for future urban transportation systems. Between $3 and $4 million were spent on some 35 reports. Of the several systems studies, those termed PRT by HUD showed the greatest promise. Other terms for these people movers are horizontal elevators or horizontalators. Because of their low profile, small size and light weight (3000 lbs), they can connect with buildings at the elevator lobby, bringing the goal of integrated vertical and horizontal transportation one step nearer. PRT advantages include operation on an exclusive right of way, full automatic computer control and vehicle management, door-to-door nonstop service, improved passenger accommodations and safety, and a great reduction in pollution caused by existing cars. The service would be just as acceptable, and in some situations preferable, to the automobile. Vehicles will not be used just once by a single passenger and then parked all day; instead, they will accommodate several people at a time and be kept continually in use all day. This would certainly alleviate the downtown parking problem in cities such as Denver where, according to the Department of Transportation (DOT), more than half the 28,000 parking spaces are filled by single-rider vehicles. Other specific applications of PRT would be circulation within large airport complexes, ground extension of air transport and transportation from one part of an urban area to another.

On display
From some 100 designs now competing for recognition, four were chosen to participate in the International Transportation Exhibition of 1972, held in May at Dulles International Airport near Washington, D.C. Three separate types were shown: monorail, rubber-tired electric motor drive and air cushion with linear induction. Table 1 shows the operational parameters for each of these systems.

From an aesthetic and architectural point of view, the air-cushion linear induction system requires much less guideway than rail or bus, and vehicles can be easily docked in a minimum of space. It is also light enough to run into existing buildings. The Rohr monocab has the advantage of a monorail, can turn on a sharper radius and requires a narrow, less costly guideway. It also provides the best protection against adverse weather. The Bendix and Ford rubber-tired vehicles use a drive system which, after many years of development, has a high degree of redundancy for dependability under all weather conditions. The Ford Motor Company is also developing a system which would use a common guideway for private passenger and freight automobiles and dual mode buses. All, when on the guideway, would be under automatic computer-guided control. When not on the guideway, the private automobiles can be driven anywhere. A disadvantage of this system is that the structure must support loads several times that of a PRT system. Consequently it costs more and poses more difficult aesthetic design problems. An advantage of the common guideway system is its convenience, since it would provide complete origin-to-destination service without transfer to PRT, yet the private vehicles would still require downtown parking. The dual-mode vehicle will require a very dependable, sophisticated control mechanism, as it is to be used both as a private vehicle (where maintenance will de-
One way to integrate personal rapid transit with architecture is proposed by Transportation Technology Incorporated, above. Vehicle at left is being tested for the Morgantown, W. Va., system designed and managed by the Boeing Aerospace Group.

Where the money is coming from

Congress in 1970 approved a 10-year $12 billion funding program for the Secretary of Transportation with $3.1 billion to be obligated for the first five years. It also authorized the Urban Mass Transit Authority (UMTA) to spend $900 million in 1972. The Department of Transportation has authorized $12 million for research and development of the dual mode vehicle and has also funded the four Expo '72 exhibitors with $1.5 million each: Bendix-Dashaveyer, Ford, Rohr Corporation and Transportation Technology-Otis. In addition DOT funded the Morgantown project and has contributed $50 million of the $1.4 billion that the BART project will cost. Other smaller grants are for dial-a-bus programs in Columbus, Ohio and other Model Cities.

Public as well as industrial funds have gone into projects such as Tampa Airport, $4 million by Westinghouse; Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, $35 million for 10 miles by Airtrans; the Shirley Highway express bus line. Advanced PRT systems are now being planned for Pittsburgh, Atlanta and Miami. DOT is also funding a large test laboratory in Pueblo, Colo. where $3.3 million has already been obligated and total costs might go to $150 million. Metro and turbo trains for the northeast corridor are also federally funded.

Other countries are perhaps ahead of the U.S. Germany has spent $10 million on the Kaus Maffi 400 mph vehicle that is suspended by magnetism and driven by linear induction motors. The vehicle was tested last winter. Another German firm, Messerschmitt-Bolkow & Blohn, is also developing a high-speed vehicle with government funding of more than $3 million.

England has built a 1 1/4-mile test tract for air cushion linear induction vehicles, and spent $10 million on development by the firm of Shepard Hill. Japan and France are also spending millions of dollars on vehicles.

In Canada, Edmonton has a dial-a-bus system for the entire city and Vancouver is planning to spend $400 million on an advanced rapid transit system, of which $100 million is for right-of-way purchase. This system will be 80 miles long, one way, and carry 130 million riders a year at 25¢ a ride.

Performance vs. cost

A quick review of the performance and cost figures of a typical and projected urban transit system reveals that:

The PRT system cost per passenger seat is less than half that of dual rail, and only a slight fraction higher than current bus costs.

PRT guideway costs are cheaper by half than an elevated rail system, and cheaper by one-third than the bus system. In tunnels, PRT guideways are about two-thirds cheaper than either rail or bus. (Chart 2)

While the private automobile, local bus and, in large cities, rail transit will continue to have an important role in the urban transit system, they must give way to the new techniques of PRT and dial-a-bus systems. Architects and planners must begin now to account for this in their concepts of metropolitan buildings and clusters. Notions about access to buildings from surface or subsurface transit have to be re-evaluated. The lightweight characteristics of the linear induction, air-cushioned systems, for example, will permit cars to run right into the lobbies of banks, hotels and office buildings.

The possible integration of intra-building vertical transit systems with horizontal transit will influence layout of elevator shafts, escalators, loading docks and material handlers. A viable city center in the future will get shoppers and workers only by providing them with clean air, rapid and responsive transportation and aesthetic tranquility. This can be done through a concerted, coordinated effort on the part of urban planners, architects, horizontal and vertical transportation engineers and political decision-makers.

Author: Charles W. Lerch is president of Lerch, Bates & Associates, Inc., elevator consulting engineers who are now also consulting on PRT systems. For much of the data in this article, he wishes to acknowledge the work of Albert James Sobey of Booz-Allen-Hamilton and Howard R. Ross, transportation consultant.
Hall of Science, Moravian College

The art of building for science
Three science departments share lecture facilities in one compact building designed so that a small liberal arts college could accommodate its changing curriculum.

Moravian's Hall of Science is the architects' response to a new curriculum, an intention to double the number of science majors while giving liberal arts majors a more thorough background in the sciences, an increase in faculty and a program of independent research projects by both faculty and students. As a small, traditionally liberal arts college in Bethlehem, Pa., Moravian required as flexible a building as possible to house its as-yet-indefinite requirements.

Outwardly, the building is a response to the problem of expanding the campus into a residential neighborhood. Inside, for flexibility, its laboratories and classrooms are defined by relocatable, nonbearing block walls and its mechanical services are clustered into central vertical shafts.

The planning team, which included Educational Facilities Laboratories consultants and laboratory planning consultant, Burgess Standley, as well as The Nolen & Swinburne Partnership, architects, first blocked out the separation of departments—one floor each to physics, chemistry and biology. Shared spaces—main entrance, lobby and two lecture halls—are given a first floor wing. Next came a schematic decision that put teaching labs and research labs on either side of a central space occupied both by preparation areas and mechanical service shaft/corridors. The circulation corridor runs around these lab spaces; offices, periodical libraries and stairs are at the perimeter. Toilet rooms, one elevator and one set of stairs are in a "core" at one end of the structure.

Because the laboratory areas are not split by corridors, the mechanical runs are kept shorter, yielding a lower net-to-gross square footage ratio than a typical double-loaded corri-
Three departments share lecture hall (above); labs, like microbiology lab (below), have windowless walls for storage. Corridor and lab layout (bottom) allows vertical mechanical runs in central shafts (right).
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dor scheme. Having vertical utility runs concentrated in large central shafts not only makes for efficiency but allows future changes without hampering existing facilities. Plumbing loops, air distribution and exhaust systems service the total laboratory block and were zoned rather than designed for each specific space. Thus, should chemistry majors, for instance, outnumber the others, their department can expand into the other floors with relatively minor changes.

For flexibility, the interior concrete block partitions are separated from the primary reinforced concrete structure, and the ceiling and lighting systems are on a grid that allows for easy change. The laboratory furniture was specially designed so that units may be "unplugged" and relocated.

Laboratories, which do double duty as class and recitation rooms, have no windows. This leaves maximum wall space for work areas, racks, instruments and storage.

The lecture halls are equipped with the full range of audio-visual aids, a continuous writing surface for each row of seats and necessary services for "live" demonstrations. The two halls, plus a seminar room, provide what the college calls its "scientific community" with a conference center. [RR]

Data

Project: Hall of Science, Moravian College, Bethlehem, Pa.
Architects: The Nolen & Swinburne Partnership.
Program: provide teaching and research facilities so that a small liberal arts college could double the number of science majors as well as increase emphasis on science for nonmajors.
Site: 1.13 acres at edge of campus bordering residential area.
Structural system: reinforced concrete.
Major materials: dark red brick and slate exterior; anodized aluminum sash; brick interior, concrete block partitions (nonloadbearing), rubberized plastic flooring, resilient tile, carpeting.
Costs: $3,358,000 including laboratory equipment, site work except landscaping; $46.75/sq ft.
Consultants: Educational Facilities Laboratories; Burgess Standley, laboratory planning; Clarke & Rapuano Inc., landscape; L.S. Goodfriend & Associates, acoustics.
Is architecture unfair to architects?

Office management

Not all architects are self employed: many work for other architects. It is these and other professional employees who are just now finding a voice for their complaints in a growing labor movement discussed in this article, the second of a P/A series dealing with office management.

Picket lines at construction sites are nothing new, but the line that showed up in February at the groundbreaking for an Oakland, Calif. bank was different. Its dozen picketers were members of the Organization of Architectural Employees, and their signs read: "OAE protests Van Bourg/Nakamura unfair labor practices."

Unfair labor practices—that's a charge no architectural firm ever expected to face. It's something from the same lexicon as strikes, walkouts and scabs, something labor unions worry about, certainly not a problem for the architectural profession. Yet there were those 12 people, carrying their picket signs, all because one of their number had been fired, they said, for his union activities within the firm. It wasn't a strike, just an "informational" picket line, according to OAE; the real action consisted of filing unfair labor practices charges with the National Labor Relations Board.

The incident itself, and the actions that followed it, taken separately or together, are no big thing. But they signal growing militancy on the part of some architectural employees and a more widespread pressure to improve employment practices throughout the profession. Whether in San Francisco, where OAE has been operating since early in 1969, or in New York, where the Architectural and Engineering Guild, a local of an AFL-CIO union has organized one firm, or in Detroit, where a group known as Architectural and Engineering Employees has been building membership, the concerns are the same. A paragraph from a pamphlet put out by AEE sums them up this way:

"Our pay scales are on the whole substantially less than most building trades, where electricians, plumbers and others earn well over $10 per hour. Few firms offer genuine job security, adequate retirement or pension plans, fixed promotion schedules, proper health and disability benefits, sick leave and other essential fringe benefits. Few architects and engineers have any voice in the conduct of their duties."

The same piece of literature gives a good rundown of potential union members: architects, engineers, surveyors, designers, planners, researchers, programmers, analysts, field engineers, construction supervisors, estimators, specification writers, technical processors, draftsmen, apprentices. The list includes a few people not found in architectural offices because AEE covers a fairly wide spectrum of firms, including design-build firms, contractors, manufacturers and sales-engineering firms, along with architectural and engineering firms. The Architectural and Engineering Guild has just about as broad a list of eligible members, and the Organization of Architectural Employees is a bit more specialized. The important qualification common to all the unions is that potential members are not part of management or do not hold a degree of ownership in the firm; that question is usually resolved on a firm-by-firm basis.

Salaries, benefits, recognition

Somewhat boiled down, the employees' concerns are salaries, fringe benefits and professional recognition—three problems deeply rooted in the nature of the profession itself.

Consider salaries: they are generally acknowledged to be low, but nobody knows just how low. There has yet to be a national study of salary ranges in architectural firms, although there have been some local ones. Even the Organization of Architectural Employees admits to what it says is a good example of a statistical paradox in its 1970 profile of architectural employees in the San Francisco Bay area. Their profile quotes a New York Times story about wage raises in the construction industry which said that while hourly rates were up, annual earnings average only $9000 a year. OAE pointed out that the union members mentioned in the story earn around $3 more per hour than architectural employees, but make less per year. Then the profile asks the key question: "What is a good index for economic comparison for architectural employees? Should we use other professions? Other parts of the construction industry? The national average?"

OAE's own salary guidelines, which are designed to take into account education, registration and experience, range from an hourly rate of $4.03 for a beginning draftsman to $9.32 for a project architect; AEE's salary scale, which parallels OAE's, calls for $5 and $11.30.

What's interesting is that everybody agrees about salaries. Published salary guidelines from architectural and engineer-
ing societies recommend higher salaries than the fledgling unions have written into their programs. "We're not bashful," says AEE secretary Matthew Connor, "but we're reasonable."

Connor has put his finger on the problem: everybody may agree that salaries are low, but there is only so much that can be done to improve them. Salaries are very closely related to the amount of money coming into the firm, an amount that is not rising at the same rate as the firms' costs have been in recent years. To really change the salary structure might out of necessity involve changing the way firms are paid for their work, a conclusion reached by the California Council AIA in studying the OAE salary document. CCAIA executive committee is now studying a new compensation document put together by one of its committees. According to Walter Costa, the committee that wrote the document thought seriously of recommending that "compensation be based upon direct personnel expense and not on a percentage of contract method." It was their belief that "this system will provide a method of compensation which is more responsive to the need to improve employees' salary levels."

Benefits: portability important

Fringe benefits are just as dependent on available money as salaries, and the deficiencies are as equally rooted in the structure of the profession. It is only the larger firms that can provide substantial benefits programs; an architectural firm with three to five employees is hard put to do much of anything at all about life and medical insurance, pension plans and other benefits. In addition, employees are extremely mobile, but benefits aren't. Thus, every time an architectural employee changes jobs he gives up his insurance benefits and pension contributions, assuming he had them to begin with, and starts all over again at his next job.

Providing portable benefits is probably just as important as providing greater benefits, and perhaps more difficult. The current choice is between private benefits programs that are beyond the reach of many who could most benefit from them.

The problem with the AIA insurance programs is their voluntary status, and the fact that they are individual programs. AIA can't require its members to join them, and it can't require firms to pay for employees' participation, for fear of running afoul of antitrust laws. If AIA required member firms to join the programs, paying for their employees, goes the explanation, the firm would then pass the cost on to clients, and AIA, in effect, would be helping to set fees in violation of antitrust legislation. A union, on the other hand, can do just what the AIA can't: require, through a negotiated contract, that employees receive a given amount of fringe benefits—insurance, pension plan, etc.—with the employer bearing the cost.

Professional recognition, the third area of concern for the union, is considerably less tangible than a higher salary scale or better benefits package, but it is important. Here, though, is an area in which one of the unique and troublesome aspects of a union of professional employees muddles the waters.

In many cases, the classic management-labor division doesn't exist; management and labor have gone to the same schools, hold the same degrees and share the same basic goals and concerns. Most architectural employees aspire to be principals; many feel that they are long before they get there. A recent study by P/A's research department shows that 83 percent of the architectural employees listed as draftsmen, for example, have at least three years of college education; more than half hold degrees, and three out of four degree-holders have degrees in architecture. They do more than simple drafting, according to the study. Less than half spend more than 70 percent of their time solely on drafting; one out of four spends half or more of his time on other duties—design, research, project management and coordination. One part of the study gives an idea of where draftsmen are headed: out of a group of employees who were once listed as draftsmen, but are no longer, 60 percent are now project architects, designers, planners, job captains and the like.

For this kind of employee, salary and benefits, while important, are not everything; traditionally the professional takes satisfaction from the job he does, and deserves recognition for it. Often the idea of professional recognition includes some participation in decisions that affect the firm as well as having one's name mentioned in the project credits.

Faint, but growing hope

Against that background—salaries that everybody agrees are low, benefits that either don't meet the needs of architectural employees or aren't there at all, and the strange situation of employers and employees being so much alike—it is
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easy to understand the growing appeal of unionization. In a profession that has changed over the years from an elite of self-protecting, self-policing, self-employed professionals to a business in which large numbers of professionals are the employees of other professionals, the union offers the concern for the individual employee that a professional society, in its efforts on behalf of the profession as a whole, does not. To the employee, unionization looks more and more like his one real hope.

It's a faint hope, still, but it's growing. The first signs of employee militance surfaced in San Francisco in 1968, when five architectural employees, all associate AIA members, concluded that there had to be some way to bring about improvements in salaries, benefits and professional recognition. After five months of work they presented a study of salaries and benefits to the state and local AIA organizations, getting what they felt was a lukewarm reception. That prompted them to try a do-it-themselves approach and in February 1969 the Organization of Architectural Employees was officially organized, complete with constitution and by-laws. Since then OAE has published a salary guide and other documents and has petitioned for and held representation elections in several firms.

OAE now is legally recognized as a collective bargaining agent for employees in the offices of Hertzka & Knowles, Rex Whitaker Allen and Gwathmey, Sellier, Crosby. There have been more defeats than victories, and in the offices where OAE did win the elections, there have been no contracts negotiated.

In labor-oriented Detroit, Architectural and Engineering Employees, a local group, is working hard to expand to a national organization. "We're moving pretty fast," says AEE secretary Matthew Connor. "Membership has tripled since mid-December," he says; the union now has a membership in excess of 500 well split between architects and engineers. A current membership drive is aimed at hitting the 1000 mark. AEE has not held elections at any firms, although they are on the verge of filing for them in a dozen offices. In another three offices, all with staffs of less than 20, the union has signed up all the eligible employees, eliminating the need for elections; contract negotiations are under way with those firms.

The move toward a national organization requires a revision of the AEE constitution to allow the chartering of chapters in other cities. Financing this national growth could be a problem, for AEE, like OAE, is not connected with any major labor organization. "We have no intention of connecting with them," says Connor, although in Detroit the group is affiliated with the local building trades council and subsequent chapters will affiliate with their local councils. For continued growth, however, AEE will depend on membership dues; when enough members are signed up in a city to support a chapter, one will be formed. A minimum of 25 members is needed; so far, Los Angeles has enough members for a chapter, and Pittsburgh is interested but not yet large enough. Once the constitutional changes are made, the group will get a new name: National Association of Architectural and Engineering Employees.

Right now, says Connor, wages are a more important concern than benefits, but the list of what the union is seeking to achieve is long: substantial salary increases, guaranteed annual incomes, scheduled merit increases, cost of living increases; portable pension, medical-health, life insurance, vacation, sick pay and disability plans; grievance procedures, job security, apprentice programs and employee participation in all programs affecting them. Beyond that list, AEE has some other, broader goals. Before too long, Connor hopes, the union will be involved in area-wide, profession-wide bargaining, rather than one firm at a time, and eventually—within a year or so, he says—AEE hopes to be able to require a union label on drawings, blueprints and documents.

If AEE sounds more like the traditional idea of a union—they claim to be nothing else—the Architectural and Engineering Guild in New York City is a traditional union. The Guild is Local 66 of the American Federation of Technical Engineers, an AFL-CIO union that has been active for 30 years, according to business representative Ray Shannon. Only recently, however, has the Guild been trying to organize architectural firms, and it hasn't gone as far as the other two groups. Elections have been held in two New York architectural firms, and the union is batting .500. It won the election in Herman Jessors's office and tied, which is the same as losing, the one at Giorgio Cavaglieri's. At Jessors's office a contract has been negotiated, giving many in the bargaining unit salary boosts of $25 a week and an average increase of $18.75 a week.

From panic to reason

The initial reaction of other New Yorkers to the union effort was shock that a courtly gentleman like Giorgio Cavaglieri could find his firm faced by unionization. It wasn't long, however, before the New York Chapter AIA's office practice committee decided that looking for ways to put a crimp in the union effort was the wrong approach. Chapter membership includes employees and employers, split about half and half, ruling out a pro or con position. The committee, says chairman Peter Hopf, concluded that the only way they could deal with unionization was to provide information and advice when firms are faced with organizing campaigns.

The first order of business was a study of labor relations and unions. The committee "took testimony" from Cavaglieri and Herman Jessors, watched developments in San Francisco, talked to a labor relations attorney, studied material from the National Labor Relations Board decisions on OAE. They discovered, from talking to Herman Jessors, that the salary increase and benefits called for in the new union contract were nothing to fear; it wasn't the kind of contract that would put a firm out of business.

Another tack the committee took was an investigation of employment practices. Salaries, vacations and fringe benefits were surveyed in 1969, and another similar study is now being made. Hopf, checking into programs available through the national AIA headquarters, found the bulk of them geared to employers, not employees, and their portability "virtually zilch." "Maybe the union efforts represent a legitimate gripe," he says. "Maybe employment practices are out of date; if they were what they should be, there probably would be no need for unions."
Reactions in other cities pretty much parallel those in New York. Architects in Detroit are “scared green” according to one observer, though AEE’s Matthew Connor says the union has met no real opposition to its salary benefit proposals. The fear, he says, is “that we might organize some small firm and put it out of business, but that’s not our intent. We’re being careful and realistic.” In San Francisco, reactions have run the gamut from panic to reason.

In general, there is the admission—sometimes grudging, sometimes not—that the union efforts have brought to light some significant problems in the employment practices within the profession. “People have been leaving the profession,” says Steve Rosenfeld, AIA’s director of Professional Practice Programs, “because of inequitable salaries and benefits.”

AIA steps in

Although, as Arthur Kornblut, head of the department of professional services, admits, AIA is a Johnny-come-lately in personnel practices, the Institute has gotten a few things going during the past year. A standing committee of employees, employers and professional personnel managers has been set up to consider such matters as employment categories and titles, salaries and hours, fringe benefits, internal communications, continuing education, employee participation in decision making, employee pools in major chapters to keep architectural employees from having to find work out of town.

Another current AIA effort is a set of guidelines for writing personnel practices manuals. It will provide sample language and commentaries on statements of personnel policy, administrative practices, office procedures and advancement so that a firm can write its own employee handbook.

The drawback to any AIA effort, however, is that it can’t force members to take advantage of them. This is particularly true of life and medical insurance programs; they have to be sold to membership, and if enough people join them voluntarily, they become, in effect, portable. The Institute is looking at ways to make its existing programs more attractive and to set up a pension plan. “It’s something the profession needs,” Kornblut says. “If it’s good enough, even firms with in-house benefit programs might give them up for a broader one.”

Because of AIA’s part employee, part employer membership, Kornblut says the question isn’t whether AIA is pro- or anti-union. “AIA leadership feels the need to set up some standards of employment practices in the face of the realities of today’s world.”

In spite of this enlightened neutral position, the unions insist on seeing AIA as an employers’ group, a view which, while not factually correct, is certainly understandable. By and large, architects who have the time and the money to devote to AIA activities, particularly at any high level, are apt to be principals or at least management-level members of a firm. There is some hope of changing this appearance of employer orientation: employee members of the standing committee on office practices are having their expenses borne by their firms, and AIA is trying to attract more architects who are employees to its membership.

While the union gains have been relatively small so far, there is no reason to view the recent union activity as a passing fancy. Each of the unions has fairly ambitious future plans, and all show prospects of growth. The Architectural and Engineering Guild—the group in New York—has the experience and backing of a traditional labor organization; Architectural and Engineering Employees (Detroit) seems well organized, serious and sincere; Organization of Architectural Employees (San Francisco) is also well organized and dedicated, albeit a bit moralistic—its newsletter tends to run lengthy essays on professionalism.

Growth slow, but likely

Growth will undoubtedly be slow for the unions; they must convince large numbers of professionals (who happen to be employed by other professionals) that there should be a union in their future. Professionals of any sort tend to be independent and self-sufficient, not wanting anyone to tell them what work they can do, or that for the next few weeks they shouldn’t do it at all because they’re going to be on strike. Or that finding a better job is not the only way of dealing with an unpleasant employment situation.

The unions will disrupt some management practices too, particularly if traditional union practices find their way into professional offices. Rigid job descriptions, for instance, could hobble the flexibility needed for an architectural firm. The traditional union tenet of last hired—first laid off could cost a firm its best employees, and requirements that laid-off employees be rehired might work against upgrading a firm’s staff. These aren’t the problems they might seem, says Ray Shannon, business representative for the Architectural and Engineering Guild. “Vertical job descriptions may not apply in an architectural office. They would only work in some big office where there are a number of people doing the same job, or where a number of people do the same job in different areas.”

Rehiring laid off employees, he points out, really only requires that they be offered a chance to come back when work becomes available, if it’s work they are capable of doing.

So far, architectural firms have had little to fear from the unions. The one contract negotiated didn’t call for devastating salary or benefits hikes, and the situation will almost certainly never deteriorate into the sort of labor/management confrontations that can shut down the steel industry.

What architectural firms must look out for, however, is apathy. Within management, there has been a lack of realization that the problem is serious; sometimes it has been an unwillingness to take employment problems seriously, a hope that if ignored they will go away. They won’t, however, and the firms that have already realized that and are trying to do something—anything—about them are ahead of the game.

Communications, overworked as it is, may be the key word. In fact, Arthur Kornblut at the AIA thinks he has spotted a pattern: in firms where the principals have made honest efforts to communicate with employees, union efforts haven’t surfaced, or have been blunted; where the principals had lost contact with their staffs, the union found members. Whether indirectly, or directly through union activity, however, personnel practices in the profession are in for improvements; the problems that prompted the union activity are too real and too widespread to be ignored any longer. [CP]
Etcetera

A collection of places, objects and art showing some of the diversity encompassed within the field of interior design.

Cardboard cut-ups
Designer Frank Gehry began using corrugated cardboard for architectural models and, intrigued by the texture and form possibilities of the material, decided to experiment with it for furniture. The results seen here come after four years of design and many attempts at finding the most efficient production methods for cutting costs. The pieces are now being mass produced.

Corrugated cardboard, a lightweight and inexpensive material, should provide a good alternative to the overstuffed, overpriced and often uncomfortable furniture now on the market. While some of the pieces are rehashed versions of styles produced in other materials, there are many pieces which have no stylistic precedent, but which are responses to the possibilities of the material.

Besides being available to designers at the New York showroom at 162 East 62 St., the furniture will be marketed for the general public. Compared to other similar pieces, costs are low—$36 for the lounge chair (wholesale). But Gehry hopes that, if the pieces are successful, the increase in production volume will allow the prices to be still lower.
Teehee palace

In their forthcoming book on houses, authors Charles Moore, Gerald Allen and Donlyn Lyndon discuss the desirability of outlook—view or vista—in a room. Typically, the inclusion of things beyond is accomplished by means of a window. But if the window is not there or the view is not desirable, the authors feel there is no reason not to create one's own.

Following their own advice, they did precisely that on a concrete block wall across a small courtyard from the entry of Moore's house in Centerbrook, Conn. The impact of the window, according to Allen, lies in the nature of its improbability. Borrowed from the Palazzo del Té (1525–35) in Mantua by architect Giulio Romano, the window teases us in all its incongruities of time and place.

Photo: Wade Perry
Underground diversion
During construction of the Boston City Hall, an abandoned subway tunnel was discovered near one of the load-bearing columns. What was then a great vexation to the structural engineers provided a stimulus to Stull Associates of Boston, who found plans for the tunnel and proceeded to make a proposal to the Boston Redevelopment Authority for turning the space into something useful. The Government Center renewal managed to rid most of the area of its nightlife—undesirable as it was—and what was given back to the people was an immense brick-paved plaza with limited public use. The tunnel seemed a natural place to put shops and cafes which would provide some badly needed facilities for the area. Ac-

All you can eat and more
La Rinascente, an Italian department store, has joined with Fiat to build two new prototypical supermarkets (SMA) for the outlying districts of Milan, with eight more now under construction. The first, shown here, was designed by Vittorio Gregotti and Franco Paulis and is constructed from one-meter-square prefabricated panels stacked two high to form the walls. SMA signs are kept simple and clean by inserting them into the prefab module. The second prototype by the same team with the addition of Valentino Parmiani is a very direct glass box with signage applied to the glass wall. The interiors of both prototypes are similar. Each has a series of geometric forms on the ceiling—cylinders, prisms and rectangles—used to identify the various sections of market. Although it might not be any easier to tell where something is than in an American supermarket, it is certainly a lot more pleasant to be there while you are searching.
Front porch on Third Avenue

The newest of the William Kaufman office buildings in New York (P/A, Apr. 72, Mar. 71) is nearing completion. Located in an area of Manhattan that has seen a rapid growth in office buildings in the last five years, the plaza of the new building is not just a place to ignore like so many other sidewalks in the area. Designed by Pamela Waters, the paving is done in a series of different shapes, textures and colors. Major traffic routes around and into the building will be paved in an hexagonal reddish-brown paver. Seating is sheltered by brick walls that grow out of the ground and is covered with colorful, translucent awnings. There was, at one point in the design, a fluffy white cloud over the wooden porch entry, and perhaps that will find its way back into the scheme. Not shown on the model are the Con Ed creatures—Con oedipus and Sootsucker—that will come crawling out of gratings in the pavement.

The lobby, in contrast to the earthy colors and various textures of the plaza, will be entirely white with an exposed mechanical system, padded elevators, soft, rubberized flooring and neon signs.

Arrow to the tunnel occurs not only from the well-used Government Center transit station, but also from the shops and offices in the Sears Crescent directly adjoining it. The BRA was pleased with the idea, but gave the project back to Stull with the hope that if he didn’t become a developer, he might be able to find one.
Up against the wall
What was once a grand gesture to the quality of the New York City environment has now been turned into a commercial, money-making enterprise. Selected wall paintings by various artists which enlivened the city's streets have been reduced to less-than-room-size to provide the less-than-imaginative with instant graphics. Three Arts, manufacturer and distributor of these graphics even goes so far as to suggest that several different paintings might be hung together to form a continuous pattern of color. If that doesn't suit your taste, they suggest that the graphics be used as a room divider or three-panel screen. Art on a 40'x60' wall—exciting in its enormous size and bold color—is not necessarily art when reduced to 4'x6'.

Computerized carpentry
Pilot Woodworking is a computerized woodworking operation that bears little resemblance in its production methods to the oldtime hand craftsman who made cabinets. Among the automated machinery that does edge-banding, gluing and sanding, there is the double tenoner which is programmed to carry out 36 separate cutting operations simultaneously to a tolerance of $\frac{1}{100}$ of an inch. This type of accuracy and mechanization allowed the company to turn out 30,000 sq ft of interiors a week—as they did for the John Hancock building in Chicago.

Pilot's services are more than just turning out desks and cabinets. The staff provides assistance to the designer in detailing and specifications produces working drawings, and coordinates delivery of furniture to the designer's installation schedule.

In the field of contract interiors, where large jobs often use a substantial number of the same piece of furniture, Pilot, because of its automation, can produce a custom designed piece—orders of 25 or more—at prices which are competitive with catalog merchandise.

Photos: Louis Reens
A matter of taste

New York City is a place where standing elbow to elbow waiting for lunch is an everyday routine. Deli City on W. 47 St. is one place that through its design tries to eliminate the waiting-for-tables game. On one side is a long serving counter with clearly placed signs showing what can be had at each section. On the other side is a series of U-shaped counters for single seating, separated from the serving counter by a generous aisle to accommodate the crowds. In the rear is a small area of tables for those who come and want to make more of lunch than just having a hot dog. The whole is done in red, white and blue, mirrors and strips of fluorescent tubes hung under a black ceiling which seems to disappear altogether. It is a very simple, direct and functional solution for the lunchtime problem.

Around the corner on Fifth Ave. is La Potagerie designed by George Nelson & Company. It is similar in its function but very different in its intent and solution from Deli City. La Potagerie serves cafeteria style also, but the area allowed does not accommodate the line, and those who have finished eating must push out through crowds waiting to be served. There is no provision for single seating—only tables of two’s and four’s where persons sitting opposite assiduously avoid each other’s gaze. Despite the functional obstacles, La Potagerie succeeds, judging from the crowds that continue to come. It succeeds because of the image it creates, appealing in its Provençal qualities to that snob in each of us that prefers soups to hot dogs. [LR]
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Dixie National Life Insurance Building, Jackson, Miss. 
Brumfield & Craig, Architects AIA
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What's going on outside?

All kinds of exterior excitement from U.S. Plywood. For all kinds of exteriors.

Our Facad, for instance, is pure sculpture. Lightweight, sturdy, easy to handle and install, Facad panels have a depth of relief you usually expect of heavy, precast units. But Facad weighs just two pounds per square foot. Facad is completely incombustible. And comes in a gallery of handsome standard surfaces. (You're looking at Composition 1 on the left.)

Our Glasweld is a panel of a different color. Twenty different colors, both smooth and slightly textured. (like Guard Red shown here.) Inorganic colors that keep their integrity for years and years – in all kinds of weather. Waterproof, incombustible Glasweld can be cut, drilled and stalled with ordinary power tools. Easily cleaned. Used anywhere there's a call for color.

Our Sanspray is beautiful, durable, stone aggregate. Bonded to economical, easy-to-install plywood. It's far lighter and far less expensive than most stone and masonry claddings. It can be sawed, drilled, glued or nailed, and is virtually maintenance-free in all climates. Sanspray's remarkable texture comes in large (pictured here) or regular aggregates. And appropriately distinctive colors.

For further information on the outside excitement going on at U.S. Plywood, call your local U.S. Plywood Branch Office, or write directly to our New York office.
Progressive Architecture announces its twentieth annual Design Awards Program. Awards will be made to U.S. and Canadian architects, urban planners and their clients for projects now in the design stage to be built in 1973 in the United States and Canada. Any building, group of buildings or urban planning project illustrating definite building proposals will be eligible.

**Purpose** of the Design Awards Program is to give recognition to good design in the period of design development, rather than after completion, in order to encourage the designers and owners of the projects so honored.

First design award, awards and citations may be given by the jury listed below to the best projects chosen on the basis of site use and development, choice of structural system and materials and methods of construction, solution of the client's program, and overall design excellence. **Jury** will be composed of the following architects, planners and engineers:

- Arthur C. Erickson, Architect, Partner, Erickson/Massey, Vancouver, British Columbia;
- Hugh Hardy, Architect, Partner, Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer & Associates, New York;
- John M. Johansen, Architect, Principal, John M. Johansen, New York;
- William J. LeMessurier, Structural Engineer, President, LeMessurier Associates, Cambridge, Mass.;
- Edward J. Logue, President and Chief Executive Officer, New York State Urban Development Corp., New York, Visiting Lecturer, Yale Law School;
- Archibald C. Rogers, Architect and Planner, Founder and Chairman, RTKL, Inc., Baltimore;

**Judgment** will take place in Stamford, Conn., during September 1972. Winners of Awards and Citations will be notified (confidentially) immediately after the judgment.

**Announcement** of the winning projects will be made at a presentation in a city to be selected. Winning projects will be featured in January 1973 P/A. As in the past, P/A will arrange coverage of winning projects in news media, particularly in those localities of the Award and Citation winners.

**Submissions** do not require filling an application blank. For each project submitted, simply send:

1. On a 5" x 8" card, type the client's name, location, and proper name of project; name and address of the architect; and identify all items included in the submission. As **anonymity is required**, mask architect's name on all other items submitted.
2. Brief explanation of the program and your solution.
3. Description of materials and construction methods used, and the reasons for their use.
4. Site plans; basic building plans; pertinent sections and details.
5. Perspective or model photographs.
6. A statement that: (a) the project is not yet completed and that construction will be under way before December 31, 1973; and (b) that submission of a project for judgment gives **Progressive Architecture** first rights in the architectural field to publish both the project and the finished building if it receives an Award or Citation.

It is preferred that you submit 8" x 10" prints, photostats or photographs. All submissions must be firmly bound. Original drawings, actual models, or mounted exhibit panels will not be accepted and no material is to exceed 11" x 17" in size. Each project is to be submitted under separate cover.

**P/A will guard and return all submitted material.**

**Deadline for mailing** is August 31, 1972. Address entries to Awards Editor,

**Progressive Architecture**

600 Summer St., Stamford, Conn. 06904
"They just don't make 'em like they used to."

That's right. At Slater, we make them better.

Our expanded Decorative Line of specification-grade touch-switches and receptacles, for example.

We've come up with a rather unique idea.

Personalized embossing on the touch switch.

Let's say you're bidding on the electrical contract for a new motel. There isn't a motel around who wouldn't love to see its name on every switch in the building. We can emboss other things, too, like switch functions (fan, disposal, etc.).

The possibilities are limitless.

A small detail? Let's face it. In your business, an advantage is an advantage.

Speaking of advantages, here are some more.

We've added a new single receptacle to our Decorative series. Also a wide variety of combination devices. Slater's soon-to-be-a-classic 770 touch switch now comes in a 20-Amp version called the 2770.

And the modular design of our Decorative series enables you to really reduce your inventory. One plate fits both the switch and the receptacle.

We also ask you to remember that selling up to Slater means greater profit per item. As if we had to tell you.

And last, but not least, are the colors. The newest decorator pastels belong in the newest buildings. The only part of an installation that your customer sees is the devices installed on the wall. If he likes what he sees, so much the better.

We have a whole bunch of new ideas. But they all boil down to one thing:

Slater. The Decorative Line that makes you look good.

GLEN COVE, L.I., N.Y. 11542
HEAVY DUTY AND RESIDENTIAL GRADE WIRING DEVICES
Reducing construction costs in the design stage

Sital Daryanani, PE

What can be done to reduce construction costs?

Today, this question is being posed by all owners because of the constant increase in these costs.

The owner’s objectives regarding function, flexibility and operating cost will invariably affect the construction cost. However, with innovative engineering designs, the cost can be reduced with almost no effect on the owner’s basic objectives. To make this discussion meaningful, the HVAC system of a typical high-rise office building will be used as an example, although similar thinking can be extended to other systems of buildings.

Recent studies have shown that with the improved air distribution devices now available, air change rates can be reduced by about 25 percent from the prevalent standard of six air changes per hour without any perceptible effect on room conditions. Since about 40 percent of the HVAC system cost is in the air supply systems, any reduction in the total air supply will show appreciable savings.

High-rise office buildings usually have an induction unit system for the exterior zone. The system cost depends upon the number of induction units, not because of the basic equipment cost but rather because of the installation labor. Ideally, for fully flexible partition layout, one small induction unit should be installed for each module of, say 4 to 5 ft. However, since one large unit can replace two small units, savings can be achieved by installing large units. With one large induction unit for two 5-ft modules, no problem will arise if subdivisions have an even number of modules. When subdivisions have an odd number of modules, the number of units will not match the space requirement—the capacity will be either deficient or in excess by one module.

In actuality a problem will arise only in the case of deficiency and arriving at a solution is fairly easy. The extent of deficiency for a subdivision with seven or more modules is relatively small, and the deficiency in the case of subdivisions with three or five modules can be made up by adding one more isolated unit when required.

An induction unit system can be designed either for non-changeover or changeover operation. In a non-changeover operation, the secondary coil of the induction unit is used for cooling in summer and for heating in winter. Generally, an induction unit system with nonchangeover design has a lower initial cost than a system with changeover design.

The following cost saving ideas can also be incorporated in the design: Each vertical riser can supply two to four units per floor. Round ductwork can be used wherever possible. Piping can be designed to work without reverse return loop. Two pumps, each with about 50 percent capacity, can be provided for instead of one full standby pump. A single secondary water zone can reduce the number of pumps.

Two systems are commonly considered for the interior zone: reheat and variable air volume. Cost comparisons usually favor the variable air volume system, and the owner receives operating cost benefits with this system.

The cost of the interior zone air conditioning system can be further reduced by the following ideas: A sufficient number of risers in the core to minimize the total sheetmetal cost; no insulation for the ductwork in the shafts and high velocity branches in the hung ceiling; use of the ceiling plenum space for return air with minimal sheetmetal connections to the return shaft; masonry shafts instead of sheetmetal for the return air; single duct layout with minimal transitions and without complex fittings; special areas located above or below the mechanical equipment rooms to minimize the ductwork.

The location of the chilled water and heating plants is important. The cost of the condenser water is lessened if the refrigeration plant is located as near the cooling tower as possible. The cost of the boiler stack is reduced if the boiler is located as near the roof as possible.

The greater the number of refrigeration and boiler units, the greater the flexibility and reliability of the cooling and heating system. However, the initial cost will increase as the number of units is increased. The cost of chilled water and condenser water piping should be minimized by designing for as low water flow rates as possible without increasing the cost of the refrigeration plant.

This discussion is by no means complete. Items having special applications or relatively small savings are not listed, and much will depend on the unique character of the project, such as the owner’s objectives regarding function, flexibility, initial cost and operating cost. All these factors, together with local factors, will have to be thoroughly analyzed to achieve the maximum possible reduction in the construction cost.

Author: Sital Daryanani is Chief Mechanical Engineer for Syska & Hennessy, Inc., New York City.
PERMALITE Pk and PERMALITE RIGID URETHANE

Grefco roofing boards; unequaled for quality and economy—

Permalite Pk: The unique composite of famous, non-combustible ¾" Permalite board, required thickness of self-extinguishing urethane and high strength water repellent laminate. Provides superior insulation at minimum thickness ... sharply reduces shipping, installation and operating costs.

Permalite Rigid Urethane: The extremely lightweight board that set the industry standard for thermal efficiency. Particularly stable and resistant to damage ... ideal low temperature insulation and for masonry applications.

Get the facts.

Grefco, Inc.
Building Products Division
21111ars Drive
Oak Brook, Illinois 60521

Note: Permalite Pk 1.6" has "C" value of .12, an "R" value of 8.33 and is equivalent to as much as 3" of competitive material. Listed by FM for Class 1 Steel Deck Construction (fire and wind uplift); UL Metal Deck Assemblies Construction Nos. 1, 2 and others.
A comparison of specification type and performance type building codes points out that the latter demand more and more knowledge on the part of the specifier

For the specifier, the preparation of project specifications in varying localities that have different building codes requires an intimate understanding of these codes. In contrast to the designer who studies the codes to determine egress, fire ratings, structural adequacy and many other design requirements, the specifier must examine the codes to select materials for their noncombustibility, fire protection, fire stoppage and similar requirements.

The main purpose of codes is to provide standards for public safety, health and welfare. Thus, codes are written to establish criteria for fire protection, structural adequacy, sanitation, light and ventilation. Sound control to reduce noise pollution has recently been included for the first time in a major city in this country in the New York City building code. Since most municipalities do not have the expertise to prepare codes, a number of model codes, formulated by officials and professionals, are available for adoption by these governmental bodies. The building code selected becomes a law when enacted by the municipality.

The current model codes prepared by major organizations of building officials and widely adopted and used by municipalities are the Basic Building Code, National Building Code, Southern Building Code and the Uniform Building Code.

The Basic Building Code is sponsored by the Building Officials Conference of America. First developed in 1950, it has been updated frequently since then and is widely used in the East and Midwest. The National Building Code, issued in 1905 by the National Board of Fire Underwriters now is known as the American Insurance Association. The Southern Building Code is the product of the Southern Building Code Congress and was first introduced in 1945. It is used primarily in the south. The Uniform Building Code is published by the International Conference of Building Officials. First published in 1927, it is used extensively in the western states.

In addition to the model building codes, several states have developed codes for adoption by their communities. Apart from the codes governing building construction, there are model codes concerned with plumbing, electrical work and mechanical work. The National Plumbing Code has been developed as an ANSI Standard A40.8. The Western Plumbing Officials Association has a code governing standards for plumbing, heating and air conditioning. The National Electric Code produced by NFPA has been adopted as an ANSI Standard C1.

Building codes are written on the basis of "specification type" and "performance type" codes. The "specification type" predates the "performance type" and specifies materials and methods permitted under the code in the design and construction of a building or structure. Under the "performance type," materials, methods and systems used are left to the architect's and engineer's discretion provided that the performance criteria for health, safety and welfare are met.

The older "specification type" codes are restrictive in that they retard the acceptance of new and improved uses of materials, methods and systems. They also stifle and inhibit innovative design, and prevent cost reduction because of built-in restrictive "specification type" requirements. Since the "performance type" code does not limit the choice of materials and systems, the architect, engineer and specifier are free to pursue new directions provided the design and engineering criteria of the "performance type" code are met.

The increasing acceptance of "performance type" codes will ultimately be more demanding of the specifier. He will be obliged to study and evaluate the code and search out the combination of materials, methods and systems that will meet performance criteria. For example, the New York City building code for certain applications permits an exterior wall to have a fire resistive rating of zero except that the materials used in its assembly must be "noncombustible." However, this code's definition of "noncombustible" is perhaps the most stringent of all codes. Insulating materials and fire-stopping materials used in conjunction with this exterior wall must be noncombustible and meet the requirements of ASTM E135. Very few insulating and firestopping materials currently meet this requirement. Another example in this code is the requirement for sound transmission levels in dwelling units. Floor, wall, ceiling and door systems must be studied and analyzed to achieve the minimum sound transmission performance requirements established in the code.

The "specification type" codes have been criticized for their failure to provide for the acceptance and use of new materials. However, the slowly emerging new "performance type" codes providing for the selection of materials and methods on the basis of performance criteria will demand of the specifier in the future a more highly qualified and technically oriented individual who is thoroughly trained in the science of building materials and systems.

Author: Harold J. Rosen is Chief Specifications Writer of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, New York City.
The new beauty of Sloan Flush Valves.

Sloan Flush Valves are now dramatically restyled. Totally new contours shape their beauty in the elegant simplicity of classic design.

And this new regal appearance complements the traditional quality that has sustained Sloan Flush Valve leadership for more than sixty years.

To be sure your new building has the best in quality with beauty unsurpassed, specify Sloan Flush Valves—as most people do.
It's the law

Design professionals: Where does responsibility end?

Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan

The area of an architect's or engineer's liability is often far wider in scope than just providing adequate plans and specifications, as the authors cite in the case below.

The architect or engineer is charged with the duty of exercising reasonable care and diligence in performing his duties and functions. Plans and specifications may be adequate and appropriate for the construction of a particular project, but the architect or engineer may, nevertheless, be held responsible for failing to take precaution to avoid the creation of a hazard which results from the nature of the project. The potential area of liability of a design professional is thus broader than that which may be commonly contemplated.

Illustrative of this broad concept of responsibility is a recent case involving the professional services of a civil engineer retained to provide plans and specifications for the connection of a hospital's sewage disposal facilities (a septic tank system) to the town's trunk sewer (St. Rita's Home, Inc. v. Town of Amherst, 38 A.D. 2d 109). The defendant engineer undertook to render his professional services so that there would be compliance with the requirements of the ordinances of the town. The sewer ordinance provided, among other things, that "all plumbing fixtures installed in cellars and basements shall be on a branch line from the main sanitary drain and shall have a gate valve in the branch line to prevent flooding in the event the street sanitary sewer becomes clogged." The sewer ordinance, however, applied only to a sanitary sewer system and not to a septic tank system, which, as contrasted to a sewer system, is not subject to the danger of backflow. The hospital, therefore, did not have and had not been required to have, any gate valves to prevent possible backflow in its existing sewage facilities.

The defendant engineer, when preparing his plans and specifications to connect the existing sewage system of the hospital to the trunk sanitary sewer in the highway, did not examine the building to determine whether it had any gate valve and no provision was made in the plans for the installation of a gate valve. After construction was completed and the hospital's septic tank system was connected to the town's trunk sewer line, the main sewer trunk backed up causing sewage to flow into the basement of the plaintiff's building, thereby causing substantial damage. Suit was instituted by the plaintiff against the engineer contending that he had been negligent in designing the connection of the hospital sewage facilities to the trunk line sewer by failing to provide for the installation of a backflow gate valve. The trial court found no evidence to show that the engineer failed to devote a reasonable degree of skill and fidelity to his work and dismissed the complaint. Upon appeal, the trial court's decision was reversed and the engineer was held liable for the damages.

The defendant engineer had contended that his only duty had been to provide an "out-fall" from the existing facilities to the main trunk in the highway and that the ordinance in question did not require a gate valve at the site for which he had drawn the plans. However, the Appellate Court ruled that the engineer should have perceived that there was a risk of backflow as a consequence of the connecting of the plaintiff's system to the trunk sewer. Therefore, he should have investigated to determine whether the septic tank had a gate valve and if it did not, provide for the installation of the same in his plans. The court said:

"The risk reasonably to be perceived defines the duty to be obeyed. In this case, defendant was aware that plaintiff relied on it to provide a proper system when a connection to the trunk sewer was to be made. The testimony of the expert produced by plaintiff amply established the need for a gate valve if plaintiff was to be protected from the backflow reasonably to be anticipated and which in fact occurred. The need for the valve was further demonstrated by the requirement in the town ordinance "to prevent flooding in the event the street sanitary sewer becomes clogged." This requirement, coupled with the physical facts of high sewers and a minimum line of flow, leads to the inevitable conclusion that a gate valve in the system was a necessity if the danger of backflow—which was a danger created only by the connection of plaintiff's premises to the municipal line—was to be avoided."

In rejecting the contention of the defendant that the necessity of a gate valve was not within the scope of the services for which he was retained and was a function of a mechanical engineer rather than a duty of a civil engineer, the court referred to an 1889 decision (Hubert Aitken). In discussing this very case several years ago in one of our "It's the law" columns, we pointed out that the principles stated by this case in 1889 were an excellent guide for understanding how the law had evolved and would continue to evolve in respect to the responsibilities of architects. The precise question involved in the 1889 case was the responsibility of the architect arising from his reliance on incorrect specifications supplied by a contractor. A comparison of the judicial determinations indicates a continuing trend extending the liability of design professionals.

Authors: Bernard Tomson is a County Court Judge, Nassau County, N.Y. AIA. Norman Coplan, Attorney, is Counsel to the New York State Chapter of the AIA.
You can build a better bank on Bigelow carpet.

If you think of Bigelow as a building material, more architectural innovations are possible. Bigelow carpet keeps rooms warmer when it's cold, cooler when it's hot, and reduces glare. That means you can be a lot more innovative when it comes to things like windows and lighting.

And because Bigelow carpet absorbs noise, you can keep sound-proofing at a minimum, make walls lighter, and design more open space. You save over the cost of maintenance of hard-surface floors, too.

Specify Bigelow, and a staff of top field specialists, engineers and designers is at your command. You choose from carpet manufactured under 57 trend-setting patents, in an almost endless variety of fibers, grades, patterns and colors. We'll even custom-make carpet to your specifications.

In the drawing board stage? Now's the time to specify Bigelow carpet. For more information send in the coupon.

Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. Dept. A
140 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y. 10016

Please send me your booklet on how to build a better bank on Bigelow Carpet.

NAME ____________________________
TITLE ____________________________
FIRM _____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY _____________________________
STATE ____________________________
ZIP ________________________________
Frank Lloyd Wright and friends


Reviewed by Leonard K. Eaton, Professor of Architecture at the University of Michigan.

For more than two decades, there has been an increasing interest in the profession and among historians in the work of the Prairie School, that gifted group of designers who flourished in the American Midwest prior to World War I. Among historians none has been more assiduous than Professor H. Allen Brooks of the University of Toronto, and now he has presented us with the fruits of his labors in the shape of a large and handsome book, evocative of the school itself in its design (it is square in form, and the lettering on the dust jacket and chapter headings is vaguely Wrightian in feeling). At once it may be said that the work will take its place along side the earlier volumes of Morrison, Hitchcock and Manson as a fundamental contribution to our knowledge of the period.

Taking as his point of departure the Chicago architectural milieu of 1900, Brooks devotes his first two chapters to “The Taste Makers and the Times” and “The Architects and Their Activities.” Here he concentrates on the periodical literature of the age, the social activities of the occupants of Steinway Hall, the city as a center of the Arts and Crafts Movement and similar related themes. After thus setting the scene, he proceeds to a discussion of the men themselves, beginning with the problematical figure of George Maher, and ending with the late work of William Drummond.

Tied closely into the sections on the buildings of individual architects is a proposed chronology for the Prairie School. Essentially, Brooks distinguishes three stages in its development. From the late nineties until 1902–03 it was dominated by no single personality, but the general climate of ideas with which the architects were working emerged. From 1903 until slightly before his flight to Europe in 1910, the center of action was unquestionably the studio of Wright in Oak Park and most of the men who were later to do important work on their own were busy there. Brooks believes that the heyday of the school was from 1909 until about 1916, at which time it suffered the same enormous cultural shock which hit most of the other progressive movements in architecture in the Western world (such as the Secession in Vienna) and virtually disappeared from view. As well known, the late work of men like Drummond is not Prairie School at all, and the late buildings of Barry Byrne, most ecclesiastical, likewise differ from the earlier, though in an entirely different way.

From this interesting analysis two important conclusions may be drawn. The first is that several of these men were unquestionably important figures in their own right. Label the buildings of Byrne, Griffin or Purcell and Elmslie as “Wrightian” is a great oversimplification, and there is no logical justification for doing so. Griffin’s buildings, for example, bear about the same relationship to Wright as do those of Olbrich to Otto Wagner; they are inspired by the Master but independent of him. Perhaps the major achievement of Brooks in this book lies in his differentiation of the essential styles of the Prairie School designers. Thus the buildings of Purcell and Elmslie were usually lighter in feeling than those of Wright and generally closer to...[continued on page 128]
Shower valves guaranteed for 83½ years.

We guarantee our Bradtrol and Pos-I-Pak shower valves for 83½ years... an even 1000 months. If either valve leaks or drips during that time, we furnish replacement parts free of charge. We can give you a guarantee like this because our Bradtrol permanently lubricated single control valve has just one moving part. No washers, O-rings, springs or seals. Nothing to wear out or corrode. And the Pos-I-Pak valve for hot and cold or tempered water. No washers here either. No seats, threads or packing. So no leaking.

You can specify either for any shower we make. For Column showers that serve from 2 to 6 people with a single set of connections. For Panelon® Econo-wall® Wall-saver® and Corner showers that put every inch of floor and wall space to use. Showers that save money during installation and afterwards. Ask your Bradley washroom systems specialist for complete guarantee details. And write for latest literature. Or call (414) 251-6000. Telex 2-6751. Bradley Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051.
The best plans deserve Plan Hold

PLAN HOLD has a superior, high-efficiency product for every design and storage need.

For instance, in creating plans our Designer II drafting table contains the key features of a fully-automatic—but at a fraction of the price. The companion Design/Desk completes the workstation, and finally solves the age-old problem of insufficient reference space. Design/Desk has it!

For storing original drawings, PLAN HOLD's Masterfile can handle up to 1,000 sheets in half the space flat drawers would use. Masterfile's vertical suspension technique keeps vellum, film or linen free from curling, smudging, and wrinkling. Filing is so easy, so quick.

For handling prints, PLAN HOLD's vertical binder systems can hold 1,200 sheets in just 12 inches! The binder is available in a variety of housings—mobile stands, fixed cabinets, executive furniture. Sheet for sheet, it's the most economical storage available.

PLAN HOLD has more than 150 other innovative products for increasing design room efficiency. (We could have helped the Pharaohs.)

Catalog on request.

PLAN HOLD
TIMES MIRROR
P.O. Box 4907, Carson, California 90745

On Reader Service Card, circle no. 404
RESTAURANTS:

In serving areas, Wilson-Art helps create an appetizing mood. In food preparation areas, Wilson-Art laminated plastic offers a sanitary, functional surface approved by the National Sanitation Foundation. Write for Brochure #104.

HOTELS/MOTELS:

A simple change in specifications— you've got two (or two hundred) uniquely distinctive rooms, all from the same basic design ... all specified from more than 140 Wilson-Art laminated plastic woodgrains, solids and patterns! Write for Brochure #105.

DOR-SURF

—a tough new face, from Wilson-Art! Doors surfaced with 1/8" thick Wilson-Art laminated plastic DOR-SURF are exceptionally tough, impact and abrasion resistant, and cost about the same as conventionally finished doors. (Matching Wilson-Art for fire doors also available.) Write for Brochure #106.

SURF for impact and abrasion resistant doors; three types of Wilson Vall Panel Systems; a variety of finishes, including deep, heavily textured Cuero finish; over 140 solid colors, woodgrains and patterns; plus immediate service anywhere in the United States.

See how much better it is to specify Wilson-Art. Call the Architectural Design Representative nearest you.

-Miami 305 822-5140
-Temple, Texas 817 778-2711

When the chips are down, you can depend on Wilson-Art.
The chief criticism of this important work is not a New York City book. It deals with real estate and housing in various phases of the planning, development and operation of transportation facilities for the Port of New York Authority in the American architectural inheritance.

Brooks is probably correct in attributing the Seattle houses built during the brief partnership of Byrne and Willatsen mostly to the former, but a more complete investigation is obviously needed. On the other hand, at this stage of the game the book could not be absolutely comprehensive. The fact of the matter is that the Prairie School was the one American development in the visual arts prior to World War I comparable in its international importance to French Impressionism or German Expressionism. There is enough material here to keep a battalion of architectural historians busy for a generation. Brooks has staked out what will probably be a generally accepted chronology and indicated the lines which research should follow. This is no small accomplishment.

The critical importance of this work must lie in the author's general neglect of the environmental considerations, which were generally so important for the Prairie School. To take the simplest possible example, James Fitch long ago pointed out that the roof overhangs which were so prominent a feature of Wright's work not only made sense as design elements but also as sun shades for glass areas in a brutal summer climate. More recently, Reyner Banham has treated the remarkable array of heating, ventilating and lighting systems which Wright built into the Rohe house. Brooks, altogether a more conventional historian, does not take these matters into account, although they were clearly of major concern to the architects he is discussing. In an age when we are becoming increasingly skeptical of elaborate technologies, the Prairie School houses are full of useful clues and simple solutions which will well repay close study.

It is a pleasure to report that the book is beautifully made. The photographs are of excellent quality and magnificently reproduced. Plans and drawings are easy to read. In a close scrutiny of the text I found only a few minor errors. The name of William Gray Purcell's Portland disciple was Van Evera Bailey, not evera Van Bailey. Purcell was, moreover, not a bachelor but a happily married man, at least when I visited him in 1954. Also the name of the Olmsted firm is misspelled. These, however, are minor points. While the price of the book will unhappily discourage many prospective purchasers, it can be recommended with very few reservations to anyone interested in a vital phase of the American architectural inheritance.


The planning and design of building street spaces for "comfortable and convenient human use" is the focus of this book. The author has been engaged in various phases of the planning, development and operation of transportation facilities for The Port of New York Authority over 17 years and has done considerable research in designing for pedestrians.

Beginning with a brief historical view, the pedestrian man, the book approaches varied human characteristics related to pedestrian design, considers the pedestrian in today's city and his safety there, and examines fundamentals of traffic design in relation to people who walk. The handicapped pedestrian, queuing, stairs, elevators, escalators are all considered and new developments in "planned pedestrian environments" are offered. Illustrated with graphs, charts and photographs, this book is a useful study for city planners and offers material that should be of interest.

Housing Crisis U.S.A. by Joseph P. Fr New York: Praeger Publishers, 1971. 295 pp., plus detailed reference notes and bibliography. $7.95

Books that purport to analyze the nation's housing problem tend to be collections of dry, dull papers originally given to self-appointed experts who gather at seminars and conferences to tell other experts just how bad life really is below the poverty line of middle class, prosperous America. Housing Crisis U.S.A., on the other hand, is a rarity in the field—a comprehensive analysis that is also eminently readable.

The author earned his "expert" bac while covering real estate and housing news for The New York Times but, de a foreword by Mayor John V. Lindsay, is not a New York City book. It deals v [continued on page 134]
Efficient building idea: A new built-up roofing system with a completely inorganic reinforcement.

New Perma Ply*-R felts are reinforced with inorganic Fiberglas*

This means they won't rot or char.

Won't wick volatile oils from the asphalt and cause brittleness.

And won't absorb moisture. (The asphalt is embedded into the porous felts to form a monolithic system. This helps prevent wrinkles, buckles, curling, blisters and fishmouths.)

Perma Ply-R felts can be installed and left exposed without the final surface treatment for up to 6 months (while other trades are completing construction).

Since 1963, Perma Ply-R test roofs and roof sections have been applied in all climate zones in the United States.

Results: not one known failure due to Fiberglas Perma Ply-R.

These Fiberglas felts are now available in all states east of the Rockies.

For more information, write to Mr. A. E. Meeks, Architectural Products Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

Energy Conservation Award

Owens-Corning is offering awards to stimulate new designs and ideas for conserving energy.

Special Steuben sculptures will go to the three architects or engineers who—according to a panel of independent judges—do the best job of designing buildings that don't waste fuel.

See our announcement in this magazine for details.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas
New information on plywood building systems and design.

For free books, use Reader Service Card.

Circle 311 on Reader Service Card.

Textured Plywood Portfolio. We've added to the APA textured plywood idea collection. Full-color photos show varieties, patterns, species. Paneling and siding suggestions for office buildings, apartments and restaurants. Application and finishing suggestions, brand names, list of manufacturers.
Circle 312 on Reader Service Card.

Plywood Coatings Package. All about plywood coatings: durability—weatherproof coatings; uses—exteriors, interiors, roofs, decks; appearances—textured, colorfast surfaces; application—chemically coated and overlaid plywood; and testing.
Circle 313 on Reader Service Card.

Circle 314 on Reader Service Card.

Architectural Case Histories. Nine new four-page case histories. Including: A day camp, art center, motel, resort club, restaurant, condominiums, a school, housing development and townhouses. Nine great examples of plywood's potential for innovative design.
Circle 316 on Reader Service Card.

For free books use Reader Service Card. For more information about plywood and other plywood publications, write American Plywood Association, Dept. PA-062, 1119 A Street, Tacoma, Washington 98401. Or get in touch with one of the APA field service representatives. Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Tacoma, Washington, D.C.
Concrete fish tanks probably aren’t in your line of design, but it shows exactly how positively waterproof our liquid membrane is.

The Uniroyal liquid membrane is a hot-applied, rubberized asphalt compound that bonds securely and continuously to any sound, horizontal or vertical surface. Water can’t get through or under it. The waterproof membrane remains flexible indefinitely and self-heals if mechanically damaged. It bridges moving cracks up to 1/16 inch without reinforcement. Yet it’s non-flowing once applied, making it the ideal waterproofing for vertical applications.

Expansion joints are effectively sealed with liquid membrane and rubber reinforcing sheets.

Uniroyal liquid membrane is quickly applied in temperatures down to 0°F. It spreads and flows freely to conform to all surface irregularities.

As for actual applications, the sky’s the limit. Uniroyal liquid membrane has been used to waterproof everything from underground garages to high-rise buildings.

If you’ve got a job coming up that requires reliable between slab waterproofing, we’ll help you make your design watertight. Just fill in and mail the coupon.
Who says acoustical panels have to be rectangles?

This striking ceiling was shaped from textured, micro-perforated Gold Bond Solitude Panels. Ordinarily, these acoustical panels are installed in exposed suspended grid systems. Their appearance, noncombustibility, NRC’s up to 70 and STC’s up to 40 contribute greatly to building aesthetics and performance. But why not be extraordinary? Stretch your imagination. Shape Solitude to fit your own ideas. Solitude Panels come in fissured, needle-perforated, textured and nondirectional patterns. You can order ventilating versions and scrubbable plastic coated finishes, too.

Solitude Panels: Another way we’re constructive so you can be creative.

Discuss your ideas with your local Gold Bond man. Or write Gold Bond Building Products, Division of National Gypsum Company, Dept. PA-62CT, Buffalo, N.Y. 14225.

Section of lobby ceiling shows how %" acoustical tiles, cut as shown in plan, were installed in continuous hardwood trim and supported by %" pipe.

Standard Gold Bond 2’ x 4’ acoustical Solitude Panels were custom cut on the job to create a distinctive mosaic for Phipp’s Plaza Theatre in Atlanta.
how local, state and federal housing programs evolved, probes the economic and labor factors, reviews the fallacies of Operation Breakthrough and other instant cures. One chapter points out how unreliable are available statistics, especially those drawn from the 1950 and 1960 census reports. Another sets forth current thinking: to improve or break up the slums? how to break the white suburban noose? what new subsidies will be needed?

The author, in good journalistic fashion, airs all viewpoints impartially but lets enough of his own compassion show through to condemn all sides in what he calls this "study in national failure."


This book explains what CPM (critical path method) is and how to use it to get speed, accuracy and flexibility in scheduling. It explains how to do CPM by using simple arithmetic or computer calculation; it focuses on actual on-going construction processes showing CPM in action from start to finish on large and small projects. New chapters in this new edition include "Precedence Networks," "Multiproject Scheduling," "Project Scheduling," "Management Information Systems" and some new case histories.


This book demonstrates how to draw buildings from simple to ornate, from two stories to towering skyscrapers—and also how to draw other urban subjects such as bridges, dock areas, boats and highways. Materials and tools used for drawing in line, tone and color are suggested with discussion on how to render characteristics of buildings—their brick, stone and glass textures. A variety of both new and traditional techniques are discussed, as well as specific architectural drawing problems and their solutions.


Over 200 photographs, drawings and floor plans showing modular housing production in varied stages and in finished products illustrate this book, the second annual series based on the author's national survey. Industry problems discussed include financing, marketing and sales, production figures, aesthetics and the architect's role, transportation building codes, government activities and financing, materials and techniques and a directory of manufacturers and suppliers.

Documents
[The documents listed below are available from the associations and agencies cited. Request for such documents should be directed accordingly.]


Designed for building committees, church groups and others unsure about modern church architecture, filmstrip in frames shows examples of Roman Catholic as well as Protestant churches and their furnishings. The commentary deals with simple arithmetic or computer calculation.
Spaulding luminaires are seen in the very best places

Places like Veterans Stadium in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania... the Hayward City Center Building in Hayward City, California... at the entrance/exit of the Queen's Tower apartment/restaurant complex in Cincinnati, Ohio... and around the country at the distinctive blue roofed International House of Pancakes. Spaulding luminaires, for seeing... and to be seen. Packages of light for planned communities, shopping centers, campuses, free standing buildings. Anyplace. Lighting by Spaulding. Everything from sports to low level landscape lighting. Decoratively functional. Functionally decorative. A variety of luminaires to suit all of your lighting needs.

Spaulding is your one source of luminaires, posts/poles, brackets and lighting design innovation. All backed with dependable guarantees.

All as near as your Spaulding representative.

Spaulding
3731 Dirr St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45223
Division of LCA Corporation
Only one line of acoustical ceiling systems so complete.

The Celotex selection of ceiling products and systems is an inspiration to imaginative designers. You choose from an almost endless variety of textures and patterns—including new nondirectional deep-textured mineral fiber tile that makes joint lines almost invisible . . . and new nondirectional fissured lay-in panels. To meet the widest range of technical performance requirements, we offer NCR’s to .90 and designs for UL time-rated assemblies of 1, 2 and 3 hours. And new Vari-Tec* luminaires systems that provide lighting, acoustical control and air handling.

Your Celotex acoustical contractor/distributor will welcome your call for specifications, samples and estimates.

Only one company brings you this range of building products.

Celotex. The company that pioneered the concept and development of acoustical ceilings. The company that today manufactures and markets the broadest line of quality building products ever—for inside, outside, on top, including: BARRETT® roofing products, “everything from the deck up” . . . gypsum drywall systems . . . hardboard paneling and siding . . . insulation products . . . and others.

*Trademark

Only Celotex.

CELOTEX ACOUSTICAL CEILING SYSTEMS SHOWN:
1. Vari-Tec 830 luminaire system.
2. Texture-Tone® mineral fiber reveal-edge lay-in panels. Custom 1'x4' size.
3. Natural-fissured Celotone® mineral fiber 12"x12" tile on concealed suspension system.
4. Mat-faced Acoustiform® medium density mineral fiber 2'x4' lay-in panels.

CELOTEX ACOUSTICAL CEILING SYSTEMS SHOWN:
1. Vari-Tec 830 luminaire system.
2. Texture-Tone® mineral fiber reveal-edge lay-in panels. Custom 1'x4' size.
3. Natural-fissured Celotone® mineral fiber 12"x12" tile on concealed suspension system.
4. Mat-faced Acoustiform® medium density mineral fiber 2'x4' lay-in panels.
New insulation possibilities open up with 25 flame-spread rated Pluragard® 601 urethane spray-foam

Architects and builders: If you want a practical insulating medium combining the superior K-factor of urethane with a 25 flame-spread rating that meets most building codes, look to Pluragard 601 . . . a new urethane spray-foam system developed by BASF Wyandotte.

Only the Pluragard 601 spray-foam system offers architects and contractors all these advantages:

- a UL-rated 25 flame-spread foam that may be applied up to 3-inches thick.
- a simple, 2-component system, 1:1 mixture by volume.
- uses conventional urethane spray equipment and application techniques.
- color coded for proper application.
- a foam that adheres tenaciously to itself (layers may be built up to the desired thickness) as well as to clean metals, gypsum board, masonry, wood, paper, plastic and similar substrates.
- a 0.13 K-factor . . . with other physical characteristics equal to (or exceeding) those of conventional urethane insulating foams.
- lightweight . . . a 1-inch thickness weighs only 0.2 lbs. per square foot.
- a high strength-to-weight ratio.
- an odorless foam that is resistant to most chemicals, fungus, mildew, insects and vermin.
- a foam that is dimensionally stable over a wide temperature range.
- only a modest premium over the cost of ordinary urethane spray-foam systems.

Monolithic in application, rigid urethane foam produced by the Pluragard 601 system provides a permanent, tough, seamless, flame-retardant insulation with applications in virtually every area of the construction field. For additional information, see our catalog in the 1971 Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Construction Files, or write BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Dept. 684, Wyandotte, Michigan 48192.
NuTone.

We've got the most fantastic lobby system you've ever seen—or heard. Not just signaling and communication, but matching mailboxes, as well.

The design is tastefully simple (to blend, rather than compete, with your overall design). The function is basic—clear, concise communication (we've had a lot of experience in interior communication systems). The planning and installation is the least complicated in the industry (again, experience in engineering—more than 35 years of it). All our systems comply with government regulations. NuTone Lobby Systems. We think you'll like them.
The NuTone Lobby System.

It works.

Direct-A-Com
There are three systems; designed for low and medium high-rise multi-family buildings, garden apartments and townhouses. Features 'Auto-Call' transfer system with 'busy' light for buildings with two entrances, alphabetical tenant name panels and directories with built-in speakers. silver or brass anodized finish.

Tenants can talk to callers without opening doors or unlocking main entrance. Voice transmission is crystal clear. System wiring is amazingly simple. As few as three common wires; one signal wire per apartment.

Mail Boxes are styled to match Direct-A-Com, built to endure through years of service and abuse. Constructed of steel and aluminum, the matched vertical units meet all federal postal regulations. Units are available with separate or integral magazine receptacles. Plus models with pushbuttons for use without Direct-A-Com.

For complete details and specifications, look us up in Sweet's File. For sales information, see your NuTone representative or Dial NuTone—800-543-8687 (In Ohio, 800-582-2030). For the name of your nearby NuTone distributor.

NuTone Housing Products
Scovill

Madison and Red Bank Roads, Cincinnati, Ohio 45227
For your next high rise, specify PPG Wall and Panel Insulation—made of fiber glass. It carries an Underwriters' Laboratories smoke developed rating of 50 and a flame spread rating of 25.

These are the same "Fire Hazard" ratings that most building codes require for pipe and duct insulation, but not necessarily for wall and panel construction. In fact, when it comes to wall and panel insulation, most codes do not specify a smoke developed rating.

As a result, insulation materials can be used which, during a fire, generate dense clouds of smoke. Up to a rating of 200 or more. And fire protection authorities agree that more fire-related injuries and fatalities are caused by smoke than by heat or flame.

PPG fiber glass Wall and Panel Insulation is listed by UL for use in a variety of fire-rated wall and partition designs.

For complete details, send in the coupon.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

PPG Industries, Inc., Fiber Glass Division, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

I’m interested in more information on PPG Wall and Panel Insulation. Please have your salesman phone for an appointment.

Name:
Title:
Company:
Address:
City:
State: Zip:
Phone Number:
how church architecture has evolved through traditions that are not always relevant today and stresses the relationship of worship to its surrounding environment.

The record has one side with audible tones for use with manual projectors and one side with inaudible tones for automatic projectors. The package also contains a 12-page guide containing the pictures from the filmstrip, a script of the commentary, full credits and suggestions for use with various groups.

The International Shade Tree Conference, Inc. Standard Municipal Tree Ordinance. P.O. Box 71, Urbana, Ill. 61801. $1.

This is a 14-page booklet containing information of value to persons and municipalities interested in creating, revising and improving municipal ordinances relative to planning, maintenance and preservation of shade and ornamental trees.


A 135-page collection of the summaries of 17 papers and workshops presented at the Albuquerque, N.M. meeting of the Society's Continuing Engineering Studies Division. Included are Technological Forecasting in the Planning of Continuing Education; Toward a more Responsible Application of Engineering, Science and Technology, New Trends for CES in the 70's, plus reports on the important workshops held during the meeting.


Included are 26 presentations, with 224 pages of information on such topics as communication, transportation and information systems; the urban era; goals in the 70's; engineering: a force for social change; and physical environment and engineering.

Today's Housing Briefs. P.O. Box 1216, Rockville, Md. 20830. $90 per year, charter subscription: six issues.

Brief book reviews and abstracts of magazine articles relating to low- and moderate-income housing are offered in this new magazine series. Material selected includes articles on legislation and law, finance and fiscal policy, national goals programs, social concepts and environment, and new methods and materials. Each issue will contain a special guesture representing current thinking and developments in the field of low- and mid-income housing.


This manual on thermal insulation suggests benefits of insulation for builders terms of reducing overall construction costs. Comfort facts, acoustical privacy and common thermal terms are given; actual gas and electricity rates for each of 561 localities are combined with relevant weather data into index figures.


A practical guide to almost every type of lighting application, this handbook offers detailed information on the many developments and innovations in lighting over past several years.

---

**Page fencing promises 3 to 5 times longer life.**


Want more reasons? Send for the free fence spec kit. It will save you a lot of design time. Write Page Fence Division of Acco (American Chain & Cable Co., Inc.), P. O. Box 430, Bridgeport, Conn. 06602.

---

**BOOKS continued from page 134**
Earthstone is so different you can do different things with it.

Natural redburning shale from mother earth, hand-moulded into rustic, glazed semi-vitreous tile. That's what Earthstone is. What it can become is up to you. The authentic richness of Earthstone, enhanced by its variegated texture, cries out for creative applications. Earthstone's glaze needs no waxing, no buffing, no stripping. Immediately available in six shapes and five rich earth tone colors. Custom shapes available upon request. If you have an idea that's different, we have the Earthstone! Write us for a sample.

Earthstone is a trademark of Sikes Corporation.
As the wooded countryside around Ramapo College changes colors, so does Ramapo College. With Vari-Tran® reflective glass, the building shown here presents an ever-changing mural that depicts the varied hues of the four seasons. The mural changes each day, often each hour.

Ramapo College is located on a spacious, wooded tract in Mahwah, New Jersey, and it was the intention of the school officials and their architects to preserve and even complement this environment as much as possible. To accomplish this end, Vari-Tran was selected.

By using Vari-Tran coated glass fabricated into Thermopane® insulation units, they achieved other ends. Since Vari-Tran reflects the sun’s light and less air conditioning equipment is needed to cool the building. And less energy is required to run the air conditioning. In winter, Thermopane reduces heating bills because of its insulating properties.
Now that Vari-Tran is available in 52 varieties of glass for buildings, it's even easier for architects to select a shade that can best reflect the environment they're designing for. Vari-Tran comes in gold, silver, grey, blue and bronze tones—plus new degrees of reflectivity, and shading coefficients. For the whole story, send for our new brochure, “Reach for a Rainbow.” Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Dept. P-672, Toledo, Ohio 43695.

L-O-F Hi-Performance Glass
Suddenly, in recent years, Canada has begun to produce some of the most influential architecture in America — precedent-setting structures such as Moshe Safdie's Habitat in Montreal, Erickson & Massey's Simon Fraser University in Vancouver, and John Andrews' Scarborough College near Toronto. At the same time, Canadian architects have been showing initiative in such diverse areas as Arctic shelter and urban transit systems.

P/A has decided it is time to survey Canada all at once — from Atlantic to Pacific to Arctic — to see what lessons it offers on architecture and planning. Over the past six months, our editors have met with architects, clients, officials, and civic leaders all over Canada; we have traveled its highways and subways, visited established landmarks and raw construction sites.

What we have seen is, of course, a parallel country to the United States — a long ribbon of intense development with corresponding variations in topography and climate. We have seen the same cars, the same hamburgers, the same TV sets in the same motel rooms; we have seen shopping centers outside Edmonton just like the ones outside Dallas.

Yet there are meaningful differences. Canadians — perhaps by necessity — seem at least a little more aware that materials, land, and energy must not be wasted. And complementing their sense of economy is a recognition that the right gesture — the expressionistic silhouette or the unprecedented layout — can generate a sense of place at no real cost.

Since Canada is a nation of 21,600,000 people, dispersed over seven time zones, our September issue can be no more than a sampling — characteristic buildings from various regions, significant planning issues in certain localities, model government programs in the fields of building and development, applications of building technology in the Far North.

We found, in fact, far more to report that we could cover adequately in a single issue. September, then, will be an initial excursion across Canada, to be followed by a continuing program of visits. You won't want to miss the September trip.
Design apartment sub-floors with structural 4-Way® Floor Decking System and in the same application get —

resilient carpet underlayment, acoustically rated noise control, and weatherproof insulation.

4-Way Floor Decking, 2'x8' panels, 1 1/32" thick for 16" o.c. framing; 1 3/4" thick for 24" o.c. framing.

Homasote Construction Adhesive, improves construction integration, practically eliminates squeaks, cuts nailing by 40% and reduces nail noise paths.

Specially designed, tested Floor Decking Nails with Construction Adhesive provide a stiffer, non-nail popping, secure floor deck system that prevents "call-back" annoyance.

From the family of code-approved products by the homasote company

WEST TRENTON, N.J. 08628

More than 63 years of technology for building and ecology
Offer something different – the Designer Line.™

Stretch-Out Tub & Wall Surround.
Lower back support and extra-long bathing area. Ledge and wide apron hold accessories. (Also available in two above-the-floor models.)

One-Piece Deluxe Recessed Shower.
Choice of 36" x 48" or 36" x 60". Built-in ledge and seat.

The eight Designer Line components are for luxury bathing and showering. Line includes unique stretch tub and exotic soaking tub, complete with wall surround. Choice of four showers—each with walls, floor, drain, and built-in accessory shelf. (Deluxe also has built-in seat.)

No seams. Deep, glowing color. Feels warm.

Heavy-duty fiberglass-reinforced polyester is strong and lightweight. Easily installed. Arrives ready to slip into place.

Minimizes accidents because FRP is resilient and slip-resistant. Simple to maintain with liquid cleaner.

Available in Bone, Gold, Bayberry-Avocado, Regal Blue, Fawn Beige and White. Soaking tub also in Terracotta Red.

The Designer Line. Another example of how best keeps getting better. American-Standard, P.O. Box 2003, New Brunswick, N.J. 08903.

Soaking Tub. Low seat allows for total immersion. Fits 40" x 40" x 72". (See facing page.)
In the mode of the exotic soaking tub.
What's on top at Playboy-Great Gorge?

Lime Crest Roofing Spar, that's what! The marble aggregate that increases the effectiveness of roof insulation, reduces the cost of air conditioning—and promotes the comfort of all 700 guest rooms and suites in the new $30,000,000 Playboy Club Hotel at Great Gorge, McAfee, New Jersey.

What's more, Lime Crest Roofing Spar often costs less than other white aggregates... in some areas even less than slag! Yet its uniform, hard crystalline surfaces resist weather and corrosion, wash clean, and stay bright indefinitely. For texture and sparkle, there's nothing like it!

Let us send you a sample, so you can see for yourself.

LIME CREST
ROOFING SPAR

Bunny head symbol is a mark of Playboy Enterprises, Inc. B. U. S. Patent Office

Limestone Products Corporation of America
Newton, New Jersey 07860
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Progressive Architecture

Notices

Appointments

John Haley has joined Jova Daniels Bust Architects, Atlanta, as project coordinator.

James M. Luckman, who has been president of Charles Luckman Associates, architectural affiliate of Ogden Development Corporation, has been elected president of Ogden Development Corporation, Chaska, Minn.

David Margolf, AIA, has joined Charles Luckman Associates, Los Angeles, as director of project management.

Reynold M. Roberts has joined Jonath Development Corporation, Chaska, Minn., as senior architect.

Vincent Cangiano has been promoted to executive vice president of CE Maguire, Inc., Providence, R.I.

Francis Pierce has been named senior vice president, and John L. Slocum has been appointed a member of CE Maguire, Inc. Executive Committee.

Willis E. Bell, PE, has been made a partner in The Shaver Partnership, Salina, Kans., and Michigan City, Ind.

James K. Perkins, ASLA, has been appointed an associate partner and Arthur C. Bastian, AIA, Robert L. Moss, AIA, and Herman Terzino, AIA, have been named associates.

Victor E. Mikulich has joined Ellerbe, S.Paul, Minn., as project engineer.

William F. Moore has joined Harold Roed and Edward Saad, Hamden, Conn., as a partner. The firm is Roed Saad Moore Architects.

George Groner and Russell Harlow have been appointed vice presidents of Castagno & Son, Inc., Manhasset, N.Y.

Bob C. Brunson, Jr., has been elected president and chief executive officer of Cornell Associates, Miami, Fla.

William Dalziel has been appointed administrator-coordinator of design and land planning for Burke Kober, Nicolais, Archulet Los Angeles and San Francisco.

John I. Margraf, AIA and NCARB certi- cated, has joined the staff of Eltinge, Graziadio & Sampson Development Company, Los Angeles.

William B. Kuhl and Allen C. Pearson have been named associates of M. Paul Friedberg & Associates, New York City.

Lloyd Roark, FAIA, has joined Austin & Fry, Los Angeles, as director of the division of project development.

Richard W. Payne has been appointed vice president and chief engineer for H.A...
Copper building systems. They cost less because they last longer.

If you are not specifying copper systems—roofing, wiring, plumbing—because some other material looks less expensive, consider these facts:
1. Copper systems are strong selling assets. Buyers look for them.
2. Copper systems last. They're solid and reliable, like a good reputation.
3. In the long run copper systems save money by reducing call-backs for service or replacement.
4. A substitute for copper is just that—a substitute.

Copper Roofing Systems
A copper standing-seam roof is beautiful...either bright, like this one, or in natural brown tones, or patinated. Copper adds value, and its life-of-the-building durability is a known fact.
Or, bond copper's beauty and trouble-free service to cost saving structural panels of plywood and other substrates, and you have economical, easy-to-install, light-weight roofing, fascia, and wall systems.

Copper Wiring Systems
Copper wiring is a safe, sound investment, from installation to customer use. It will not break easily when twisted or bent, will fit into tight places, requires no special hardware or preparation to make connections, does not loosen at terminals—even its oxide conduct! It's the safest building wire known.

Copper Plumbing Systems
Copper plumbing is just about indestructible and famous for its performance reliability. Buying cheaper materials is false economy. It makes sense to customers to pay a few dollars more for copper and know they have something that stays on-the-job year after year. Why make your house harder to sell because of a small saving in initial material cost?
There's no real substitute for copper...it's the most economical in the long run.
If you'd like details on these, or any other building uses of copper and its alloys, brass and bronze, just write us.

Copper Development Association Inc. 405 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
If granite is so expensive, why didn't someone tell the Minneapolis Downtown Council?

The decision to make ample use of granite along the Nicollet Mall in Minneapolis wasn't exactly a snap judgment based on vague notions about cost: it was made after careful consideration of the facts about granite.

And when you consider the facts, it's easy to see why granite paving and street furniture have become significant parts of today's cityscape as malls and plazas gain in popularity. The natural beauty of polished granite resists weather, stains and all types of traffic as no other building material can. It won't fade or deteriorate, and it requires virtually no maintenance. Comes in a wide spectrum of colors, too.

How expensive is granite? Talk to our Customer Service Department about that. Tell them what you want to do and they'll tell you how it can be done. Step by step. And likely as not you'll find that granite fits your plans well on a cost-in-place basis. Refer to Sweet's Catalog No. 4.1/Co.

Or call us, (612) 685-3621.

Granite can color your thinking.

subsidaries:
Lake Placid Granite Company
Jay, New York
Texas Granite Corporation
Marble Falls, Texas
Raymond Granite Company
Raymond, California
Cold Spring Granite (Canada) Ltd.
Lac Du Bonnet, Manitoba

over 20 producing quarries

Nicollet Mall
Architect:
Lawrence Halprin & Associates
Engineering & Planning:
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc.
General Contractor:
City of Minneapolis

COLD SPRING GRANITE COMPANY / COLD SPRING, MINN.
How Hope's Serves the Creative Architect

This three-section building for Standard Oil Company (Indiana) typifies the large scale, highly specialized project on which Hope's reputation for quality custom work has been built. Wigton-Abbott Corporation, designers and constructors, specified installation of more than 180 monumental size steel custom windows by Hope's. Constructed of 12-gauge pressed steel members, the fixed windows are 30 to 35 feet high and over five feet wide. The installation provides an intriguing example of pressed metal's broad adaptability; steel was chosen for its strength, durability, rigidity, and economy. Note that the detail of the horizontal mullion is designed to accommodate two different thicknesses of glass in the same member, while keeping the outside glass surfaces in the same plane. The attractive appearance is enhanced by finishing frames, beads and panels each in a different color, with Hope's unusually durable Ultra-Coat finish.

The Hope's pressed steel subframes used in the Standard Oil research center were installed in five sections to accommodate three sections of clear glass, interspersed with two of opaque spandrel glass. The vertical unit, with spandrel surface covering structural framing as well as ceiling and floor construction, functions as both window and window wall. The frames, formed in a tubular shape, provide the glass with a third-dimensional framing effect. The installation typifies the individual choices available to the architect using Hope's pressed steel subframes. They are custom made to suit the requirements of each installation, offering the designer broad versatility. Frames can be designed to accommodate: ventilated or fixed windows, panels, doors, grilles, louvers and all types of glass. Ask Hope's engineers to work with you on your forthcoming construction plans. Your creative ideas provide a challenge they welcome. Hope's Windows, Jamestown, New York 14701.
The unmatched
Nevamar collection of
dimensional finishes.

It finishes all the talk about
plastic laminate leadership.

Nevamar originated three-dimensional laminate finishes in 1965
to give you greater design latitude. Then we developed other new
dimensions. All of these are Nevamar originals. Yes, some have
been copied, but most are still Nevamar exclusives.

What's more, dimensional finishes are only the beginning.
Look at the entire Nevamar collection of patterns, colors and
standard finishes. Check our close-to-you laminate availability.

You see, Nevamar means total leadership in high-pressure
plastic laminates. Send for a sample chain and all the details.
They say it better than all the talk.

NEVAMAR
newest look in Laminates

Enjoy Fibers And Laminates Company
Odenton, Maryland 21113
A Division of Enjay Chemical Company
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Vogel-Peterson RDF's help School Planners keep an "OPEN" mind

One moment they're handsome wardrobe racks, chalkboards or tackboards . . . a few seconds later they've converted an open plan school room into efficiently arranged classrooms to accommodate any size class or teaching requirement! Trust Vogel-Peterson to bring you the room-making magic of dual purpose RDF (Schooline Room Divider Wardrobes) . . . 6 or 8 feet long sections that move silently and effortlessly on large rubber-tired casters . . . sturdily made, beautifully detailed and finished in colors that complement the most modern decor. Have them in any combination you wish—tackboard both sides, chalkboard both sides, or tackboard/chalkboard combination or tackboard side can be accessorized with wardrobe racks and book or boot shelves. School planners welcome their versatility . . . teachers like their efficiency and kids can't hurt them. Look into these versatile units—they're designed with you in mind.

The RDF's are just one of a most complete line of coat racks and wardrobes designed to meet today's changing needs. Write for our complete catalog SL-510.

Vogel-Peterson COMPANY
"The Coat Rack People"
ELMHURST, ILLINOIS
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Modern Counterpoint


The Collector's Series by Russwin
In carrying out a corporate symbol design or overall graphics program, building identification plays a major role. And here, metal is the modern medium, for exterior and interior applications.

Metal gives you complete design freedom, lets you be imaginative with mass, depth, dimension, color. And Matthews is your single, complete source for identification in metal. In lettering alone there are 25 different styles, cast in solid bronze and aluminum. In sizes, finishes and baked-enamel colors for every requirement, plus custom designs on request.

Matthews can furnish custom-cast trademarks and symbols, commemorative tablets, handsome etched plaques, name plates, even limited editions of bronze sculpture. And Matthews offers prompt, professional assistance in the execution of any program. Completely integrated to include building facades, courtyards, foyers, corridors, office doors, reception areas, board rooms, display areas. For FREE CATALOG on Matthews' Identification-In-Metal capabilities, write:
more

Security with a touch of beauty!

As these installations illustrate, the Kinnear Rolling Grille is more than a beautiful veil for entrance-ways after hours. It provides dependable security without the sacrifice of air, light, or vision. At the same time, round-the-clock climate control and better merchandise displays are provided for those late mall shoppers. And, the Kinnear design is so inherently efficient! The strong counterbalanced metal grille coils like a window blind ... completely concealed above the opening, out of the way. Operates either manually or with a Kinnear power operator. In addition, with Kinnear’s “Registered” life-extension plan and nationwide service organization, you’re assured of the best store-front closure money can buy. Write today to get the full story.

Kinnear Corporation, 1900 Fields Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43216.

Kinnear Rolling Grilles
Redwood Plywood.

And a warm, inviting new look for civic architecture.
ember when most American public buildings derived design and impressive bulk from classical architecture? are three examples of contemporary civic buildings that lost the austere, impersonal “institutional look”—due to the use of California redwood plywood.

Its warm, natural visual appeal is only the beginning of redwood’s virtues. Its clear heartwood face veneers resistant to decay and the erosive effects of weather. It take and hold a wide variety of finishes longer than any wood. And its low flame-spread value established by reviewers’ Laboratories, Inc., allows redwood plywood to be used in many applications otherwise closed to untreated wood products.

In actual construction, redwood plywood has other practical advantages. Its large panel sizes—4 feet by 8, 9 or 10 feet—make possible the economy and ease of modular installation. And the panels can be applied directly to studs—without building paper—thanks to redwood plywood’s high insulation values.

Beauty, economy, practicality—three reasons more and more leading architects are specifying redwood plywood in their plans for civic building projects.

CALIFORNIA

REDWOOD

SOCIATION  Write Dept. PI for specification and technical information on redwood plywood. Montgomery Street, San Francisco, California 94111  •  Plywood-producing member mills: Simpson Timber Company  •  The Pacific Lumber Company
Professional critics have been virtually unanimous in regarding Harry Weese's Arena Stage as a major landmark in American architecture. Wholly original in concept, superbly functional, and elegant in detailing, it has "an ambiance which suggests that magic is made, after all, in a working place," as one commentator remarked. Among other significant developments which were foreshadowed in this exciting structure was the utilization of roof perimeters as an important element in contemporary design, particularly when executed in metal.

Our initial gratification when Mr. Weese and his associates selected Follansbee Terne for these roof areas has thus merely been enhanced with the passage of time. And we were therefore doubly gratified, nearly a decade later, when Terne was again specified on the adjacent Kreeger Theater, a building of comparable distinction.
ILMS & ASSOCIATES, Inc., Columbus, Ohio. William E. Simpson, AIA, and Laura Dav­
port have been named associates of Esh­
, Homsey, Dodge & Davis, San Fran­
cisco, Calif.
Edward Slaughter has joined GHQ,
Merritt Island, Fla., as a principal and
resident.
Hark Justin, AIA, has been appointed
resident for administration of the New
architectural office of John Carl Warn­

bert J. Schaefer and Henry W. Schirmer
announced the ownership addition in
firm of John L. Greer, vice president and
urer and Daniel S. Kilby, vice president
ctory. The firm, located in Wichita
peka, Kan., will now be Schaefer
mer & Associates P.A.
H. Chambers Company, Baltimore,
lected the following officers: Rich­
. Farrar, Edward L. Hoffert, AID, John
alsh, senior vice presidents; Earl R.
meby, James E. Peterson, Richard S.
as, Ronald N. Robinson, vice presi­
; James R. Hiatt, secretary. Richard A.
r was also elected treasurer.

addresses
Greiner Company, Inc., The Greiner
ling, 5601 Mariner St., Tampa, Fla.
ances J. Goldberg, 167-175 Rock
, Glen Rock, N.J. 07452.
well Cooke Architect, 554 Chapel St.,
aven, Conn. 06511.
elli & Associates, Mechanics Na­
Bank Tower, Worcester Center, Worr­
r, Mass.

firms
lin H. Smith, AIA, has formed Delta Ar­
tectural Associates, Phoenix Building,
city, Mich. 48706.
inc-Design-Architecture Consul­
718 West Hubbard St., Chicago, Ill.
, headed by Robert G. Lyon.
G. Cantor, PE, and Ysrael Seinuk,
formed The Office of Irwin G. Can­
9 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
lander and Melander, Architects, have
ed offices at 800 Lonsdale Building, Du­
mi, which will serve as a continuations of A. Reinhold Melander.
bert Tennenbaum, AIA, AIP, has formed
enbaum Associates New Community
ing/Design/Architecture, The Ameri­
ity Building, Wincopin Circle, Colum­
d. 21044.

TIME SAVINGS INSTALLATION

... just hang it on the wall, connect the supply and the waste,
plug in the electricity and the Haws simulated-recessed water cooler Model HSR-6 or 12 is in operation. Unit extends
9 1/2 inches from the wall, is 18 inches wide and 37 inches high. Stainless steel top and choice of woodgrain, tan or gray
vinyl; or sandalwood acrylic finish base make the unit a buyer's choice. Stainless steel cabinet is also available at extra
cost. Cooling capacities are 6 and 12 gph. Get all the facts, write or phone...

HAWS DRINKING FAUCET CO.
4th & Page Streets  Berkeley, Ca 94710  415/325-5801
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Situations open

Architect: A design oriented leading midwest architectural and engineering firm with nationwide practice in significant educational, industrial, and institutional projects, has opening for imaginative design oriented and strong coordinator to develop outstanding concepts, work with clients and control design development through all phases of a project. Replies will be handled confidentially and should contain sufficient information to establish a basis for further discussion. Send resume to Box #1361-361, Progressive Architecture.

Architect: An established Architectural-Engineering firm seeks a young, degreed architect with strong interest in specification writing. Must have thorough knowledge of materials and methods. Experience in C.S.I. methods and computerized specifications desirable. Submit confidential resume with your salary history to Box #1361-360, Progressive Architecture.


Architects: Architects with creative ideas and imagination to develop exciting schools with firm highly skilled in advance school design to fill educational needs of the future. Must have a minimum of 5 years experience. Openings for designer, job captain and specification writer. If you qualify you will be working with a firm of architects for Award-Winning schools. Call or write about your background in confidence to: Warren H. Ashley, Architect, 740 North Main St., West Hartford, Conn. 06117, (203) 233-8291.


Two architects: Two architects needed for responsible charge of work in active seven man southern New Hampshire office. Fifty minutes from Boston, skiing and seashore. Public and private school institutional and recreation work. Strong design and production experience desired. Reply to Box #1361-384, Progressive Architecture.

Architect designer: The Law Company, a nationally known Design/Build organization which specializes in major shopping centers and commercial facilities, is seeking Architect designers. Must be a graduate architect with 1-3 years experience. Salary open and commensurate with experience. In any business . . . a company is only as good as its last job. The Law Company has numerous projects . . . shopping centers, apartments, office buildings, governmental and institutional facilities in all parts of the country standing as testimony to the validity of our concepts and our capability of making it work. If you desire to work for this fast growing organization, send your resume and salary requirements to: Ron Hilfinger, The Law Company, P. O. Box 1139, Wichita, Kansas 67201. An equal opportunity employer.

Architect/project: International multi-discipline consulting firm with headquarters in small midwest city seeks project architect with strong design capability and experienced in preparation of contract documents. Will prepare schematic design studies, preliminary drawings and outline specifications. Send complete resume including salary requirements to: Personnel Director, Stanley Consultants, Stanley Building, Muscatine, Iowa 52761. An equal opportunity employer M/F.

Architectural sales managers for major glass company: Rapidly expanding architectural glass division needs self motivated men for both inside and outside sales, to direct office and field operations, work with network of representatives, and provide sales assistance to distributors. Must have experience in the flat glass industry, and be experienced in glazing procedures. Send background informa-
We can make glass to match your imagination.

BSN likes glass, architecture and architects who have imagination. This is why we have been making "Il à Pots", all kinds of glass. Ask us, and we can make a glass as thick as you want, the exact colour you need, the ideal form you have in mind.

It doesn't make a difference where you are either: for example we came to Sydney with our technicians and engineers to help realize the enormous project of the famous Sydney Opera House. BSN can match the wildest architectural dream. Tell us yours.

BSN Export, 17 bis, bd Haussmann, 75-Paris 9e.
Phone: 770-93-79.
Specifying a "hickman-type" gravel stop?

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

Only (and only) the Hickman system grips the roofing felts positively. Permanently.

Galvanized water dam is thermally compatible with the felt. Means no separations or cracks. Ever.

Extruded aluminum fascia is free-floating. Joint covers are concealed. Variety of sizes and finishes.

Patented compression clamp is key to Hickman's lasting quality. Locks down felts, locks out water. No perimeter leaks.


HICKMAN

W. P. Hickman Company, Inc.
2520 Industrial Row, Troy, Michigan 48084
Phone: (313) 549-8484

DO COLLEGES HELP BUSINESS AS MUCH AS BUSINESS HELPS COLLEGES?

Yes, they do. But not in the same proportion.

Business contributes about 15% of the total voluntary support received by colleges.

But today, business gets half the college-trained people who are employed. Tomorrow, it will need even more.

As a result, businessmen should think seriously about increasing the level of corporate giving to education. Can you, as a businessman, think of a better investment?

For the latest national figures on corporate giving to higher education, write on your letterhead for "CFAE Survey of Corporation Support of Higher Education," and enclose $2.00 to help cover costs. Mail to: Council for Financial Aid to Education, 6 East 45th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.

Give to the college of your choice. Now.
one of the day — anyday of the year — anyplace in the world, the lux System easily and accurately indicates areas cast in shadow proposed structure or complex of structures, as well as the availability of sunlight within the structure or complex. Light interference relative to surrounding areas is a most important consideration in this era of environmental concern. The simulated sun of the Heliolux System is an invaluable aid to Architects, Planners, Landscape Architects, Government Agencies and Schools.

Who said you couldn't use wood folding partitions to control sound? You can now. With twin panel Sonicwal.® Look it up today in your 1972 Sweet's Architectural File 10.2 Pa. After all, wouldn't you rather work with wood?


Architectural services


Edwards & Shepard Agency: We are a design and architectural placement service uniquely equipped to locate and appraise the qualifications, experience and effectiveness of architectural and interior designers, urban planners, systems and space planners, construction specialists, exhibit, lighting and environmental designers. We know (1) what positions are available (2) who the best prospects are (3) the right approach (4) how to break negotiating gaps (5) how to save money, time and effort (6) how to simplify procedures and appointments (7) the day to day state of the market. Contact Bill Shepard at (212) 725-1280. Interviews by appointment in our "dome on the roof" at 1170 Broadway, N. Y. C., N. Y. 10001.

Office brochures: Graphic designers with specialized experience in creating effective office brochures for well-known professional firms. Your brochure can really be a stimulating presentation of your firm's capabilities [continued on page 168]
and uniqueness. Our clients are distinguished professionals from Puerto Rico to Canada.


Helen Hutchins Personnel Agency—Specialists in architecture, industrial design, interior design, and home furnishings. Interviews by appointment. 767 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10021, TE 8-3070.

International Consultants, Inc.: We provide professional estimating, scheduling, cost control and project analysis for architects, engineers, owners. Broad experience in feasibility studies and conceptual estimates. Specialists in project planning and scheduling, including construction cost control. Active in commercial, industrial, public, institutional fields. Join our satisfied clients. 1101 S. 21st St., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107, (215) 923-8888.

Ritasue Siegel Agency: Comprehensive, confidential, international placement and executive search for architectural, urban, interior designers and planners by Mrs. Joanne O'Neill. Industrial, environmental and graphic design by Mrs. Siegel, (former Pratt Institute Placement Director and ID graduate.) All positions fee paid. By appointment, please call (212) 684-3537, 1170 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10001.

Tekay Offset Printing Service, Inc.: Specifications duplicated via offset process, collated, color coded by trade, and bound. We are architectural men who offer a professional product. Low rates, high quality, sharp image, fast service, and specific know-how are built-in advantages. Budget typing service available. Dave Tabachnick, Tekay Offset Printing Service, Inc., 114 E. 32nd Street, New York, New York 10016.

David S. Wachsman Associates, Inc.: Public relations/marketing: Is your architectural practice growing? Are you well known and highly regarded in your market? Is the best of your work published on a continuing basis? Excluding staff and clients, are at least 500 people currently familiar with your firm and its work? Does your brochure represent you as well as your most successful projects? If you answer "no" to any of these questions, professional public relations/marketing services may be of immense value to you. We would be pleased to discuss your growth plans. 51 East 42nd. St., New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 678-1196.

Notice
Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:

Progressive Architecture
C/O Box........
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
DRAPERY FUNCTIONAL
METAL MESH FOR

NIGHT CLUBS
10,000 sq. ft.
⅛" anodized
aluminum.
Casino, Freeport,
Bahamas

AIR PORTS
La Guardia Airport,
New York
⅛" anodized
aluminum

YOUR DESIGN
The new texture
of wire for
Dividers / Windows

PACIFIC DRAPERY is available in a steel, or aluminum
anodized wire mesh / It is custom finished and woven
to meet each individual requirement / It is painted or
anodized in a spectrum of decorator colors / Pacific
Drapery is woven in one-eighth, three-sixteenth, one-
quarter, three-eighth, and one-half inch mesh / Pacific
Drapery Wall is easy to install and maintain / Write for
actual sample of this new product. We will also send
prices.

Lightweight, colorful Molded-Stone® mop service
basins will stand up to heavy buckets and harsh
detergents year in and year out. That's why they were
selected for the World Trade Center.

Molded-Stone® mop service basins are stronger
than stone, yet five-times lighter than concrete.
Smooth, bright surface is easy to keep clean,
shrugs off dirt and stains. Choose from two
sizes and three colors. Plus handy hardware
accessories. Specify the good looking basin for
your next job. Specify Molded-Stone® by Fiat.
Contact your Fiat representative or write
Dept. PA-6.

QUALITY BY DESIGN
FORMICA CORPORATION
© 1972 Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 subsidiary of
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Three floors are just as easy with the KALWALL® system

Plus, Kalwall is lower in cost than most other wall systems, even block and brick!

Low in cost to buy, low in cost to erect because of its light weight (1½ lbs/sq. ft.) and the structure can be designed lighter, saving even more.

Extremely high insulation values — .40 to .15(U), controlled, diffused, natural light (so no ugly grates or blinds), even further savings.

Design potential is unlimited too — It has already been used in over 40,000 buildings, many award winners!

Write or phone for information. Or, why not let us make a full presentation? The time spent will be worthwhile.

KALWALL CORPORATION
88 Pine Street
Manchester, N.H. 03103
Phone 603-627-3861

Complete translucent wall and skyroof systems.
Kill 2 birds with it.

1. The Structural System.
With loadbearing masonry, structural system and enclosure walls are one and the same. Thin, straight brick or concrete block walls. They work together with floor and roof systems to create a strong structural shell for both high and low buildings. And they provide low maintenance, high efficiency enclosure walls and interior partitions.
So you save time. And money. And materials.

For example, you can begin finish work on one floor while masons erect the one above it. You have excellent sound control and fireproofing. And you can offer the imitable beauty of exposed interior masonry walls. All at no additional cost.
The savings don’t end with construction. You’ll spend less on maintenance, because masonry doesn’t warp, dent, bend, buckle or rot. And it never needs painting.
So there you have it. A lot of birds. One stone.

2. The Enclosure Walls.

The International Masonry Institute
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